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7 Warm’s, Turn 
Hold onto your hatsl Meitt talks 
about cr&aiin{j; campaign worlds. 

$ Scare f^Sfl 

Our readers discuss dragons, 
each other, and what we mean 
by Dragqm "Unleashed!” 

ON THE COVER_ 

Howard Lyon shmes some li£hr 
on the stealthy and sinisler 
Dark Ones. 

FEATURES 

See the light on the Plane oF 
Shadow: Balefire, City of 
Lanterns,- 

22 Who's Afreet of t5i& Darfc? 

Give your players (or .at least 
their characters) lygophobia with 
these handy tricks. 

30 Ec ology of the Drtrk Ones 
Dark ones have always been 
an enigma ,, , until now. 
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DARKNESS AND SHADOW 
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Pur your players' idle hands to 

work in your workshop. 

44 Stoady Character? 
Be a shadow of your former self 

with these shadow-themed 

classes. 

SO Silicon Sores ry 
''Potent Potables for i,noo gp 

please, Alex.” Shadows of 
Undremide's poison enhancers 

pul characters in jeopardy. 

$4 Sneaky, Stealthy, 

,, ansd Stylish 
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62 Lord of Darkness 
The horror! The horror] Find the 

heart of darkness in the dread 

god, Erebus. 

70 Patterns of Shadow 
and Light 
Show off how bright you are' 

Pazttle your dim opponents 

with these spells of shimmer 

and a hade, 

76 The H:?n><ss of the War of 
the Spider Queers, Pari; 3 
The third and final installment of 

Richard Baker's in-depth look 

into the characters of the 

popular novel series. 

84 El master's Guide* 

Need a dragon to slay? These 

map merchants cam show you 

the way, 

S3 Netii&r Hfiunds of 
Kias-ansalee 

Those who can't elude ihese 

feral fiends join their deathless 
hunt, 

92 Deathsfcalkars of J3haai 
Is the gad of murder dead? His 

clerics don't think so. 

COMICS 

8,9 Zoggnte 
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S2 NodwkN 

WIZARDS' WORKSHOP 

96 Ourtgeonqrcft 

Abbolt and Costello, Laurel and 

Hardy, Lidda and Krusk. Why 

pairing up your NPCs make them 

belter than the sum of iheir parts, 

100 DH's Toolbox 

How to figure out what players 

want when they don’t tell you. 

104 Sage Advke 
Just how smart is your character? 

The Sage reveals this and more! 

106 Advtrdsfer Index 
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VVYRM’S TURN 

Samurai Vs, Knight 
by John Cfemcnts 

In a barrle between a .historic*! samurai 

and an authentic European kn^ht, whtf 
wCyld wm? 

See No Evil 
by Michael Tresca 

Whar if paladins couWn'T rtetect evil? 

What if no one could? Check ous the 

spelte lhai give players nev dptioris in 

games that blur I he lino between btaok 

and white. 

DRAGON .'. 32?. 

Draoov utileasbcdt Check out r.exr issue 

io sae ho.'*1 the new OfAGCw.hijFTer serves, 

you. Gel ihe first look ai new fearures ;<? 

appear in every issue: "Spelinrfifr,8" "The 

Magic .Shop." Tirsi Watch," "'Ftayer 

Initiative." "Winning ft«q*s,w'"A Novel 

Approach," "Heroic Feats," "Players' 

Tips," ''Adventurers' Tricks,'" "Coup.de 
Grace," and ih'prel 

Sneak Preview: Demon Stone 
by F. Wesley Schneider 

See our exclusive Interview wirh R, A. 

Salvatore and fI^ designers of>’0400, 

RaAiw: Damon Stone, a new DClD game 

coming to the Playstation s and )<box. 

Severn Deadly Domain 
by HbJ Maclean 

Greed, envy, gluttony, gfd^h, lust, pricks, 

wraih-the seven deadly sins as cleric 

domains. 

FROM THE EDTIOR 
IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS DARKNESS 

Like a for of DEjiD players, I’m tinkering with an idea for a new campaign world. And 

like man)' new campaign worlds, my idea for a fantasy setting had its genesis in 

frustration with rhe settings available. It's not that I don’t like the published settings. 

I'm a diehard FomAtten Realms fan. and I find Lqerron intriguing. I also love the older 

settings like Spelljamer, Kara Tor, Ravenlgtt, and Ai-Qaoim. The trouble I currently 

find myself having with all of these settings is Iwo-fold: darkvision and monsters. 

The monster problem is this: Most sellings are largely settled end hold little room 

tor all the monsters that make D&tD so much fun. Thus, in the campaign I’m building, 

various monsters ruic much of the world. There’s a labyrinthine city-stale controlied 

by minotaurs, a gloom-shrouded foresr-nalion that owes allegiance to dark nagas, a 

kingdom lor ded over by a greal wyrnn blue dragon and an incestuous dynasly of 

lialf-dr^gon sorcerers, and so on. It might not be everyone's ideal adventuring 

grounds, but it sounds like a fun campaign to me, 

The darkvision problem proves trickier, I like the idea of adventurers delving into 

dungeons with torches and lanterns held high. It's a little derail thai provides a lot of 

I he sense of Jtdvenlure I like to have when running a game or playing in one. Yet in 

most games I've played in. darkness rarely affects play. Someone in the party has 

darkvision or casts a %/iy spell, and everyone forgets thai not every PC can see or 

that the light source has a limited range. Players remember their torches only when 
they need To set something on fire, 

I could be more diligent about vision when I PM my campaign, but I’d rather not 

describe each dungeon room differently for the human with a candle, the elf with 

low-light vision, and the haif-orc with darkvision. It becomes even more bothersome 

to worry about such tilings during combat when light sources are moving about and 

when all the players can see the map and minfalures. I could remove low-light vision 

and darkvision from I he Players Handbook races, but those benefits provide for play 

balance, and players expect them when they make characters of those races. 

Inslead, I plan to limit ihe PC races to those without darkvision or low-light vision, 

making other PC races rare, distant, or nonexistent. Thar leaves halflipgs, humans, and 

.,. well, not much. Of the creatures in the Monster Manual, only haiflings, lijardfolk, 

and locathah lack some extraordinary ability to see in shadowy or dark conditions. I 

like the idea of lizardfolk PCs. Although lUardfolk have racial Hit Dice and a level 

adjustment, the players can use the monster class progression provided in "Children 

of Ka” from Dragon ^31S, Locathah won't work because they're aquatic, and I don’t 

want to accommodate waler-breathing PCs. That leaves me with three PC races. 

The preponderance of see-in-the-dark monsters in D&rD (and I he lack of such 

creatures as PC races in my campaign) makes using the DM advice in this issue's 

''Who's Afraid of the Dark1’ easy to employ, but tile lack of race options might dis¬ 

courage some payers, i plan to sofve That by felting them help design the campaign, 

a tactic inspir ed by this issue’s ''Collaborative Campaign Building:' 

Of course, I'm still a long way Prom having a whole salting in which To run games. To 

make my campaign world. I'll check out ilte campaign-creation advice soon to he pub¬ 

lished in Dungeon(\ti issue ati>| and beyond), incorporate rhe ideas and feedback from 

potential players, steal liberally from published settings, borrow ideas from novels I've 

read and electronic games I've played, and then i'll pur it all togethcr-or not. 

Like a lor of DGl D players, lrm prone to cr eating new campaigns ar the drop of a 

hat. My gr im, dark-fantasy wor ld where monsters rule massive city-states iriighi not 

see rhe tight of day. bul it's fun to Tinker with and a joy to talk about wiih others. Like 

compulsively making new PCs, creating new worlds for DEitD games is a hobby 
within the hobby, providing ycl another reason to Jove this game. 

I'll certainly tinker more with my campaign idea, though. Of the campaign plans 

I’ve made, it's my favorite, and I.. . hang on-l hear a hat dropping, 

Matthew Sernetr 

EtIifor-in-Chief 
lo -nqiiira *tour sUjscriprons. mat sulis-iiplicT.Apni.-ii.r.iim cr ;.,r| i^l sBc)-no6i>. online ffl p*z&.i:tn, *n:l %.ivn Si. Tor CMKHncr smvi^n tjonrnrfls. ,'ir.;il 
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ZoGoMIA SCALE MAIL 

READERS TALK BACK 
COLORFUL DRAGONS, UNLEASHING 

DRAGONS, AND DRAGON BIRTHDAYS 

COLOR ME EVIL 
I am a regular subscriber to Dragon 

and have been collecting as many of 

the 3rd edition and revised edition 

issues as I can. I received my Dragon 

#320 in the mailbox yesterday, and I 

was overjoyed and disappointed at the 

same time. I have been wailing with 

bated breath for dragons as PC 

progressions, and I was pleased with 

finally having the metallic dragon 

progressions. Yet where are I he 

chromatics? I'd love to play a 

chromatic dragon attempting to come 

to terms with his nature. Can I expect 

to see these in a web enhancement or 

in a future issue? I kind of felt like you 

told only half the story in the article. 

Michael Magnus Wilson 

Address withheld 

Thanks for subscribing, Michael, if you 

need help collecting oid issues, please 

check the beck issues section of our 

website (www.paizo.comf backissues} 

for the issues you're missing. 

As you can tell From the snide, 

writing up ail the chromatic dragons 

in addition to the metallic dragons 

would have occupied a large portion 

of the magazine. Thus, we chose to 

focus on the good dragons.. as it 

seemed that more DMs would allow a 

good dragon to adventure in their 

campaigns. Assistant Editor Mike 

McArtor did a fantastic job with the 

article you mentionedr and he might 

bo enticed to write up the chromatic 

dragons as we/i; we re just watting to 

see. if there's enough interest, if you'd 

like to see the chromatic dragons in 

monster class format, send an email 

to scaism3iiitpp3i20.com. 

UNLEASHED? 
□Lay, spill itl What the heck do you 

mean when you say Dragon is going 

to be iLurileashed?'1 If you care about 

my opinion, please remove Ihe fiction. 

Instead, please put in more 

"Dungeon craft A “The Play's the 

Thing,7' “Elminster's Guide to the 

Realms,1' “Silicon Sorcery,'" and just 

more fluff and crunch. Also, can you 

put in classes for the evil dragons like 

you did with the good ones in issue 

#320? Keep up the good work. 

Btsysom 

Address withheFd 

Atext issue, you'll see a few changes to 

Dragon. If you check out Dungeon yug 

you’ll see some changes there as wefL 

The brat thing you'll probably notice Is 

that the logos have changed to be more 

readable and newsstand-friendly. We're 

also giving Dragon a new interior 

design. You'll see some new columns 

and new names for old columns. Some 

DM-oniy articles are moving to 

Dungeon, whereas Dragon will offer 

more utility to players than it has 

before. Dragon is 3tiit going to be a 

DMs go-to source for ail kinds of 

DDtD content, but every issue wifi be 

loaded with stuff every Q&tD piayer 

can use and enjoy. I don't have room to 

spiii the beans about everything, but 

you can check out our writers' 

guidelines at www.paizo.com/dragon 

for more bints about what you’ll see In 

the. next issue and those beyond. 

WELCOME WINDS OF CHANGE 
In regards, to Matthesv Semen's 

comments on the nature of gaming in 

“Wyrm's Turn," I must totally agree. 

My love of fantasy developed further 

with exposure to D&lD, but il was 

there long before. Everything must at 

some point change or become stale 

and boring. I was very much against 

3rd edition until, after much arm- 

iwistlng, I finally gave in and made a 

character. The revised edilion ^gain 

gave me pause, but I was a little more 

open-minded because I could see 

some of the problems with 3.0. 

To icqviirc -sftipi,: .iitocivjiicw, umflii subscnpiionsft iKiim.ccir. 01 Kill (435) jf.fi oofio. Subacute on ire*: paiio.-som mu? save I i:r terrier tsnwrra, «mnii 
tuSr imufr.iervicew paiin.r.am, Tb COTtaC' (XV-ifvVjto.ir ttlnoriii! eonCeniK. envil ^jlKmjil,ip.iiin.ncir I libers reproducer ir nu- rnigadiVj r«y bo w.is:l lor rlun-v .ir, I i,-r; ,il /.|| icimrs 
■HUS fWUda vaur ;,j I Unit urd home «ly. I .Me to eimi; Minn r.iisn -imri "he vwiM -si \ in.es ■ uceivud. irdiviilLu! r«Spo»hi» lire rnr .ilriJVS pe^ible. 
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The tong-wireeled point I'm Trying To 

make is that change attracts new 

people, new ideas, and generally 

creates growth all around. For those 

critics oF Ds^dojV who constantly 

complain about con tent-too much 

this, not enough that, and so on-look 

closely and you will see rhe variety 

that jDw^oW offers from month to 

month. So congrats to all on another 

excellent issue, and keep 'em coming! 

Jason Rekker 

Address withheld 

DO YOU HAVE ANY 
REFERENCES? 
After reading "Scale Hail1' in issue 

=320, I find myself extremely 

annoyed at the person who wrote ihe 

"Not Playing Niche” Letter. Tony 

assumes that articles have to ha aboul 

things that occur frequently in a 

campaign to be useful. My DM (she 

also has a subscription to Draoon) ran 

an adventure using the pirate 

information from that issue, and it 

wag one of the more memorable 

gaming sessions my group has had in 

a long time. Also, the compsognathus 

from that issue proved to be the 

perfect familiar for my wild elf 

sorcerer. He also states that the 

comics in that particular iasue were 

excessive, bur he fails to consider 

that six pages out of one hundred and 

eight is only about five percent of ihe 

issue—not to mention the fact that it 

was the April issue and therefore had 

many more comics Than usual. 

However, I have a complaint about 

issue £320: Namely, alE the references 

to the Draconomicon. In "Fostered 

Dragon so there were I wo references 

to rules in rhe Draconomicon without 

reprinting The rules They referenced 

(convincing a wyrmllng to allow Itself 

to be fostered and convincing it to be 

a cohort), and I’m sure that there are 

some I missed. Now, while I normally 

don't have a problem with articles lhaf 

are based on rules in a specific 

product, I still expect you to make sure 

liial ihe articles you print are useful 

for those who don't own that product. 

Overall, you do a wonderful job- I 

love the magazine, and the rest of the 

issue was a wonderful read. 

Ben Cgsner 

Address withheld 

To hqgre abqw .sUjscripmns, emni: sub? 
pgntQmpr.irnjice A'pni.zo.cam. F[:■ lO’M.v.1 LtejWCW i'iIic'jI i:u 

IffclM iiiijlucla VliUI’ Til 

Sorry about that Son, Wo try to 

avoid referencing rules from books 

other than the three core ruiehooks, 

hut sometimes sfs unavoidable. 

Reprinting those particular rules from 

the Draconamicon would have taken 

up too much space in the magazine, 

hut it seemed we would be remiss if 

we didn't mention that Wizards of the 

Coast has devised special rules for 

that interaction. 

NEVER STOP DREAMING 
I don't think this is a typical letter to 

the editor. 1 want to know what jobs 

are available in the world of Dungeons 

&T Drugous? I'm 0 typical zo- 

some thing who has no idea wbal he 

wants to do with the rest of his life. 

I've searched and searched, and the 

only thing I've found that never falls 

to bring me joy (and occupy most of 

my spare time) is DDtD. I was just 

curious if there was any need to 

explore rhe roleplaying realm for a 

career, or am I just living In a dream? 

Keith Vaughn 

Address withheld 

I'd say that folks in the industry are 

living the dream, but without a doubt, 

game production is an industry. There 

are hundreds if not thousands of 

different kinds of jobs that help DDtD 

and other games come to light. 

Besides authors, editors, and artists, 

there are graphic designers, graphic 

artists, sculptors, sales directors, 

brand managers, marketing directors, 

public relations managers, 

distributors, ad sales reps, web 

directors, technical support, customer 

support-the list goes on and on. 

The key to attaining a job in the 

game industry is using the same 

strategy you would to get a fob in any 

other industry. Know your interests, 

know your skills, gain the education 

you need.\ get the right experience, 

have a good altitude, and keep 

plugging away at it untii you prevail 

The important thing is to have a goal. 

Think aboul what position in the 

industry suits your skills and interests, 

if you don't have the right skills or 

experience for ihe fob you want, make 

'getting those skills or thal experience 

your goal. 

}f you're interested in writing 

Dlwglous St Dragons products, there's 

ZoGokHA 

irsrvpFrcvnKfi-piiiin.nEtri or ml l.,^" u&g-nr'flci. S.iiisc.nhi: cnii’jft .ir paliounom min savi* S'. I i:r <..r. :is~r - fir-sicc Lnncjtnr.s, «njii 
rari-J Lm;:mns: 1:111 ji! Suatinial S puuojCdm. L.jII:::s :ep'vijjCuil in 1*9 miguire ir-jy U ed :ftd for Uaiily am: Ikin'll\ All lei ler= 
I- nama ;nd Kora ctv. Dud 10 rhic 'ooraratira and lie veluire of Icrleri rcccvcd. Incivdual r<»pomcs.4ro ncralvnya poa^ht 
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no better way to get your foot in the 

door than writing for Dragon or 

Dungeon. Just ask Frank Brunner or 

Steve Schubert' you'll see products 

from Wizards of the Coast with their 

names on them sometime soon, 

Authors who consistently do good 

work For the magazines attract interest 

from Wizards of the Coast, and we 

sometimes recommend authors when 

they 're looking for freelancers, if you 

want to write for the magazines, check 

out the magazine's writers' guide lines 

at wwwrpetzo.cotn/dragon and 

wwWrpaizOrComfdungvon. Good luck! 

POSTER CHILD TO Ft D&D 
The 301 h anniversary issue was great! 

The article Thai presented dragons as 

PCs without level adjustments Is great 

material for DMs who want to run a 

Council or Wyrms campaign. Also, rhe 

short story set in Torgotten Realms by 

Richard Lee Byers was enjoyable. 

However, the real reason I'm writing 

you folks is the wonderful two-page 

artwork by Todd Lockwood, lrve got to 

have it as a poster for my game room! 

Is there any chance of that happening? 

Dean Siemsen 

Address withheld 

it's funny you should ask that. 

Wizards of the Coast is reproducing 

the image as high-end art prints to 

give away at the Epic Level DDtD 

Party celebrating the 30th 

anniversary of DDtD at Gen Con. Of 

course, Gen Con is this monthr .so //' 

you haven > made travel plans 

already, your best bet might be eBay. 

MONSTER MASH 
There's an Oriental campaign setlfng, 

a Mesoamarican campaign setting 

{Maztica.I, a plane-traveling campaign 

setting {Planescape), and even an 

undead PC campaign setting 

(’Ghostwalk). So why hasn't anyone 

hothered to create a setting where 

ogres can run banks and minoraurs 

can run for president? All Savage- 

Species has are a few lame 

suggestions on how monsters might fll 

into a campaign. I have been looking 

for ages for a setting where, by law, 

medusas must wear special masks, 

where minotaurs gel their horns 

trimmed for security concerns, and 

where grants need special 

accommodations and can only go into 

buildings that are “giant accessible.” 

Instead, work gets started on a brand 

new setting I ha I, all hough info resting, 

does nothing groundbreaking. Ererron 

might combine things from other 

worlds, bid il doesn’l really have a 

new feature (like Ghostwalk’s play- 

while-dead feature). Why couldn't 

Wizards of ille Coast start work on 

the setting I expected to see in 

Savage Species?- 
Isaac Brooks 

Address withheld 

Because yuan-tt would rule site world, and 

then if would be- a pretty boring place. 

More seriously, i wouldn't say that 

EftEftaott does nothing groundbreaking 

or doesn't have new features. In fact, 

it has five monster nations: the 

gohitnoid-ruied land of Oarguun, the 

ore-inhabited Shadow Marches, the 

fizardfolk lands of Q'barrar the 

rakshasa- and night hag-haunted 

Demon Wastes, and rhe country of 

Droaarn, which is ruled by hags and 

inhabited by atI manner of monsters. 

Also, EhERkOti plays a lot looser with 

alignments than any other sailing 

(such as good chromatic dragons and 

evil metallic ones), and even human 

cities are home to some gobltnolds 

and ores, 

/ wasn't entirely kidding about the 

yuan-ti, though Check out the mental 

stats for half bloods and abominations, 

Remember that those stats are- for 

average yuan-til ^ 

Kiddle Rocnys 
Ftiddie Rooms me riddles and puzzles 

presented as rooms that can be added 
lo any dungeon or adventure. Each 

room has one or more illustrations. 

Can be used with any system. 

Poe more riddles and games visit us at 
www.cloudki ngdom .com 

Fach Riddle Book contains 75-80 

riddles tor use in role playing games 

or to challenge yon and your friends. 

Need a forealf 

front? 

Had* & Slash? 

Riddle Bod*s 

Need sewet1?i»§ 

“String 

'0 inquire ittour iubscripr.o'is, email- aubvoi'ipi wn* o.oom or call (42$) aU^-oofio. Suba&iilK.o<iii* .r pauo.oani and save. Si tar cu^aiiiur am vine com-urns, «niui 
5Wl^erjrtoysc(3*pjljn;niim To contact DlMffonabout «Jifer1oj.coHmfti& .cnull icjIcmnil^E-pn-ro.rcn1 Lenars " produced ii rhe rtiagaiirc irav hi- nliied «<• -;U-iiy and lergih All luiim-s 
iilaSI inCluiV veer ImI nnme mid home city. Dm: to lima oxi'nihilr mid ihe wlune al Wrrea ranui-aed. Irdiviiiuri rMponsxM line rot iitaivn anhifofe. 
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■d ft The edge of a vast canyon rises a city of' black stone 

11 and Towering spires, piercing the swfFoc^ig gloom of 

I I The Plane of Shadow with a Thousand pinpricks of mulri- 

V colored light. This is Balefire, The City of lanterns.- 

While most cities on The Plane of Shadow are twisted 

reflections of cities on rhe Mot a rial Plane, Balefire stands 

out like a beacon against She endless shadows, attracting 

oounrless travelers seeking solilude. respite, or adventure^ 

Hundreds of liny flames light Balefire's streets, and its 

buildings glow with lhe radiance of thousands of decora¬ 

tive lanterns, all carefully maintained by the city's famous 

lantemeersL Despite the solid stone from which if is built, 

the city's position on I he edge of Nightcrawler' Canyon 

seems precarious, especially when the landscape shifts 

and slithering sounds arise from the canyon's impossibly 

dark depths. 
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HISTORY BAUEFIRE, 

THE CITY OF LANTERNS 
Balefire is one of rhe fay cities Hie Plane 

of Shadow can exclusively call Its own. 

Balefire (Large Town): Nonstandard; 

AL N; 3,nOQ gp limit; Assets 63,000 

gp; Populaamn 4,277; Inlegrated (human 

4adrew 30%, shadjr"knt* «£%, mind 

flayer ySn, dark cine* duergar z%, 

other ?%). '/These cream-res can be 

found in the Fiend FofioX 

Authority Figures: Xurothil |NE 

male drow lldr wizard 16), Supreme 

Overseer of Balefire; Vargifd Kortalh 

(LN male human fighter 12:, Commander 

of the City Watch; Zaleld (LE male tM- 

lirg wizard fijj), Grand Master of Ihe 

Shadnwc; rafters. 

Important flares; Milldefar (LE male 

drow wizard 11}, Khrol hll's apprentice; 

S.idri.nil Thilloni 1 liar. {CG. Female elf 

rogue 12); owner of Sadrinafs fmerins; 

phinaahal (ft female shadar-Scal ranger 

Behead of the beacon molh breeders; 

Nemeth Zorlinn (NG male hu?nan wizard 

7), part owner of the Purple Lantern 

Tavern; Albara Stormhammer (LN female 

dwarf fight or 6), part Owner of the 

Purple Lantern Tavern; Plulkum (CE male 

human rogue 4/sorcerer 4), owner of 

the EmfiraJd Kiss; Snurrak (*j maid lizard-- 

folk fighter j), famous lantemeer, 

Thousands of years ago, a terrible war 

destroyed the drow city of Xanathalon, 

While most of the drew were killed, 

a young drow shadowdancer named 

Acora-Shiin escaped, Acora-Shiln fled 

to I he Plane of Shadow with a small 

contingent of followers and apprentices 

and founded a college there to teach 

olhers whal he knew. Over the years, 

the college grew in size, and other build¬ 

ings were built around it to cater to the. 

students living within. Lajandra, a gnome 

artisan and wizard of some skill, owned 

one of these early buildings and from 

il sold a variety of m^gic and mun¬ 

dane lanterns. Lajandra's lanterns soon 

became famous throughout the Plane 

of Shadow, and several shadowdanc 

ers were drawn to take up the craft. 

Lajandra took several apprentices, each 

eventually earning die title of lantemeer. 

Hundreds of years passed and 

the growing town became known as 

Balefire. Lajandra's legacy was evident 

in ihe thousands of magic lanterns that 

lit the town's Streets, Unfortunately, the 

light generated by the city awakened 

the nightcrawlers in ihe nearby canyon, 

and as one they descended on Balefire 

like a wave of darkness. Acora-Shiin 

and countless others died in the result¬ 

ing bailie, but a powerful drow wizard 

named Xurothil saved the city. 

In the aftermath, Xurothil appointed 

himself Balefire's ruler and reconstructed 

the ruined college as a haven For spell- 

casters wanting to study the Plane of 

Shadow, renaming it Shadowcrafrcrs 

flail. Meanwhile, lo better guard the city 

they defended, the Lanterneers built ihe 

Citadel of Lanterns, a towering spire, 

half fortress and half craftsman's hall. 

From their new seat of influence, the 

Lanterneers set about relighting the city, 

A!ot>g with surprising growlh, this 

period of the city's reconstruction 

saw the first appearance of Balefire’s 

signature mounts, beacon moths, cre¬ 

ated by a talented young wizard named 

Millucfar. Upon introducing the crea¬ 

tures lo the city, he gained considerable 

fame and a place as Xurothifs appren¬ 

tice, a position likely to hold rule of 

Balefire in its future if he outlives his 

seemingly ageless master. 

In the century since its near destruc¬ 

tion, hordes of nighfcrawlers and 

undead from N(ghtcrawler Canyon 

have attacked Balefire ^gain and ^gain. 

Although damaged buildings are con¬ 

tinually rebuill, ihe psyches of the city’s 

residents have been scarred. 
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CITY LHnDSCHPE 

Balefire is bid out in a haphazard pat 

lern, its tall buildings decorated with 

flowing cornices, ornate pillars, and 

monstrous siatues resembling denizens 

of the Plane of Shadow. The most 

intimidating of these grim towers is 

unquesliotiably Shadowcraffcrs Hall, 

a blot of darkness amid the gEowiqg 

lights of fine city. From this edifice 

of slonc and adamantine the bulk of 

the city's considerable magic trade 

takes place, and the Shad owe rafters 

(wizards, and sorcerers specializing in 

darkness- and shadow-related spells) 

create the wondrous and unique magic 

items for which the city is famous. 

Near 3hadowcraPiers Hall, the lower 

of Xurqthil the Overseer overlooks the 

city. This slender structure rises, like a 

twisting serpent from the ground, lit by 

eerie, circling orbs of blue flame. Wilhin 

the tower, Xurothil safeguards the 

city against daggers from the Plane of 

Shadow and beyond, all I he while per¬ 

forming his own mysterious research. 

The Citadel of Lanrerns is an elegant 

building of stained glass and shadow- 

stuff on the opposite side of the city 

from Shadowcrafters Hall, From here, 

the Lanlern-eers toil wiih 3 passion 

few can understand, building lanterns 

of every size, shape, and color as 

they optimistically try to stave off 

the encroaching darkness. They are 

also responsible for creating numer¬ 

ous kinds of magic lanterns, including 

Lajandra 's lanterns. 
Not far from the center of Balefire 

statwiB the Purple Lantern Tavern, a tall 

buildirg with an arched roof of violet 

slate and IgTge amethyst windows. Dozens 

of gianl mauve lanterns constantly illumi¬ 

nate what most consider the best inn in 

the ciiy. Managed by a group of former 

adventurers, it is no surprise that the 

Purple Lantern is a popular watering hole 

for travelers from across the planes. 

Balefire's moth trainers roar and 

train the eily's beacon moths from 

a squat building on I he edge of 

Nightcrawler Canyon. The molh breed- 

era and trainers arc extremely skilled 

at iheir trades, end I heir mollis are- in 

constant demand by both citizens and 

members of lhe City Watch. Across 

from this building is the Gloom wood, a 

dense woodland where the caterpillar 

forms of I he Beacon moths feed and 

grow before weaving iheir cocoons. 

In the hearl of the city, Sadrinal's 

Fineries stands oul as a refuge of 

culture and high fashion. Owned by 

Sadrinal Thllloiiirhar, a sassy female 

elf, the shop sells the finest clolhing 

and rumors money can buy. Another 

establishment with a fine name, but a 

shady reputation, is ihe Emerald Kiss, 

Here, sinister customers can hire 

mercenaries, other less reputable ser¬ 

vices, and all manner of juicy in for 

mation. An obese sorcerer named 

Hulkurn owns the Emerald Kiss, and 

his smell is legendary. 

CITY 

The almost claustrophobic gloom lhai 

permeates the Plane of Shadow is 

the mosl prominent feature of life 

in Balefire. Even with the presence 

of so many lanterns, the shadosv's in 

Balefire are longer than they should 

be and seem to writh e away from I he 

light. In general, visitors and residents 

cluster in the light provided by the 

city's countless magic lanterns or 

carry their own light sources. Natives 

of the plane and visitors from simi¬ 

larly dark places tend lo cling to the 

ominous shadows instead. 

Nighl crawler Canyon presents 

another grim face! of life in Balefire 

Unlike the shadows of the plane, the 

canyon presents a very tangible threat 

to I he safety of the city , one that every 

resident is aware of At least twite a 

year, a nightcrawler or two rises from 

the canyon with a horde of undead to 

menace the ciiy. Normally the undcad 

are kept at bay by the lanterns, but 

sometimes they attack, and the City 

Watch, Lanterneers, and Shadowcrafters 

join forces to destroy them. 

Residents of Balefire are a fatalistic 

Iol, but they have a strong sense of 

community despite their differences. 

The nervous edge the residents have 

is released in impromptu celebrations 

every lime a nightcrawler attack is 

averted, It is a custom among many in 

the city to place bets predicting attacks, 

and coins are clandestinely exchanged 

during the parries that follow a nighl- 

crawler's destruction, The City Watch 

frowns on such betlirg, bul Ihis docs 

not stop it from happening. 

When not celebrating, the residents 

of Balefire quietly go aboul their lives. 

This normally involves catering lo Ihe 

needs of travelers passing through the 

LAJANDRAS LANTERN 

One at ite first magic lanterns chared 

by Lajandra, and thereafter copied by 

*v.r apprentices, L.^ardrs's tunHirn is a 

box-shaped Iron lantern of unassuming 

appearance. Ttic lantern can lie used and 

Fueled like a normal lantern, hut it can also 

bum magic potions, oils-, elixirs, or oint¬ 

ments. When such items are penned Into 

the lantern, and fl is In. I In: magic liquids 

are immPidierely destroyed hut the aritcrn's 

flame produces a hke that created hy 

the djyfigfit spell. In acfdifiori lo she normal 

effect of the spc-1, ktr-orporeal Creatures 

musl make a DC 15 Will save to enter an 

area illuminated by this light. These incor¬ 

poreal creatures lhal succeed may move 

through Hie light's redlus.. hut suffer a -4 

perPilly on attacks, savfo, and checks while 

in the arfia. Ljghl From a Lnjnnrfra':; iuntern 

has. a oo-Foot-radlus (30-lioot-nriius on 

ihe Plane of Shadow), lib light and magic is 

blocked by any substance or HTruqfum that 

blocks normal light, and its mag^r.' and light 

fast hot a mimiber of "hours equal to the 

gold-piece value of the mpgic liquid fueling 

"ft. As such, a joption of <:urn Sight wounds 

used to kg hr n Lafdniiw's tmtem keeps It lit 

for 30 hours, wfule a lull jar oF Keegiitom's 

Ointment provides fuel for 4.oon hours. A 

Laftndra s lantern can be blown out as a 

nqi-mal lantern, requiring il lo be-refueled 

and relit befarE fl again produces il:-, m^gic 

effects; While «t is unlit, the lanrern dees 

liel burn fuel, cither mundane or magical. 

Faint Abjuration; CL ^ih; Craft 

Wondrous item, magic Clrcfe Qgm$ftevil; 

Price &,ooo gp; Weight 1 lb. 

city and scholars studying the myster¬ 

ies of ihe Plano of Shadow, both using 

the city as a relatively safe beachhead 

for further exploits. 

Balefire lias gained a reputation as 

a pEace where m^gtc can be bpughl 

and sold at hargain prices, a qual¬ 

ify ihat attracts 3 sizable number of 

btack marketers dealing m I fie arcane 

arts. Of course, even these secretive 

dealers have to do business with the 

Shadowcr afters, who monopolize ihe 

creation of most magic items in ihe city. 

VISITORS RFID 

C1TIZEF1S 

Before visitors can enter Balefire, the 

City Watch employs various means 

■ of magical detection to determine a 

creature’s race, gender, and alignment. 

As a rule, Rends, destruciive monsters. 
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and most undead arc banned from 

entering rile diy. Exceptions are rare 

but have been made from rime to time, 

either at the request of some powerful 

city aulhorily or when ft seems more 

harm wiil come from trying to deny 

the visitor entrance than From merely 

allowing it In. 

When visitors are allowed entry, they 

are given an arcane mark, a magical tat¬ 

too that glows with bright blue light. It is 

an offense to remove the mark and any 

attempt to deface or erase one, such as 

with an erase spell, results in immedi¬ 

ate banishment from the dty if taught. 

While it might be possible to remove the 

arcane mark and move around the city 

magically disguised or by using other 

means, the watch is surprisingly canny 

in detecting such offences. 

After spending a year in the city, 

anyone wanlipg to become a citizen 

must travel to Xurothil’s tower and sign 

the Book of Census. Common lore holds 

that the book possesses extremely 

powerful mE^gic. Citizens do not speak 

openly about their time in the tower 

or aboul the book, but a few petition¬ 

ing to become citizens never return 

from the tower or swiftly leave the cily 

after their experience. Upon becom¬ 

ing permanent residents of the lown, 

new citizens may join the ranks of the 

Shadowcrafters or Lantcrneers. 

guilds nnD 

FFtCTlOrtS 

The Shadowcrafters are the richest 

and most influential group in Balefire. 

From within 5hadowerafter's Hall, they 

direel the research and construction 

of a wide variety of magic, items and 

spells dealing with shadows and dark¬ 

ness. The ShadowcraPers require thal 

all members be citizens and prove 

their talent for constructing magic 

items. Although joining the guild is not 

cheap, members gain access to the 

halTs vast laboratories, libraries, and 

many powerful allies. 

While I he Shadowcrafters have 

the most powerful guild in the city, 

the Lanterneers are surely the most 

beloved. There are iwo divisions of 

Lanterneers, lantern makers and lan¬ 

tern lighters. Joining the Lanterneers 

is not as difficult as joining the 

Shadowcrafters and only requires 

members to be citizens'and pay a small 

yearly Fee. Tit is is more than made up 

for by the pay members of the guild 

receive patrolling ihe city and keeping 

its thousands of lanterns lit, 

The City Watch is also a promine nl 

group within Balefire. These dedicated 

men and women answer directly to 

Vargild, a retired bounty hunter. The 

City Watch upholds I he law bul has little 

control over either the Shadowcrafters 

or the Lanterneers. A typical patrol of 

watch members has six competent war¬ 

riors and spellcasters, usually mounted 

on beacon moths. 

SECRET SOCIETIES 

Two mysterious groups, the 

Nightshade Covenant and the Obsidian 

Dancers, constantly vie For power 

within Balefire. 

The Nightshade Covenant is a group 

of drow and shadar-kai allied with 

the undead of Nightcrawler Canyon, 

According to rumors, the covenant 

wants to reduce Balefire lo rubble and 

extinguish its cursed lanterns, wip¬ 

ing its stain of light from the Plane of 

Shadow's perfect darkness. Whatever 

the truth, the covenant is outlawed, and 

Xurothll himself magically interrogates 

suspected members before they are 

disposed of. 
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The Obsidian Dancers are 

not outlawed, but several mem¬ 

bers have been banished from 

Bale Pi re for various misdeed 5- 

Tfiia brotherhood of7 assas¬ 

sins and shadowdancers holds a 

centuries-old grudge against the 

Shadowcrafters and oppose their 

work at every I urn. Disguised as 

enlerlainers, the Obsidian Dancers 

are rumored to be gathering allies from 

beyond the city's walls, preparing lo 

drive The residents of Shadoworafler's 

Hall Prom the city. 

riEiiJ monsTER 

First seen in Balefire more than a ccn- 

lury ago, beacon mollis have become 

one of the city's most unique and rec¬ 

ognizable features. 

Beacon ITT in tin 

Huge Magical Beast Hit Dice: Sdio+t6 

(60 bp) 

Initiative: 44 

Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares), climb, so ft,, 

fly go ft. (average) 

AC: 17 (“2 size, -1-4 Dex, 45 natural), 

touch 12, flat-footed 13 

Base Attack/Grapple: -+8/419 

Attack: Btre +g melee (idB+4) 

Full Attack: Site +g meiee (1^644) 

Space/Reach: 15 ft,/io ft. 

Special Attacks: Dazzling wings 

Special Qualities: Blindaense 60 ft., cold 

resistance io, darkvisian iao ft,, daylight 

aura, low-light vision 

Saves: Fort +8, Ref tio, Will +3 

Abilities: Str 17, Dex ig, Con 14, Int 2, 

Wia 12, Cha 18 

Skills: Climb +14, Listen +g, Spol 

Feats: Dodge, Flyby Al lack, Hover 

Environment: Plane of Shadow or any 

underground 

Organization: Solitary, wiqg (2-6], or 

squadron (7-12) 

Challenge Rating: 5 

Treasure: Mono 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: g-:6 (Huge). 17-24 

(Gargantuan) 

Crawtifig from the shadows is a mis¬ 

sive moth with a duff greett abdomen 

and pah gray-green wings. As you 

watch, the moth takes flight, and its 

wings end abdomen begin to giow with 

a brilliant white-green tight. 

Beacon 

moths 

are magi¬ 

cal creatures 

bred from a vari ¬ 

ety of liny moths by 

Balefire a beacon moth breed¬ 

ers, although some' escaped moths 

can-be found In the wilds of the Plane 

of Shadow and on the Material Plane. 

First created by the wizard Milluefar, 

the drow's experiments gave the 

moths their great size and transformed 

them into mounts favored by Balefire’s 

citizenry and watch. 

The average beacon moth is almost 15 

feet long and has a wingspan of 50 feet. 

Like most moths, a lai’ge pair of furry 

anlennae juts from Iheir foreheads, 

granting them considerable perception. 

Beacon moths are normally passive,, 

peaceful creatures, and ihey can eas¬ 

ily be trained to carry a rider. They 

feed principally on carrion, but can eat 

almost any organic matter including 

wood, gnawing away at the material 

with their powerful jaws. 

Combat 
While a beacon moth without a rider 

normally flees From battle, cornered 

specimens attack with their powerful 

mandibles. Those with a rider can bo 

trained to tight in battie like any other 

mount. A beacon moth only uses ils 

dazzling wings power1 if seriously out¬ 

numbered, Ordered to by a rider, or if 

st has been gravely injured. 

Dazzling Wings (Su): Once per hour, 

as a slatidard action, a flying beacon 

moth can rapidly beat its wings, pro¬ 

ducing a go-fooHong cone of light. 

Creatures wilhin I he cone must make a 

DC 17 Reflex save or be dazed for idzj 

rounds. 

Creatures who make 

ihe save are hot dazed and are instead 

dazzled until the heacon moth's next 

turn. The save DC for this effect Is 

Charisma based. 

Daylight Aura (Su); As soon as a 

beacon moth takes flight, it generates a 

powerful glow lhal mimics the effect of 

a daylight spell. 

Skills: A beacon moth gains a 44 

racial bonus on all Listen and Spot 

checks and a +'8 racial bonus on 

Climb checks. Beacon moths can take 

10 on Climb checks, even if Threat¬ 

ened or distracted. 

Training 4 Beacon Moth 

Beacon moths require iraining before 

they can bear riders in combat. 

Training requires six weeks of work 

and a DC 20 Handle Animal check. 

Riding a beacon moth requires an 

exotic saddle. A beacon moth can fight 

while carrying a rider, but the rider 

cannot also attack unless he or she 

succeeds on a Ride check. 

Beacon moth eggs are worth 2.000 

gp apiece on the open markel, while 

young are worlh 3,000 gp each. 

Professional trainers charge 3,000 gp 

to rear or train a beacon moth. 

Carrying Capacity: A light load for 

a beacon moth is up to 344 pounds, a 

medium load is 345-688 pounds, and a 

heavy load is 6Sy-ro32 pounds. 
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Now they wit! know why they are afraid 

of the dark. Now they team why they 

fear the night, 

- TIi ul sa Doom, Coran the Barbarian 

Fear of the dark remains one of the 

most common phobias. The fear 

of what we cannot see drives us 

to seek light—or shelter—in the 

dark of night. In DGrD, many crea¬ 

tures possess darkviaion, blindsight, 

and other means of detecting prey in 

lightless environs, giving those who 

lack such senses even grealer reason 

to fear the dark. 

Adventurers routinely venture into 

shadowed areas beneath the earth, 

where those without darkvision must 

swallow their fears of the unseen. 

Many DMs simply note that one of 

the characters carries a torch or 

lantern and forget about the dark 

that surrounds the party, missing out 

on an opportunity lo add tension to 

the game. 

This article presents advice and 

ideas for bringing darkness to life in 

a game Session. Il breaks down the 

rules for illumination and provides you 

with ideas for monsters, tricks, and 

(raps thal take advantage of them. It 

also presents ideas for how you can 

run an adventure in the dark so that 

it has a real affect on how the play¬ 

ers approach problems and coordinate 

their actions. 

Fumeune in 
DRRKIDESS 
Venturing into a darkened area offers 

a combination of rules and practical 

barriers that the characters-and their 

foes-must overcome. This section 

goes over the rules for vision and 

light presented on page 164 of the 

Player's Handbook and provides a few 

more details. 

There are three types of illumina¬ 

tion: bright, shadowy, and darkness. 

Areas of bright illumination offer 

enough light for characters to act nor¬ 

mally, A torch casts light on an area 

that might nol equal the sun in inten¬ 

sity, bul the characters can see every¬ 

thing in the area. 

In areas of shadowy illumination, 

creatures have concealment and they 

can make Hide checks to escape notice. 

A feeble light barely reveals objects, 

making it difficult to see anything in 

the haze of shadow. 

Darkened areas render most crea¬ 

tures effectively blind- They suffer a 

50% miss ehance on all arracks, lose 

their Dexterity bonuses to AC, take 

a -2 penalty to AC, and suffer a -4 

penalty on Search checks and most 

Strength- and Dexterity-based skill 

checks. Such a character loses the 

ability to deal extra damage due to 

precision (such as a ranger's favored 

enemy ability or a rogue's sneak 

attack), can only move at half speed, 

and cannot use gaze attacks. Oh the 

other hand, gaze attacks cannot affect 

characters blinded by darkness. 

Characters cannot large I oppo¬ 

nents they cannot see. Ranged 

attacks become nearly impossible: 

Pinpointing a creature's square 

requires a Listen check lo beat the 

distant character's Move Silently DC 

by so. Characters attempting melee 

shacks have il only marginally bet¬ 

ter. They must fumble about for a 

target in the dark, making a touch 

altack into iwo adjacent squares 

using a standard acliun, tven if the 

character guesses a square with an 

opponent in it, the character still 

has a 50% chance of noi touching 

the opponent. A character in the 

dark struck by an adjacent foe pin¬ 

point the location of lhal foe (until 

it moves). Finally, the scent ability 

pinpoints anyone within 5 feet of the 

creature with scent. 

Casting spells in the dark is tricky 

business at best. A player can describe 

a general direction and distance she 

wards to place a spell. Trace a line of 

effect from the caster lo the desired 

target spot. If this line intersects with 

a walk column, or similar obstacle lhal 

would block it, the spetl fails. Many 

spells require line of sight or the ability 

to largel a specific crealure or crea¬ 

tures; casting such a spell in the dark 

without a discernible ratget also causes 

I he spell lo Pail, 

PUTTine THE 

PHRTY in THE 
DRRK 

Before you can make greater use of 

darkened areas In your game, you 

might want to consider the variety of 

ways that you can plunge the charac¬ 

ters into the dark. There are several 

ways you can rob the characters of 

their light sources or introduce areas 

where illumination fails to shine. 

OPTIONAL RULES 
FOR THE DARK 

Tn reflect ihfi ddFfTc uheniy of opiiraikpg in 

rhf! dark, consider lhase optional rufes, 

Readying an Object : IF a character 

musi recover an item from j backpack 

or pouch, intakes a full-round set ion 

ro ready It rather tfi&n a move action, 

Fumblu^g through podicF:? and bags tn 

the dark is difficult #t best, as a char¬ 

acter must rely on touch and sound Ip 

find (be item he aeeks, A potion lying at 

rhe boirmn of a pack might bo obvious 

by rorchfight hut difficult to dig out >n 

the dark. 

Birectmjf by Darkviainn: Darkvision 

is useful in areas that Fack illumina¬ 

tion, but f\ i& by no means a surefire 

sioludDn. Ju 5 lb noi Use one diaraLI tr 

has daHtvigidn doesn't mean ihe 

rest of ihe party can see. A dwarf or 

hall oru onuSd huid Hid parly through 

a darkened arna, Jiut there's a chance 

that a diameter could mumhle or 

blunder inio danger. A character wrih 

drlfkviskm tiannoi pinpoint cm;plies for 

his blind friends unless they are adja¬ 

cent to an enemy; He can tdl them lita 

general location of Eqgh, bul no verbal 

description in ftm dark is so perfect 

that It could narrow down a creature's 

specific location. Even with the aid of 

someone who c-m see, a character sriN 

suffers afl die drawbacks oi working ih 

the dark. 

Eliminating Light Sources; Smart 

nwnsrers rn^ht use the surwler or 

disarm odious qgoinsF a character's 

torch or lantern, especially if a wizard, 

sorcerer, or similar character with a 

poor aMack bonus carries one. A splash 

of water cam douse a torch or other 

exposed Fiance with a successful touch 

attack. Gobhns and other fHin^noaJs 

might keep Winter bpchuta handy So 

extinguish torches and lanterns. Since 

many monsters liave dackvlston, they 

can Rghl as- normal whilu tho charac¬ 

ters fumble about. 

Mundane Light Sources: Die easi¬ 

est and moat obvious way to introduce 

darkened areas is to take away the 

party's torches, lanterns, and other 

light sources. This method nan prove 

heavy handed, bul with the proper 

justification, it is affective against 

low-level parties. At higher levels, the 

characters probably have easy access 



To continual fhme and similar magic. 

Jf The characters use torches and lan¬ 

terns, make sure Ihey keep track of 

who is carrying them. Remember that a 

character cannor carry a heavy shield 

and something else in one hand at the 

same time, but he can gain full use of 

a light shield and carry a torch or lan¬ 

tern in the same hand. 

Spells: If the characters use spells to 

lighl I heir way, rheir enemies coo Id use 

dispel magic to remove them. Cunning 

foes could sunder or disarm such items, 

then pounce upon the dropped light 

sources and hide them in hags or throw 

them far away Trom a battle. In this 

case. I he monsters can still plunge the 

area into darkness and save I heir spells 

for martial purposes. 

One ihrng to keep in mind about 

this tactic, and the ideas given for 

dousing torches and lanterns, is that 

they are besi used as an occasional 

surprise or a featured strategy by 

a specific group of'dever foes. If 

every monster ihe party faces lashes 

oui al light sources, combats in dark ¬ 

ness quickly become old, tired, and 

boring. DfrtD is aboul adventure and 

excitement, not stocking up on doz¬ 

ens of torches. 

Magical Effects: In some dungeons 

or wilderness rpgions, there might be 

supernatural forces that cloak an area 

in darkness. These places could resist 

mundane and magical means to pierce 

(heir gloom, making them a surefire 

way to plunge the characlers into Ihe 

dark. Be careful about 

usipg such areas too 

often, though. They 

utterly overwhelm ihe 

party's ability to make 

light, even with spells, 

and might fruslrato the 

players if you make lib¬ 

eral use of them, 

Darkvision: You 

mighl be tempted to 
use magic or some 

other explanation to 

nullify a character's 

darkvision but generally it's a bad 

idea to simply nullify a PC's special 

abilities. No I only do you make it dif¬ 

ficult for monsters with darkvision to 

operate in the area, bul the players 

might feel cheated. People choose 

characters based on abilities they 

want to use, and if you lake I hose 

talents away, the game mighl he less 

fun for them. As mentioned above, a 

character with darkvision has no abil¬ 

ity to confer perfed descriptions of 

Ihe ar ea to his allies. While a dwarf 

or half-ore easily navigales a dark 

cavern, the olher races in rhe party 

might still Trip over their own feet. 

monsTERs in 

THE DHRK 

As a rule of thumb, any crealure thill 

can sense others without I lie need 

for Eight is a good choice for a dark¬ 

ened area. Usually, darkness has an 

equal effect on the characters and on 

their opponents. Both sides are ren¬ 

dered unable fo see, and both suffer 

the same drawbacks. If the monslers 

you use have blindsighk darkvision, 

tremorsense, or similar abilities, only 

the characters suffer the drawbacks 

of lightless condi(ions. In addition, the 

Blind-Fighl feat helps overcome the 

drawback presented by concealment. 

You can swap out one of a monster's 

feats for it, perhaps reflecting the elite 

training or traditions of a humanoid 

tribe or a creature's ability to adapl to 

a darkened environment. 

Given that it is relatively easy to find 

monsters suited to darkened areas, ihe 

real key lies in pairing that advantage 

with special abilities and talents that 

make the most of it. 

Burrowing: In the dark, a 

burfp'wirg creature can easily con¬ 

fuse the party by digging through the 

earth, attacking, and burrowing back 

into the ground. The characters might 

never realize their enemy can burrow, 

and finding such a creature by touch 

might prove impossible. The charac¬ 

ters might pinpoint ils local ion, but 

on its nexl action, it can dive into the 

gr ound and appear somewhere else. 

Since many burrowing monslers have 

tremorsense, they often operate with¬ 

out penalty in the dark. Incorporeal 

creatures can also move in and out of 

walls and Ihe ground at will, allowing 

them similar tactics. 

Movement: Since ihe characters 

have to blunder in the dark, any crea¬ 

lure that can move unhindered in dark¬ 

ness plays havoc with them. A drow 

fighter with Spring Attack can dart in, 

strike, and retreat, denying the charac¬ 

ters the chance to locate him by iouch, 

Since characters who csn'i see move at 

half speed, il's easy for monsters with 

darkvision to outpace them. Creatures 

rhai can fly or climb have a huge 

advantage, since they can outmaneuver 

the party or avoid coming inlo melee 

range. With the PCs unable to see, they 

can't make effective ranged attacks 

against such foes. 

Ranged and Reach Attacks: If the 

monsters don't need to move close to 

the characlers to attack them, they 

gain a tremendous advantage in dark¬ 

ened areas. With the PCs reduced 

to finding their targets by hearing 

or touch, an opponent who can keep 

away from them has a big edge. The 

characters can only slowly Investigate 

an area, and ihey might waste plenty 

of actions finding their enemies instead 

of attacking them. 

Sneak Attack: Characters in dark' 

ened areas lose their Dexterily bonus 

to AC, making them vulnerable to 

sneak attack damage. This is a lethal 

combination, especially with ranged 

attackers. A derro rogue could lurk 

near the party, taking 

aim from the cover of 

darkness. The parly 

has little chance of 

finding the sniper, 

since they must blun¬ 

der for ward and hope 

to find him by hearing 

or touch. The der ro 

could easily move a 

safe distance away, 

reload his weapon, and 

fire again for sneak 

allaek damage. Pairing 

I his ability with flight, burrowing, or 

other alternative movement modes is a 

deadly recipe, 

TURPS FI no 

□BSTRCLES 

forced to rely on their sense of touch 

and hearing, the characters might find 

even The simplest terrain too difficult to 

A character who falls into a darkened pit 

might spend hours seeking a secret door 

or similar exit, utterly oblivious to the 

rope ladder that hangs a few feet above 

her head. 



navigate. The characters might mistake 

a low wall for an impenetrable barrier, 

as they can't see the gap above it. Pits 

and crevices become deadly threats in 

a dark area. 

The characters might attempi to 

navigate an area by tapping ahead 

with a long pole or reaching into the 

darkness ahead of them, in Ihis case, 

use your judgment to tell the char¬ 

acters what they discover. They can 

easily discover pits In this manner, 

but traps might not activate without a 

minimum weight placed on a pressure 

plate or tripwire. 

Going Up: Creatures blinded by 

the dark suffer a 

-4 penalty on Search 

checks, which might 

mean that unless they 

spend a lot of time 

investigating a wall 

they might never find 

the handholds carved 

inlo il. People have a 

natural tendency to 

think of terrain in two 

dimensions, an inclination that dark¬ 

ness can magnify. 

Falling Down: Pits are nasty in [he 

dark, because not only can the char¬ 

acters blunder inlo them, but finding 

a deadfall and rescuing a PC trapped 

in one might be impossible in the dark. 

If a fall knocks a PC unconscious or 

otherwise unable lo make noise, her 

friends might have trouble locating her. 

A pil trap that seals shut, such as a 

spring-loaded cover lhal snaps closed 

after it activates, could Easily separate 

the characters. The PCs left in the dark 

might not have any chance of finding 

their lost comrade even if she stood no 

more than a few feet away when she 

fell in. 

Traps: Without visual cues to aid 

them, the party might blunder into 

I raps with little chance of finding and 

disarming them. A pathway leading lo a 

gleaming silver idol is an obvious place 

for a trap, but if the characters can't 

see the idol, they might simply walk 

into the trap. By the Same loken, I he 

parry has no special reason to move 

toward a irap in a large, dark area, 

A will-o'-the-wisp, noises, and similar 

lures can draw them to dangerous 

spots. In a darkened area, rite party's 

tendency might be to move loward any 

beacon or feature that gives them a 

point of reference. 

Since traps that make attack rolls 

are machines designed to fire at a 

specific poinl, they shouldn't suffer 

penalties for darkness or conceal¬ 

ment, A crossbow trap doesn't aim 

when it arracks a PC. Instead, it 

merely launches a boll at ihe spot 

directly above its trigger point. A 

irap, like a monster with division 

or blind sight, gains ihe benefits of 

darkness but none of its drawbacks. 

In addition, the characters might 

mistake a irap for a lurking oppo¬ 

nent, They have little chance to tell 

a spring-fired spear from a javelin 

I brown by a gnolL 

In general, all traps work belter in 

areas of darkness, The characters 

have a harder time avoiding them, and 

their effects mighl lead the PCs to 

mistake them for attacking monster’s. 

You can allow the characters a Listen 

check to determine lhai a mechanical 

or magical device discharged. If ihe 

irap has a strong visual component, 

such as a lube lhai launches a Fireball, 

the characters can probably see the 

trap in the light its spell effect gives 

off. Try using quiet and cHfficulr-to- 

nolice spells and attacks to keep the 

players off-balance. Subtle magic, such 

as slow or hold person can produce 

more confusion and fear than a brute 

force spell such as lightning boll. In 

the dark, the characters might not 

even realize lhal a paralyzed ally is 

still nearby. While their friend si ends 

motionless and quiet, the characters 

panic and perhaps assume that some¬ 

thing killed him or grabbed him and 

carried him away. In general, spells 

that incapacitate or otherwise hinder a 

character- are more useful In darkness 

Than damaging spell5. 

DHRKnESS TRUCKS 

In practical terms, darkness adds 

several complications to the charac¬ 

ters' efforts. They can't sec obstacles 

and monsters they might otherwise 

easily avoid, such as pits, gelatinous 

cubes, slairs loading up or down, 

and similar Features. A character 

who falls into a darkened pit might 

spend hours seeking a secret door 

or similar exit, utterly oblivious to 

the rope ladder that hangs a few feet 

above her head. Areas of darkness 

cut down ihe Information the play 

ers have about their environment, 

increasing the tension in an adven¬ 

ture and turning simple encounters 

into daunting obstacles. 

Touch and Hearing Puzzles: In an 

area of darkness, the party might 

have to use their olher senses to 

solve a problem. For 

example, a wall might 

have a map of the 

entire dungeon carved 

into it. If the charac¬ 

ters trace the outline, 

they mighl find some 

important clues. By 

the same token, you 

can use noises as 

dues. The characters 

might have to listen to hear sounds 

coming from nearby monsters, the 

rush of water I ha! points lo I he river 

they need to follow in order to escape, 

and so on. Perhaps the darkened area 

has a sand or dirt floor. By touching 

the ground, the characters might be 

able to find areas where the packed 

din or sand reveals paths frequently 

used by creatures who move through 

the area. By following these trails, the 

characters can make their way. 

The characters could also use a staff 

or pole to investigate an object, A slafl 

sounds much different when it strikes 

stone than when il strikes wood or 

brick. You can allow the characters lo 

make Listen checks to determine the 

basic characteristics of a wall in ihis 

manner. They could determine its rela- 

live Thickness and the hardness of the 

material, but nothing more. 

You can use touch and sound 

clues to help give the characters 

a sense of direction in a darkened 

area, With so few dues to go by, 

the players might follow anything 

thal breaks up the monotony of the 

endless dark. In addition, you should 

consider the noises likely to echo 

through The area and the feel of any 

items in a darkened place. You need 

to describe the scene to the charac¬ 

ters using those senses, so it pays 

Since traps that make attack rolls are 

machines designed to fire at a specific 

point, they shouldn’t suffer penalties for 

darkness or concealment checks. 



to irhink About them as you design 

an area, IF you include plenty of 

rich Textures and strange noises, a 

darkened area can be as intcresling 

and memorable as any other richly 

deiailed scene. The added detail also 

makes it more difficult for the play¬ 

ers To seize on characteristics as 

important or critical. For example, 

if the characters stumble through a 

darkened area for a bil before com¬ 

ing across a strangely grooved sec- 

i ion of floor, the players are much 

more likely to think Thai l ho grooves 

are an important feature. Since you 

haven't added any special details 

to the rest of the area, they could 

assume that you mean for them to 

investigate. As a rule of thumb, give 

an area of darkness the same detail 

In terms of texlures and sounds that 

you would give to any other area of 

the dungeon. That way, the players 

can't read too much 

into your deserip- 

iions, and you don’t 

have to worry about 

the game coming to 

a halt as you add 

layers of detail to 

an area. 

Running in Circles: 

Without visual cues, 

the party can eas¬ 

ily walk over the same area again and 

again or they could muddfetheir image 

of how an area is laid out. Picture 

a donut-shaped chamber cloaked in 

darkness. The characters might wander 

around it for hours without realizing 

their mistake. Of course, a character 

with 5 ranks in Survival always knows 

which direction is north- 

An area of darkness could also 

fealure secret doors hidden on only 

one side. The party could move 

through a door into a darkened area 

but be unable to exit when they can't 

find the door through which they 

entered. They expect lo find I lie door 

by touch, but since it is crafted to 

blend in with stone walls, they might 

not uncover it without good Search 

checks. A guide who doesn't want ihe 

characters ro know The specifics of 

ihe area could use this trick, to pre¬ 

vent them from retracing their path 

10 I he surface or to whatever secret 

place he brings them. 

This method can prove fun, but 

if you abuse it, ihe players might 

grow bored. Wandering in rhe dark 

for hours is no one’s idea of a fun 

game session. You can fast forward 

ihruugb parts of ihe party's journey, 

telling them they’ve walked for four 

hours without finding anything ralher 

than dragging out [he trip minute 

by minute. The players can merely 

mark down the time spenl wander-mg 

and move on with the game unless 

They have a reason To worry about 

wasting time. If they do need to 

move quickly, they can make Search 

checks with a -4 penally to discover 

landmarks and possible paths Toward 

their destination. 

Relocation: Teleporters, gates, and 

other items that move the party are 

more difficult to cope with in the dark. 

In essence, these hazards are traps 

that use td\eporr to send the char¬ 

acters on a one-way trip to another 

region of the dungeon or To an alto¬ 

releports his foes to a featureless 

cave that runs for hundreds of' mites, 

but it makes for a dull game. 

nunmne hreos df 
DHRKnESS 

Darkness is perhaps one of the most 

difficult conditions to present to the 

players in a challenging way. The pala¬ 

din fairs victim to a hold person spell 

in a darkened area, but ihe other play¬ 

ers can see her miniature on the grid. 

They know where she is, making it 

difficult even for experienced gamers 

to play dumb and act surprised or 

nervous that their friend has suddenly 

gone silent. 

In the dark, the characters can't 

see each other and have limited 

information about each other's loca¬ 

tion. To start wild, you might try 

putting 3way the miniatures and 

combat grid. Keep track of the PCs 

using a piece of 

As a rule of thumb, give an area of ITaJteepthe 

darkness the same detail in terms of fromZ'rctrou 
i 1 ► 1 1 , can describe the 

textures and sounds That you would give To direction and rough 

distance of any 

any other area of rhe dungeon. sound* they hear, 
but the tack of a 

visual aid plays up 

The hindrance offered by darkness. 

If you can physically separate the 

players, you can really drive home the 

feeling of being Trapped in the dark. 

The players can't consulr with each 

other on decisions, and they have no 

idea whal Ihe resl of The party might 

be doing. Unfortunately, this method 

slows down the game and it might 

prove impractical. If you can pulF it 

off, though, ir injects a strong sense 

of paranoia and apprehension into 

the players. You can also use notes ro 

communicate 10 rhe players what their 

characters hear and feel. 

Turning down the lights in your 

gaming area also enforces rhe idea 

I ha I the characiers are in a dark, alien 

environment, Don’t make it difficult to 

read character sheeis or your notes, 

but the dim lighting adds a fun ambi¬ 

ence to the session. *3 

gether different cave complex. This 

trick serves to send explorers off 

into unintended tangents. An evil wiz¬ 

ard who wants to be left alone while 

he finishes his doomsday spell could 

sow hts lair with teleporters hidden 

in darkness. While the heroes press 

ahead to defeat him, they have no idea 

that they have actually been sent to 

a maze hundreds of miles away from 

their foe’s lair. 

This Trick can prove frustrating for 

ihe players, especially if they have no 

way to return to their starsing poinl. 

The ad von Sure becomes a journey to 

make ii back home or escape from 

their prison. This can be fun if the 

place The characters arc senl 10 is 

interesting to explore or- has challeng¬ 

ing encounters. If the PCs end up in 

a maze, they mighl become fru si rated 

lhaS I hey wen I from an interesting 

adventure to a dull side trek, Use this 

method to send the characters in 10 

an adventure, rather than as a detour 

from the fun parts of a game session. 

It might make sense that a wizard 



tor our kind. There is nothing bur The 

darkness. 

—Dark Ones" Proverb 

Hi he mysterious and unpredictable 

I da<-k ones lurk in the tenebrous 

I runnels and isolated recesses, of 

the Underdark's vast night. Robbing 

and killing as they please, these strange 

humanoids embody the veiled dangers 

and deepest secrets of the under¬ 

ground world, preying on the unwary 

and shunning anything ro do with the 

forsaken world of light. While monsters 

of unsurpassed evil and power are lhe 

stuff of the Underdark's all too real 

nightmare, the dark ones remain its for¬ 

gotten highwaymen-and 1 hat's exactly 

what they want. 

Few people know the origins of 

the secretive dark ones or why they 

appear lo be spill belween I wo dif¬ 

ferent races: dark creepers and dark 

stalkers. The diminutive dark creepers 

are hoofed and pale, while the lithe, 

almost ghostly dark stalkers look fright¬ 

eningly akin to normal humans. The 

truth of their genesis and dual-species 

society is one of the endless night's 

best-kept secrets, a past that all but 

these enigmatic denizens of darkness 

have forgotten. 

DARK ONES m THE WORLD 
Dark ones are found almost anywhere 

underground, but they are most often 

encountered near trade routes or 

lurking on the outskirts of Vp'ealrhy 

settlements. Some of Ihem live in cave 

warrens, catacombs, or sewers of 

the surface world, venturing into ihc 

land above on moonless nighls, I hey 

maintain temporary lairs near their vic¬ 

tims bul have larger communities too 

secluded to be found by any bur the 

most thorough explorers. The shadowy 

bandits do little to alter their natural 

surroundings, preferring to leave as lit¬ 

tle trace of their' existence as possible, 

Dark ones are subject to the 

Uuderdark's predators, but they use 

their stealth and special abilities lo 

avoid most creatures, Purple worms, 

umber hulks, and xorns are more 

difficult to circumvent, since Ihese 

monsters all hunt using tremorsense, 

leading dark ones to exercise extreme 

caution when in areas roamed by such 

creatures. Dark ones rarely antagonize 

communities of dangerous humanoids, 

out of fear of provoking retaliation, 

and every now and then, they make 

alliances with such races or local 

monsters. More commonly, dark ones 

support their communities hy raiding 

caravans from distant lands and travel¬ 

ers passing through their' terrilory. 

THE UF6 Of THE DARK ONES 
Dart creepers and dark si alters are 

born in a similar manner as humans 

and grow to maturity within 15 years. 

Parents share she responsibility of rear¬ 

ing and teaching their children with the 

other adults of the tribe. The young play 

games that reinforce essential survival 

skills such as concealment and eibserva- 

tion. Young dark ones learn to hate the 

lighted world and consider any who 

carry lighl wilh them lo be enemies. 

Their elders Teach them that other crea¬ 

tures that dwell in the Under dark and 

outsiders are sources of wealth, amuse¬ 

ment, and danger. Dark ones consider 

The whole Underdark their home, and 

they spend I heir lives wandering, hidipg. 



and stealing. Dark creepers live to be 

about 50 years old, while dark stalkers 

sometimes surpass 75 years. 

When a dark one dies, its body 

decomposes in a manner befitting This 

strange race. Unless eaten or otherwise 

prevented From normally decompos¬ 

ing, The body deteriorates at such a 

rate that it vanishes within a month. 

Patient observers can see thin wisps of 

shadowy smoke rising from a corpse, 

although rhis opporl unity is rare, since 

dark ones try to recover their dead 

whenever they can. Many of the natural 

vaults that serve as their Tombs have 

been used by countless generations. 

''Born of The dark, we return to the 

dark,” is their simple prayer and liope. 

PHYSIOLOGY 
Dark slalkers and creepers share many 

common traits owing to their shared 

heritage. Their eyes are quite disturb¬ 

ing, appearing as sinister slits uni¬ 

formly cobred a dead shade of gray. 

While they do have irises and pupils, 

these features are well camouflaged, 

reminiscent of the sightless eyes of 

cavern-dwelling fish. Dark ones are 

not biind, but neither do they pos¬ 

sess darkvision. They rely on elevated 

senses of smell and hearing 1o provide 

them with an unmatched ability to 

navigate in total darkness. 

Their soft voices remain so, even 

when used in anger, Dark ones do not 

so much speak words as breathe them. 

When they speak their dark tongue 

it sounds like a series of punctuated 

sighs, and they rely on subtle changes 

in tone to convey meaning. Even when 

dark ones converse in other languages, 

their voices sound like wind currents 

lost in a tunnel. 

Their hair ranges in color from stark 

white to an inky black, and their skin 

is cool to the touch. Dark ones tend to 

be lighl for their size and ihey move as 

if they have no more substance than 

shadows. They conceal themselves in 

cloaks, masks, lurbans, and wraps, pre¬ 

ferring garb that covers their faces. 

PSYCHOLOGY 
Darkness ultimately defines all aspects 

of dark one life, from the core beliefs 

of each individual to their society as a 

whole. They believe nolhing lasls for¬ 

ever, except for the dark, and there¬ 

fore little else really matters. This is not 

a morbid or depressing certainly to 

dark ones, but the basis for their free¬ 

dom, which they value above all else. 

Tbey see no reason [0 tie themselves to 

the demands of iandr industry, or con¬ 

quest; neither do they have much use 

for glory or honor. Dark ones believe 

city walls and ideals were created to 

provide false security; city walls only 

make it easier for an enemy to find 

you, and moralistic ideals can only con¬ 

vince you to die for no reason at all. 

Dark ones see rite civilized races of the 

world as pathetically clinging to ruinous 

traditions of self-deception, greed, and 

hatred, and dark ones eagerly capital¬ 

ize on these conceits lo lake what they 

need. They think of Themselves as wary 

survivors, while others call them cow¬ 

ardly parasiles. 

While dark ones have a relaxed atti¬ 

tude about many Things, they have an 

almost maniacal fear and haired of light 

that goes beyond the physical pain it 

causes them. They revile the sun as a 

merciless entity that maliciously blinds 

them and renders their survival skills 

useless. Dark ones believe that earthly 

fire and light-shedding magic were 

weapons the sun bestowed upon the 

world to help the brutish surface dwell¬ 

ers hunt and destroy them. Because of 

this, they refuse to engage in any type 

of metallurgy and rely solely on theft 

for their meral weapons, tools, and jew¬ 

elry. Dark ones loathe blacksmiths due 

to their connection lo the sun’s power, 

even though they crave fopged wares. 

Dark ones often refuse to openly 

communicate with other races as a 

result of their paranoia. They learn I he 

languages of other races so they can 

use the knowledge to better understand 

and spy on their prey. Dark ones learn 

languages either by secret observation 

or through tribal tutors. To speak to 

an outsider is taboo and should only 

be done in cases of dire necessity. 

Communicating with outsiders is too 
close to sharing or accepting the ways 

of those who might destroy the tribe. 

Dark ones never teach their own lan¬ 

guage 10 outsiders. 

DIET 
Dark ones are omnivorous, but their 

Underdark habitat and fear of fire 

often limits their diet to edible fungi and 

insects. They have a limited tolerance 

of raw meat and tisli but prefer them 

cooked if they have access to a steam 

vent or hot springs. Smoked meat and 

baked goods are often priority targets 

during raids. 

INDUSTRY AND THE ARTS 
Dark ones obtain most necessities by 

gathering what they need from nature 

or hapless humanoids, but They do craft 

some items for themselves. They excel 

in preparing dyes from fungi, algae, 

and strange minerals, which allows 

DARK ONES AND THE 
REND FOLIO 
The darfc ones, first appeared In the 

origin a{ priming of rhe M Foiic in 

59S1. Along Wllh QltiRr sraptas from thal 

bestiary (such as the drow.gtThyanki. and 

si&id) they hav* appeared in dozens of 

adventures since, their inception and hav-e 

Ipng fteen a favo^re of DMs &nd players 

al&u.’Confining the iradhton, bolh dark 

creeper’s and cSark stagers appear again 

on pages 37-39 of the 2003 printing of 

1 he Fiend Folio. 

them to darken their garments to the 

color of deepest shadow. Other sub¬ 

stances are used to cure monster hides, 

enabling dark ones To make leather 

armor, pouches, and belts. They some¬ 

times weave their own tunics, pants, 

and cloaks, but they usually prefer to 

modify stolen items. 

Dar k ones do not bake ceramic con¬ 

tainers and instead chemically tr eat 

and seal fungal spore pods {typically 

1 he shape and size of large potatoes) 

to create ihe organic equivalents of 

ceramic flasks. While the podskins 

have a number of mundane uses, they 

are perfect for delivering dark ones’ 

diverse arsenal of alchemical weapons. 

A tribe of dark ones often has several 

apothecaries who create poisons from. 

Underdark Flora and harvesl ihe poisons 

and secretions of such creatures as 

carrion crawlers, scorpions, and other 

vermin. The apothecaries also special¬ 

ize in shadow essence poison (see page 

39 of Ihe Fiend Fotio), which they make 

by mixing a few inert ingredients with 

drops of their own blood. 

Dark one spellcasters use sto¬ 

len masterwork weapons to fashion 

magic items such as assassin's dag¬ 

gers, diggers of venom, and seeking 

and wounding ammunition. They also 

enchant rings and wondrous ilems, 

especially bracers of armor, ciooks of' 

displacement, and rings of invisibility. 

With the aid of the tribe’s alchemists, 



potions and oils are also frequently 

produced, usually potions of cots 

grace, potions of inyisMlfy, and oik of 

cfarkness Por their hunters. 

Dark ones do nor use written words 

to record their history, religion, or 

culture; rather, I hey know who they 

are and what they have suffered, and 

that is enough. Like city walls and fool¬ 

ish bravery, wrilten records are the 

fruils of vanity that can only help 

your enemies. They are a race without 

mythic heroes, and each generation 

slips silently info Ihe peaceful shadows, 

continuing the exodus begun long ago. 

Their hushed chants and Few poems are 

imbued wiih an inspired solemnity. 

RELIGION 
Dark ones do nol worship specific gods 

as most other races do, and in Fact find 

The concept abhorrent. Rather, they 

revere darkness as an abstratl force, a 

destination after death, and a personal 

ideal. How legitimate this religion is 

remains a matter of much debate, but 

the Fact that dark stalker clerics mysteri¬ 

ously receive Spells and that ail dark ones 

□re inexorably claimed by shadows after 

death lends credence lo their beliefs. 

Dark ones have few clerics and those 

that exist are almost always dark stalkers. 

These clerics most often have access to 

die Darkness (from the Forgotten Realms 

Campaign Setting), Luck, Trickery, and 

Under dark (from the Forgotten Realms 

Campaign Setting) domains. 

Although no one can be sure, many 

sages speculate that dark ones' refusal 

to worship specific gods led them to 

their current stale. They might once 

have been members of a culture that 

never came to trust deities, or they 

could be heretics who turned their back 

on iheir gods. Another theory suggests 

that the forebears of dark ones were 

offered protection by I fie god of the 

sun and, when they refused him, were 

forever cast from his sight, cursed with 

their aversion for light, Whatever I heir 

history cirud however it ties to their 

sti^ange religion remains yet another of 

dark onesh countless mysteries. 

SOCIETY 
Dark stalkers have always been the lead¬ 

ers and caretakers of dark ones. There is 

no formality to their ruie, and authority 

is usually shared between ail of the com¬ 

munity's stalkers. In a Peal oP governing 

unheard oP in nearly all other societies. 

dark stalkers never flaunt their ruie or 

ford I heir authority over dark creepers, 

showing an unaccustomed affection for 

and understanding oP their underlings. 

While I he dark creepers are not servile, 

I hey rarely disebey their leaders. 

Dark ones have no ncal laws, but they 

do have strong taboos against harming 

other members of the tribe. Murder is 

almost as bad as teaching an outsider 

their secret tongue, and either offense 

is worthy of exile or death. Betraying 

the tribe's lair to enemies is unheard of. 

Stealing is not an issue in dark one soci¬ 

ety as they arc not a particularly greedy 

people. Thefts can only lead to counter- 

thefts in a tribe of pickpockets. 

KILLER CREATURE COMBOS 
Dark ones tend nor to ally with many 

races, but they find natural predators 

very useful. Supreme opportunists, 

they sometimes merely wait For pass¬ 

ers-by to stumble in another monster's 

lair, or they purposely lead headstrong 

enemies into its maw. While their prey 

is busy handling another creature, they 

take advantage of the si I ua I ion lo pick 

pockets and make arracks of their own. 

Dark Creepers and a Cloaker; A 

cloaker with two dark creeper min¬ 

ions can be a considerable threat. By 

positioning themselves at opposite 

sides of a cavern, the creatures can 

attempt to catch enemies between 

them. The tloaker primarily uses 

its nausea and stupor moan effects 

{keeping dark ones outside the 30-foot 

range of most of its subsonic attacks) 

so the creepers can easily make sneak 

attacks. Two dark creepers and a 

cloaker are an EL ? encounter. 

A Dark Creeper and Dark-mantles: Dark 

ones often lurk near small dutches of 

darkmanrlcs, eagerly aiding ihe camou¬ 

flaged predators and looting the bodies of 

rheir prey. By waiting until the darkmanlles 

have used either iheir darkness or con¬ 

sent: I ability, Ihe dark creepers can slink 

close to targets and make sneak atlacks 

while their opponents arc either unaware 

or grappled. One dark creeper and two 

darkrnantles are an EL 4 encounter. 

Dark Creepers and Shocker Lizards; 

Dark ones are adept at usir\g unintelligent 

Underdark creatures in simple hut elegant 

ambushes. While two creepers wait at ihe 

far edge of a lair of four' shocker lizar ds, 

a Third creeper, pursued by PCs, dashes 

through the lair and sets the lizards on 

alert. When the PCs enter the lair, ranged 

□Hacks from the dark creepers aggravate 

The lizards into attacking the nearest 

Targets, probably the PCs. While l fie four 

shocker lizards deal SdQ points of damage 

with I heir lethal shocks, dark ones make 

sneak attacks. Even if they are exposed 

to the lizards' electrical attacks, dark ones' 

evasion ability gives them betrer-thnn- 

average chances oF surviving the attacks. 

Three dark creepers 

and four shocker- 

lizards make an 

EL g encounter. 
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A Dark Stalker and Dark Graspers: 

Dark ones are most commonly found 

in small hunting or ntidir^g parties con¬ 

sisting of several dark creepers and a 

single dark stalker leader. Usually, dark 

ones hide using their- shadow cloak 

abilities and slip close to their prey 

under the cover of the dark stalker's 

Fog doud. Dark creepers Ihen sneak 

attack targets and retreat, Tryiryg to 

confuse and separate their enemies 

while the dark stalker watches and 

waits. Although the dark stalker aids 

overwhelmed creepers, he seeks out 

nind concentrates his sneak, attacks 

and poisoning on the strongest-looking 

enemy, After such an initial arrack, the 

entire band of dark ones retreat, only 

to repeat the tactic on their weakened 

Opponents again and again. A dark 

stalker and five dark creepers make an 

EL 9 encounter. 

A Dark Stalker and Dire Weasels: 

Many dark stalkers favor dire weasels 

as both pets and hunting partners. 

With the dire weasel's attach and blood 

drain abilities, their dark stalker mas¬ 

ters often send the animals ahead of 

them in combat. Once the weasels have 

caused Constitution damage, the stalk¬ 

ers rake advantage of their enemies' 

tower Fortitude savipg throws. Thus 

maximLdng I heir poison attacks. A dark 

stalker and four dire weasels make an 

EL j encounter. 

A Dark Stalker and Rests: All hough 

dangerous creatures to train, or even 

be near, dark stalkers greatly value the 

aid of rasts. A rast ally is extremely 

versatile, being able to drain an oppo¬ 

nent’s Constitution or paralyze it from 

afar, allowing the dark stalker to use 

its poison or sneak attack abilities at its 

leisure. Also, the alien nature and sheer 

savagery of a rast makes one a perfect 

distraction for- a Far more stealthy dar k 

stalker. A dark stalker and one rast 

make an EL 6 encounter. 

A Dark Slalker and Troglodytes: 

Dark slalkers have been known to fol¬ 

low troglodyte hunters and steal their 

prey. While a dark stalker hides and 

keeps ils distance from I he troglodytes, 

it atlempfs to make sneak attacks with 

its poisoned javelins against characters 

sickened by I he troglodytes' stench and 

suffering a -2 on saving throws. Once 

either the troglodytes or their prey is 

weakened, Ihe dar k stalker ai lacks. A 

dark stalker and Two troglodytes are an 

EL 5 encounter. 

VS. PCS 
Dark, ones use cunning and efficient 

methods lo defeat their opponents. They 

are ruthless but not sadistic; murder 

is only a means to an end and is nor 

employed if I he dark one can simply pick 

a pocket instead. Dark ones zealously kill 

those who invade their home caverns. 

Though, and lightbearers provoke esca¬ 

lated violence under any errcumstances. 

Sneak Attacks and Sleight of Hand: 

Dark ones use ambushes against lone 

scouts and stragglers, but sometimes 

they attack small groups, especially if the 

group uses artificial light. A band of dark 

ones usually splits Its attacks. One group 

NEW ALCHEMICAL ITEMS 
Dmk onra have- a p^vrluSs UR.dnritanrlr pg of I he. alchemiPaJ uses flf fungi and vegRfalwn. nal IVS 

to the Undoniirk. Lj.siryg ih? hundreds of strange and deadly pl&nrs ihot surround I hem. dark 

ones hive creer-ed a wide yarlery of distinctive alchemical items. The majoriiy of rhe-se. items 

arc splash weapons. live rutea for which are on pqgp sjft pf I be Pby‘>r’n Handbook 

OIL OF NAUSEA 

Otforous resins and slimes are used to create oil of nausea.. Rasfcs-and pcH&kins of the cit have a 

range increment of to Fear and arc used as thrown splash weapon. Those direclfy struck try oil 

of nausea musf moke a successful PC 15 Fortitude saving threw Dr be nauseated Ibr idq rounds, 

while those within' rhe 5-foot-splash radius musi make a DC 10 Fonifude ^vb or toe nauseated 

for i round. Oil of nausea may be created with a successful DC 15 Craft (alchemy) check. 

Cosn Od gp; Weight: 1 lb- 

POISObf-FREND POD 
These fungal, spore pods are chemically altered so that their otherwise harmless clouds cause 

creatures to be more smcepiibte ro poison. A poisen-Frient? pod is a rhrewn weapon with a 

ra^e increment of 10 fc*t. Upon striking.,? creature pr square, these fungi erupt in a in-foot 

duud pf spores iher disperses in 1 round. Anyone caught in =be cloud must make a successful 

OC 15 forlltude save or lake a ^4 penalty on all saving Throws against poison made in the next 

]p minutes. Poison-friend pods may be created whba successful DC S5 Craft (alchemy) check. 

Cost: 50 gp: Weigh;: -. 

SHADOW HAZE DUST 

■Shadow haza dust is a potent eye irritant that obscures its victims' vision with darif/hazes, One 

bag or p-ods'kin has a range increment of 10 feet and fills a lo-foot-radius cloud wiih the dust. 

Those within the cloud must make a DC 15 Fortitude save or suffer a -fi penalty on ah Spot 

checks for i hour cr until a gallon, of water is used to flush foa character's eyes. Shadow haze 

dust may be created wish a successful DC 20 Craft (alchemy 1 check. 

Cosi: 30 gp; Weigh 1; 1 lb. 

SHADOW VEIL 

Shadow veil is a black dust creared from finely powdered crystals ihai grow only in the deep¬ 

est reaches of tho Underdark. When stored in i?ag5 or padskins, this dust can he thrawn as n 

splash weapon- with a range increment of id feel. Upon striking a creature or square, the du-si 

erupts Efi a' lo-foot-radlus cloud. Although rhis cloud ffts no affper on kving creaiures, it reacts 

wlrb all nonmpgica' fires-mo forger than a campfire within the area, snuffing them out. Torches; 

lanterns, candles, cooking fires and rhe like go out Instantly, hut magical fire (such as 0 will 

of Fire spell) is unaffected. Although its effect is swift, a shadow ypiJ dissipates quickly, and 

extinguished Fires fan be relii on rhq round following it^ use. Shadow yell may be created wdh 

□.successful DC K5 Craft : alchemy) check. 

Cost; qc gp: Weight: 1 lb. 



I SECRETS OF THE DARK ONES 
f Dtiret ones are mse-.ruTB&lq, nnystt: rious treater"^ rhai keep rheir secreis wifh the same cold 

silence ok rhe darkness ihey revere. Allhough sqgesr explorer;;, and rhtHie haresseiiJ by ihese 

Undcrtlark brigands Nave brie suu(fhi lo unravel rhe d,irk ones' secrets, afl method;; of invusti- 

gtii>on . ttom the tnogi potent magical inquiries m ingenious .drew iGMures, have revealed btrle. 

Over rhe decades, four enifjrnea hav£ congistently perplexed skase bravo and foolish enouf^i to 

■pry mrc- thn secrets of rhe dark cons. 

ORIGINATING in shadows 
Many raefis know where i hey came from or how they come to he. and mvihs, of racial r.rcarron 

are aironjf rbr, hnsr known througheul ifie world. Such Tates are nor iold of dark ones, however. 

Of bow these-creatures came to he, what evcnis or beings affecied ihal creation, and why they 

bitterly speelof i he 'surface .with .knowledge akin to.hpteful memories, only dark cme-H know, Tltis 

question is made all rhe more significant as dark stalkers appear m much like humans, perhaps, 

loo like I hem not to share o gm^fe-heritage. 

THE WORSHIP OF DARKNESS 

father Ilian worshipping a single deity, all -dark nnns hold reverence for iho dark. To I hem. 

all shadows are o’rie-pdark shvers of an unfnthomah.Ee Whoks that pi^vides iliem y/iih all ihey 

rnsed. ftlrhoup|h ih-ry kijnp ihe specifics of iheir worship a jealously guarded |er.ret, it seism* T$ 

serve them well. What Force grants ihiVdnrk ones their powers and claims them in iss shadow 

clutch after iliey’dic remains. a enigma^one ihat could chaltcnge mortal understanding'!) I' 

A SOCIETY OF SECRETS 

All dark ones hjtfe themseSves, both in the shadows at'iheir-Underctork hpmps rmd behind con- 

c.ffsling layers pf qlotJiipB masks, and oiher disguises. Conslantly trying to hide their natural 

forms, dark ones consider revealing rhemssives t.o nutsidnrs a deeply rooted culluraE labop. 

Although no one is sure, seme who hove sludred rhig strange Vaca bdifivrc thal dark ones hide 

themsdvits our ol' .shame -for some andenl disgrace. However, lbs truth oF why dark om*H hide 

thani^fves. and so what end. t i heir counl less secret's. 

TWO SPECIES, ONE RACE 

Anyone who has encountered dark c: 

has noticed that the dark ones a-re ir 

nd their secretive leaders, the dark-si afters. 

has noticed that the dark ones are in fact two distinct races. While dark creepers seem 

ro be primitive sneaks, l-inle more than cunntng goblins, the dark stalkers are; e-lagan r and 

■ deadly, wiih rha pr*alfh and grace of living shadow. Mow these 1 wo radically different types 

of ereattires have come to live together, and seemingly in such harmony, o perhaps the 

dork ones' greatest mystery. 

Same spues sug^esl thal, despise their lower-standing, dork-creepers .ire better adapted 

to life underground than dark stalkers; This has raised the theory rhal dark creepers are. 1 he 

result of natural changes affecting a new general ion af dark stalkers. However, this possitulih 

throws into quesiion why some dark stalkers hold a respect far dark creeper aiders akin to 

children tor ihuir parents. 

Initiates combel with ranged attacks and 

another use? sneak attacks to finish off 

dangerous enemies or pick their pockets. 

Wizards and sorcerers are prime I argots 

for pickpocketing, as wands, scroll tubes, 

and potions are prized toot for dark one 

rogues with the Use Magic Device skill. 

Evasion: Dark ones always have an 

escape plan and typically break off an 

encounter after only a few rounds, 

Ihey slow down adventurers by impair¬ 

ing their vision, leading them through 

difficult or confusing terrain, or causing 

I hem more damage. Examples of these 

tactics include using a dark stalker's 

ft# cloudability a! tunnel junctions, and 

using pitfalls or underground streams 

to force pursuers into making Climb 

or Swim checks, especially afler ihe 

adventurers have lost Strength due 

iq shadow essence poison, Their eva¬ 

sion (attics arc often designed lo split 

up their victims so Ihey have another 

chance at executing a second ambush 

on fewer numbers. 

VS. DARK ONES 
Adventurers should expect short fights 

intended to relieve them of their I tea ■ 
sure and attempts to seriously wound 

or kill one of them. If the party is 

dedicated to wiping oul dark ones, they 

must prepare and execute a eaulious 

search and destroy mission. 

Detection: Between dark ones' shadow 

cloak abilities and bonuses to Hide and 

Move Silently checks, odds are that PCs 

will only notice them when they make 

sneak attacks. Having some kind of 

light source is a prime way to provoke 

1 hern into doing this; Spells such as 

detect chaos, gliiterdusf owl’s wisdom 

(to increase, a character's Spol check 

bonus), and five seeing#re most ben¬ 

eficial when trying to delect dark ones. 

Detect magic is useful if dark ones use 

lheir shadow cloak ability. 

Stealth and Trickery: Due to the dark 

ones' blindstght. it is very difficult to 

surprise Them, Only a character affected 

by both invisibility and silence is likely 

to force a dark creeper or dati stalker 

lo make a Spot check. The Disguise skill 

might also work in some cases, bur the 

best way to get the drop on dark ones is 

for a PC to disguise herself as something 

harmless by using polymorph or the 

druids wild shape abilily. 

Vision And Light: If someone in the 

parly lacks darkvision, the PCs must 

protect their light sources from theft or 

destruction. Locked gauntlets can secure 

a light-shedding magic weapon or a 

torch, bul the PCs should have access to 

several essential Spells, such as dancing 

lights, day%H and light Daylight and 

light work best when cast on items that 

dark ones cannot easily lake, such as 

breastplates and rotes. 

Protection: Although dark ones 

have lo gel dose to rake valuables 

from adventurers, PCs should expt-cl 

poisoned ranged attacks. Spellcasters 

should prepare protective spells that can 

travel wiih their users, since mosl fights 

with dark ones are quick and mobile. 

Increase fortitude saves with antitoxin, 

rhe Great Fortitude fear, and spells such 

as bear’s endurance and protection from 

chaos Treating poison using the Heal 

skill is more likely lo succeed when sup¬ 

ported by a healer's kit, I he feats Skill 

Focus (Heal) and Self-Sufficient, and 

if the caregiver is under the effects of 

owl’s wisdom. Delay poison and neutral¬ 

ize poison are also highly recommended. 

Use Charm: Due to dark ones' weak 

Will saves, PC spellcasters have a good 

chance to overwhelm them with charm 

person, color spray, command, hoid per¬ 

son, lullaby, and sleep. 

Ranged Attacks: The average dark 

creeper does not have many hit points. 



but it docs benefit from irs shadow 

desk's concealment, good Reflex saves, 

and evasion. Dark stalkers are tougher, 

but (hey are in the minority, and they 

don't have the evasion ability {unless 

they're also rogues! 

Magic missile is the best damage- 

causing spell lo use against dark ones, 

since it ignores anything less Than total 

concealment. Good secondary spells 

are add spfash, chit! Touch, flams arrow, 

ghoul touch, poison, scorching ray, soar¬ 

ing fight, and stinking doud; these spells 

either do not allow a saving throw or 

are negated by a fortitude saving throw, 

which is a dark one's weakesl save. 

Spectral hand is almost a necessity for 

delivering spells with a range of touch. 

If a spell allows a Reflex saving ihrow, it 

is likely lo be ineffective against a dark 

creeper's evasion ability. 

Melee: A dark oneLs shadow cloak 

concealment negates roughly half of all 

arracks directed at ihe dark one, so the 

more attacks a PC can make, the better. 

While Two-Weapon Fighting is helpful, 

a monk’s flurry of blows ability pair ed 

with the Stunning Fist feat can offer 

several attacks that require dark, ones to 

make Fortitude saves. 

Stick Together: Characters should 

avoid the temptation of leaving slow or 

disabled party members behind lo chase 

thieving dark ones. Lone PCs are prime 

targets to these bandits, 

DARK ONES AS CHARACTERS 
Most dark ones find other humanoids 

too suspicious or contemptible to join 

I heir company for anything longer than 

a short-1 erm venture. A creeper or 

stalker who joins a group of outsid¬ 

ers for an extended period of time is 

exceptional, but if the character and his 

new companions are able to work out 

iheir opposing views on light, they can 

easily get along. These natural rogues fll 

in best with those ihey feel are kindred 

spirits, such as bandits and spies. In 

addition to underground settings, dark 

ones work well in noclurnal city ad ven¬ 

tures as well as thoae thal take place in 

dense woodlands and shadowy hills. 

Dark Creepers 
Humanoid 

Dark creepers are known to be 

naturally stealthy and prefer the cool 

comfort of shadowy places. Spry and 

sinister-looking creatures, these dark 

ones' activities are uaually assumed to 

have some nefarious purpose often far 

worse than their actual intent. Feared 

in numbers and demonized aione, dark 

creepers are able pilferers, but nor 

innately evil creatures. Their interests 

lie in maintaining Their own comfbrl and 

the safety of their Communities, regard¬ 

less of the cost to other races. 

Members of this class often focus on 

skills and feats that compliment their natural 

agility and stealth. Although Iheir shadow 

cloaks defend them from many threats, 

dark creepers fear relyfr^on innate abilities 

alone and develop iheir skills accordingly. 

Racial Traits 

- Small: A dart, creeper gains a -h size 

bonus to Armor Class, a -t-i size bonus 

on attack rolls, and a +4 bonus on Hide 

checks, but they musl use smaller weap¬ 

ons lhan Medium creatures do, and iheir 

lifting and carrying limits are three-quar¬ 

ters of those of Medium creatures, 

■ Speed: Dark creeper base land speed is 

30 feel. 

* Hindsight: Dark creepers can effec¬ 

tively see 60 feet without the need of 

light Invisibility, darkness, and most kinds 

of concealmenl are irrelevant, although 

the dark creeper rnusl have line of effect 

lo the creature or objecl lo discern it. See 

page 306 of the Monster Manual for a full 

description of blindslght. 
■ Light Sensitivity: Dark creepers ate 

subjecl lo a -2 penalty on attacks, saves, 

checks, and damage when they are 

exposed to sunlight or light equivalent to a 

daylight spell. 
* Skills: A dark creeper gains a +3 racial 

bonus on Hide checks and a 4-^ racial 

bonus on Move Silenlty cliccks when in 

areas of darkness or shadowy illumination. 

* Automatic Languages: Hark One and 
Undercommon. 

* Favored Class: Dark creeper. The best 

muhiclassing choices for a dark creeper- 

are rogue and ranger. 

Class Skills 

The dart creeper’s class skills (and the key 

ability for each skill) are Hide {Dex), Listen 

{Wis), Move Silently (Dex), Sleighl of 

Hand (Dex), Spot{Wis)h and Tumble [Dex}. 

Class Features 

All of the following are class features of 

the dark creeper monsler class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

Dark creepers are proficient with all 

simple weapons and Irghl armor, but 

not wilb shields, 

Feats: A dark creeper' receives one 

feat at 1st level. After gth level it gains 

feats normally according to character 

level, as shown on Table 3-2: Experience 

and Level-Dependent Benefits in Ihe 

Player's Handbook. 

Natural Armor: Dark creepers have 

thick hides and gain a ■ 1 natural armor 

bonus to their armor class. 

Shadow Cloak (Sli) : Dar k creepers can 

conceal themselves in shadows Ihe indi¬ 

cated number of times per day. This ability 

provides concealment in bright light and 

total concealment in shadows. Datkviston 

does nol negate this concealment, but 

creatures that can see in magical darkness 

Ignore this effect. Each use of this ability 

lasts 10 minules per Hit Die, but the dark 

creeper can dismiss il at will. 

Sneak Attack (Ex ): A dart creeper of and 

level or higher can sneak attack. This ability 

NEW FEATS 

These feats compliment the dark ones' style 

oF bandary, bur Giber- characters (Specially 

rogues.: might find Iheir, useful as well. 

CUTPURSE 

You are able 10 pick, the peckers of your 

melee opponents. 

Prerequisites: Improved Unarmed 

STriku, Sleighl of Hand 5 ranks. 

Benefit: While er^gqgcd In combat, you 

may al tempt to use the Sleight of Hand 

skill To piekpoekfiT an enemy without 

provo&m# An all art of opportunity. This 

feft allows you to disguise your Sle^hi of 

Hand al tempts as oomba* maneuvers. 

Nnmial: Lfsidg Sleight of Hand In 

melee provokes an arrack of opportunity. 

DEEP POISONING 

Your sneek starts wirh poisoned weapons 

are more potent. 

Prerequisites: Poison use. sneak-astpek. 

Benefit: When makiqg a srwak attack- 

wilh a poisoned weapon, you may elecl to 

exchaq^ -ndfi aneak attack-damage dice 

for a *• 1 Increase ta the DC of she victim's 

Fortitude saving throws (maxim-urn jdS 

exchanged for DC +5). You secnn.cc cum 

r^hi dama^ far accurately delivering poi¬ 

son to critical pans or ihe victim's anatomy. 

EXPERT TUMBLER 

You can Tumble wtih exceptional deftness. 

Prerequisites: Tumble 5. ranks. 

Benefit: You may use the Tumble rtill 

■ar normaf spend With only a -5 penally. 

Normal: Using the Tumble skill al full 

speed incurs a -10 check penalty. 



MONSTHa CLASS BASICS fj 
Monster classes first appeared m ■ffeyflge. 

Spvcten and allow characters lo play mgn* 

streuS chpratfors Frpm isl levet with no 

adjustment, Arrhou,cjh monster .classes 

are for the most part present ad as cha ?■■■ 
acter clauses, there ore severe significant ■ 
hit Terences. Most noiafjly, you inusi take a 

monsler class as your rin>r bmrf, and dfiar- 

ifeffi'ri who lake levels in a monster class 

cannot myhii'.lass until they have completed 

rhe lull progression of the monster class. 

This rule keeps characters from gening 

the benefits of a monster^ I y pc and then 

quickly swilchir^ lo a stardarrl class. 

CharadetH who take leve's ir, a monster 

Class do not gain Hu Dice, base altar.Sc 

progression, base save bonus projres- 

sicn, skills, and feats ai every fervid, instead 

gaining them only when ll i& noied in ike 

dsss progression. Also, mons-lor classes 

arc likely lo alter e thflffacidjgf fundamental 

form, affecting their abl&ry scores arad 

natural armor. At every level a character 

gains ar, ability adjustment, ifos change 

Slacks with all previous ability score adjytir- 

ments. However, adjusrmenJs to names; 

armor do not stack, for cnmpleie rules 

and (npw exempts or monster classes sou 

Appendix i of Sjvqgt} Spsctss. 

fuhcliorrs as ihe rogue ability of ihe same 

name. Sneak attack bonuses gained from 

the rogue class stack with those from dark 

creeper levels. 

Evasion (Ex): At 3rd level, a dark 

creeper gains the evasion ability, which 

functions as the 2nd-levs! rogue ability. 

progression by their continually advanc¬ 

ing Dexterity and Charisma. While the 

former is often augmented by ranks 

in the stealthy and Thieving skills these 

dark ones rely on, the latter is used to 

lead their dark creeper brethren, These 

traits, in addition to their shadow cloak 

abilily, allow dark stalkers to remain hid¬ 

den much of Ihe rime but be command¬ 

ing presences when they do appear. 

Dark Stalkers 

Humanoid 

Aloof and decisive crea¬ 

tures, dark stalkers are 

rarely seen. With a size and 

shadowy grace far beyond 

that of their dark creeper 

brethren, those who see a 

dark stalker often mistake 

them for" some breed of 

Uncterdark elf or dark fey. 

Not caring what outsid¬ 

ers suppose of Them, dark 

stalkers strive lo make I heir 

communities as comfortable 

and prosperous as possible, 

all while avoiding Ihe I a ini 

of foreign ways of thinking 

or ihe accursed light. 

The mystery and deadly 

grace of dark stalkers is 

reflected in their class 

Racial Traits 

* Medium: As Medium creatures, dark 

stalkers have no special bonuses or 

penalties due to their size. 

- Speed: Dark slalkcr base land speed 

is 30 feet. 

* Blind sight: Dark stalkers can effec¬ 

tively see 60 feel without the need of 

light. Invisibility, darkness, and most 

kinds of concealment are irrelevant, 

although Ihe dark creeper must have 

line of effect lo the creature or object 

to discern it. See page 306 of the 

Monster Manual for a full description 

of blindsighl. 

* Light Sensitivity: Dark stalkers are 

subject to a -3 penalty on attacks, 

saves, chocks, and damage when they 

are exposed to sunlight or lighl equiva¬ 

lent to a daylight spell. 

■ Skills: A dark stalker gains a +8 racial 

bonus on Hide checks and a +4 racial 

bonus on Move Silently checks when in 

darkness or shadowy Illumination. 

* Automatic Languages: Dark One and 

Undercommon. 

■ Favored Class: Dark stalker. The besl 

mulTiclassmg choices for a dark stalker 

are rogue and sorcerer. 

Class Skills 

The dark slalker’s class skills {and the key 

ability for each skill) are Hide (Dex), Listen 

{Wis), Move Silently (Dex}, Sleight of 

Hand (Dex), Spol {Wis), and Tumble {Dex). 

Class Features 

All of Ihe following are class features of 

the dark stalker monster class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Dark 

slalkers are proficient with all simple 

weapons, short swords, and all light 

armors, but noi shields. 

Feats: A dark stalker receives a feal 

a I is I level, and another one at 7th level. 

After 3th level it gains feats normally 

according to character level. 

Shadow Cloak (Su): Dark stalkers 

can conceal themselves in shadows the 

indicated number of times per day. This 

abilily provides concealment in bright 

light and total concealment In shadows. 

Dark vision does not negale this conceal¬ 

ment, but creatures that can see in magi¬ 

cal darkness ignore this effect. Each use 

of this ability lasts ro minutes per Hit Die, 

but the dark stalker can dismiss if at will. 

Poison Use (Ex): At 3rd level, dark 

stalkers are able to utilize poisons without 

accidentally poisoning themselves. 

Sneak Attack (Ex): A dark stalker of 

2nd level or higher can sneak attack. This 

ahility functions as the rogue abilily of 

the same name. Sneak attack bonuses 

gained from ihe rogue class stack with 

those from dark stalker levels. 

Fog Cloud (Sp): At 8th level., a dark 

stalker is able to cast fog chudtwice a 

day as a jth-levdl sorcerer. T3 

I DARK CREEPER 

Hit Base Fort Ref Will Skill 
' Le-v-tS Dice Attack Bonus Save Save Save Point a CR Special 

lit idS To +0 +E' 4;0- (2.4 let mod) x 4 1 feat. 41 natural armor, shadow cloak i/day 

2nd idS ■+p to 45.: -0 2 4£ Con, +2 Dex, sneak attack 4idS 

ida- +0 +2 tQ - 2 +2 Dex. evasion, shadow cloak a/'day 

4th ids 'To +0 +2 *tl 3 4-2 Sir, 42 Wis, sneak attack *2d6 

gth ida 4-Zl +0 >2 ■hO - 3 4E Dex. 4-2 Wis, shadow d&ak 3/day 

DARK STALKER 

Hit &ase Fort Ref Will 
1 Level Dice Attack Bonus Save Save Save Skill Points CR Special 

l£t tdfl *0 40 +® 4-Q (e 4 Int mod) x 4 1 Feat, 41 natural arnnor, shadow cloak tfday 

and «dS Ao;. +0 +2 ■ +0 - V 42 Con, *2 Dex, sneak attack 4irfe 

3rd idS To' +0 42- +0 ..." - 4s 42 Sir, poison use, shadow cloak a/day 

4th' adS 4? •:'+o +3 ■<■0 (2 4 Ini mod) >:2 +e Con, 42 Dex, sneak attack .^tfG 

5fh 2dS 4] 4-0 +Z rO - 3 4? Che,.4E Wb, .shadow olggk ^/day 

bib 2dfi 4.0 +3 - 3 *-2 Ssr, 42 natural armor, sneak attack 4gd6 

71b m +£ +1 +3 41 (34 Ini (tied) A *2 Int, +i Wis. leal, 

m ;yd& +2' __ *3 fl ■ A +2 Cha, 4a Dex, fog dottd 2/dav 

Joint 

/la.Teai, r\V 
Dex. fog cfottd 2/dsry V 
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making the Players lXfork For It 

The standard homebrew campaign 

tends To look something like this: 

The DM creates The gening, his¬ 

tory, maps, NPCs, and villains; chooses 

appropriate prestige classes; and sets 

up the plot. The players make charac¬ 

ters, plop them into the DM’s game, and 

stumble aft' in search of adventure. 

Several disadvantages can make ttiis 

approach unattractive to players and 

DMs alike, Creating an Interesting, viable 

campaign world requires a great deal 

of Time and energy. While the DM is 

quite familiar with the setting once it's 

complete, the players typically aren't. 

Worse, unlike with published settings, no 

easily available resources exist ro help 

players become familiar with the setting. 

The players and DM might have very 

different ideas of what makes an inter¬ 

esting campaign. Nothing is worse Than 

spending hours buildlpg a campaign only 

to have your players look at ir and say, 

"We'd rather play something else." 

You can avoid this problem by build¬ 

ing your campaign world with your 

players. Involving them in the campaign 

building process from the beginning can 

help ensure greater engagement from 

everyone, and if gives you a world that 

everyone wants to play in. 

THE BIG miLE: 

communicHTE! 

The process of building a campaign 

world is fun and exciting, but it takes 

a lot of work. Most Importantly, it 

requires a great deal of communica¬ 

tion. Keep in touch with your players at 

all rimes throughout the world-building 

process, and make sure Ihey keep rn 

Touch wilh you and each other as well. 

The DM must facilitate conversation 

between himself and the players. 

Many different means of keeping in 

contact with your players exist, includ¬ 

ing emails, phone calls, websites, and 

Internet message boards. You will likely 

forget any idea nor written down, so 

writlen communication is the best way 

to go. You can send emails to multiple 

people or forward them as needed. 

You could even sel up a special email 

account Just for discussing your 

campaign, A campaign website (see 

Dragon £293) can prove useful, since 

il can be updated .and changed as the 

campaign develops. Alternatively, gel 

everyone logelher on your regular 

gaming night, order your pizza, and 

discuss your ideas face to face (make 

sure to take notes). Keep records, 

preferably in multiple places. The great 

idea you had the night before might 

never come again. 

GETTIRE STRRTED: 

THE CHmPRiGB 
SURVEY 
Once you have a communications sys¬ 

tem, begin building your world with a 

campaign survey. A campaign survey 

USING PUBLISHED WORLDS 
.Elements of this arride can be modifled 

tor use wbh published worlds, web .as 

EfltRitow nr Jbii FuRcnnEN Ruw.ms. Use. the 

survey fe gel an Idea .of what 

parts .of the world intereii .your payers 

and ihe 6rgant7aripr>s, pfaefts. or non- 

plpyer charaprers with which they'd fc 

ro inf enact. You can even colldbo'raiivaly 

design a small purr oF (fvi world, such as 

rFre PCs' hometown or the nei^hborfiowi; 

of ihe ciry where ihey Jive, 

involves a short questionnaire designed 

to give you a general idea of what your 

players are looking for in their campaign 

world, Don't look for details or worry 

if The ideas are coherent for right now. 

Jusl look to get a sense of what your 

players want in the campaign. 

When designing questions for your 

survey, make your questions open- 

ended, not multiple choice. This func^ 

tions as a tool to get everyone's brains 

going, and multiple-choice questions 

restrict peoples thought processes, let 

your players' imaginations run wild! 

Every campaign survey should have 

at least these eight questions: 

1. What races do you want in the 

world? What races don't you want? 

2. What classes and prestige classes; 

do you want available? Are there 

classes that shouldn't be available? 
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What Flavor should the world have? 

High fantasy (brave and heroic) or 

low fantasy, (grim and gritty)? 

q. What kind of cultures do you want 

tq see? Any particular cultures we 

should or shouldn't emulate? 

5. Who or whal should bo the 

dominant race? (Mosl worlds 

assume humans, but this doesn't 

have to be true, and it can be very 

interesting if it’s no lb 

6-What should the terrain oF the 

world be like? Should it be like 

Earlh? A water world, desert 

world, forest world, or whal? 

j. What kind of role should gods and 

religion play in I he world? 

8, How prevalent should arcane 

magic be? How much of an influ¬ 

ence should it have on the world? 

Other possible questions or subjects 

for questions include: Starting levels, 

villains Ihey’d like to fight, the age of the 

world, world-hopping, the role the PCs 

should ploy, supplements they'd like to 

use, and so on. Put in a "further com¬ 

ments'’ seel ion, so people can put down 

thoughts that don’t fit inlo your survey. 

Compile the results of your survey, and 

send them oul lo your players. 

The number of choices available 

from such open-ended questions 

might overwhelm some players. To 

prepare for this possibility, keep a 

large series of choices for each ques¬ 

tion (somewhere between ten and 

thirty) on hand. Players who feel 

overwhelmed by the open-ended 

questions can instead select their 

top Ihree "most favorite" and "least 

favorite" from each list. This extra 

structure in the survey can help alle¬ 

viate Feelings of confusion, while still 

giving your players a great deal of 

creative freedom. 

For some real fun, distribute the 

survey to people oul side of your game. 

Give it to other gaming friends, family, 

or whomever else might show interest 

(nor total strangers on (he street). This 

will give you a loE more material and 

can produce interesting results, but 

remember that Ehc opinions of you and 

your players take priority. You have to 

play in this world, after all. 

An extended sample of this pro¬ 

cess runs throughout the article. 

In this first example, assume ihe 

players have already filled out the 

campaign survey, and ihe DM has 

compiled the results. 

Example; 'Thanks to everyone for 

taking the time to fill out the campaign 

survey. The resuits are pretty interest¬ 

ing so far. 

‘'Everyone seems to be interested 

in high fantasy. Two people were 

interested in half-ores, and three of 

you were interested in dwarves and 

gnomes. No one wanted to see etves. 

One person wanted to see a Japanese- 

styk culture, with ninjas in particular, 

and two wanted some swashbuckling 

pirate action. There's a split on what the 

dominant race should be. Two people 

suggested humans, two suggested non¬ 

humans. Three of you wanted to do a 

waterworki and everyone seems to 

feel that the gods should play a pretty 

important roie in the world. There were 

no strong feelings on arcane magic 

either way!* 

oral inpiiT 

The summary resulls should give you 

a pretty good idea of how the world 

is shaping up. Some things will likely 

leap out a I you: clear trends in what 

your players want and ideas that you 

feel are missing. Decide what ideas you 

really like and which ones you dislike, 

and start to pur rogeiher a basic struc¬ 

ture for the world. Again, this doesn't 

need much detail, and it might take you 

a few tries. You want somethin very 

loose that ties together the basics of 

whal you’ve gotten out of the campaign 

survey and your own ideas. It shouldn’t 

take you more than a paragraph or 

two to write up, so you can try several 

variations and even present 3 couple of 

possibilities to your players. 

Example: Looking at the results of 

the survey, the DM decides to make 

the world dominated by non-humans, 

a concept that interests her more. A 

few rough sketches eventually lead her 

to this idea: The last war of the gods 

flooded the worid of Waterus. Now. the 

Holy Armada of the gnome artificers 

and their dwarven marines rule the 

waves. After the etves abandoned the 

surface for undersea kingdoms, only 

a rag-tag alliance of humans and ores 

remained standing between ihe gnomes 

and their conquest of the world. 

essien 
PLAYER DUTIES 

Send the oul line around to your play¬ 

ers and get some Feedback. Once you 

have chosen a baste world structure. 

start to delve into it more deeply. As 

DM, you should pass out duties to play¬ 

ers so I hey work on things they have 

skills in and Find interesting. Possible 

duties or roles to fill are as follows. 

Map Maker: The map maker provides 

many of the maps the campaign needs, 

from world and regional maps down to 

city and village maps. This person can 

help with other asp&cls of the project as 

well, depending on how many maps I ho 

setling requires and how detailed ihey 

need lo bo. 

Glass Collector: This player combs 

through various supplements lo find 

Haases (bolh core classes and prestige 

classes) appropriate to ihe world. You 

might have multiple people do this. 

Race Collector: Similar to the class 

collector, this player looks through a 

number of supplements to Find suitable 

PC races for the world. You might have 

multiple people do this. 

Culture/Coentry Designer: This 

player or the race collector might 

develop the culture of whichever races 

are appropriate to ihe world. 

Religion Designer: This player cre¬ 

ates the main pantheons of the world, 

what races or cultures worship which 

gods and how the gods interact. 

FOR YOUR CHARACTER 
Players can make use of the suggestions 

in inis article loot Ao la& to your DM, 

and let her know ihal you'd kkn to help 

expand th? campaign world- Chances are, 

unless your. DM ha? nothing else to de: 

with heir time, shall appreciate the help 

immensely. Remember th2t you're offer¬ 

ing 10, help,mot to improve her campaign 

□r show her wliat uhe's-dping wrong, 

Let your players work on the things 

that interest them. If two of them want 

the same assignment, draw straws, or 

lei them collaborate. Players with a real 

yearning to use a certain race or class 

are typically more Than willing lo do 

iho leg work on it. The guy who really 

wants to play a half-ore barbarian ninja 

should be able to come up all sorts of 

ideas about where half-ore barbarian 

ninjas come from. 

Similarly, If a player has a particular 

talent for something, whether it’s map¬ 

making or monster building, sec if you 

can get her to take on that I ask. Do 

not force your players to do something 
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they don't want loJ Your friends are 

not your employees, and this project 

should be a joy, nor a chore. 

You can rake on some tasks yourself, 

of course. The DM of the sample cam¬ 

paign might decide to design the. Gnome 

Empire, since gnomes serve as the pri¬ 

mary villains of the upcoming campaign. 

Finally, remember that not everyone 

has the same amount of free time. 

Don't punish a player because he can¬ 

not devote rhe same amount of rime to 

world building as ihe others. Lei him 

do what he can, and always keep his 

input in mind, 

13FtirtG EVERYTHinG 

TOGETHER 

The DM now needs lo help bring all of 

the players' ideas Together. See whal 

elements you can integrate and which 

ones you cannot. Don'I fear changing 

the players' ideas ro make everything hi, 

but make sure you tell them when you 

do. Offer suggestions for change, rather 

than jusi making changes outright. 

Example: The religion designer for 

the campaign creates two separate 

faiths. The gnomes follow a monothe¬ 

istic faith, white the humans and ores 

take a pantheistic approach to religion. 

This provides the source of religious 

conflict that occurs within the world 

Looking hack at the initial outline 

reveals that the world was flooded 

during she ivar of the gods. The player 

interpreted this as a religious conflict, 

hut the DM envisioned this as actual 

war between divine forces. After some 

discussion, the players and DM decide 

to go with the QM's interpretatipr.rr and 

they change things slightly. The gnome 

god a former member of the human 

and ore pantheon, went mad during a 

quest to bring order to the universe. 

He created his own servitors, whom 

some gnomes revere as patron saints 

(giving the gnomes a few options for 

clerics of different types). One of the 

players suggests that the dwarves 

should /we their own religion as 

well, and the DM decides the dwarven 

pantheon deliberately allied with the 

gnome god, turning against the gods 

whose worshippers had ruled the 

world for so long. This approach satis¬ 

fies everyone and lays the foundation 

for the campaign s history. 

Go ahead and add your own ideas as 

well: this world belongs io you fool Jusl 

communicate with your players when you 

do. A word of caution: The DM already 

holds a position of power, and some play¬ 

ers might hesitate about speaking out 

itgainsl your ideas. Lei rhe players guide 

the direction of ihe world, take their criti¬ 

cisms politely and their ideas seriously. 

As the process moves along, you will 

stari lo PilMn more del ails. Nor every 

corner of the world needs definition. 

It's bettor if you leave some room for 
expansion so your group can add new 
ideas Fa ter on. 

Show the final version to your play¬ 

ers, If you need lo make any last min¬ 

ute adjustments, do so, bur don't spend 

loo much time on it. At some pomi, just 

buckle up and start playing* 

The collaboration doasrVl have to end 

onpe the gpme -s 

input on the sorts of adventures They 

want to go on, the directions they want 

The campaign to move in, and how they 

would like their characters to develop. 

This sort of approach might make 

certain elements of rhe campaign more 

explicit (it's hard lo keep secrets when 

your players contributed to the build¬ 

ing of Ihe campaign), but it ensures that 

your players become really engaged 

with the world, You can always throw 

in a few secrets about the world after 

the collaborative process is finished. For 

the ultimate collaborative campaign, take 

turns acting as DM, and give everyone 

a chance to expand the story. 

Build mg a collaborative campaign 

world takes a great deal of time, 

but everyone in your gaming group 

becomes engaged in rhe world. Ihe 

process of building the world can be 

almosl as fun as gaming in it. Do not 

rush It: Good ideas sornelimes lake 

time. Enjoy the creation process. Once 

Ihe campaign starts, you and your 

players can continue to develop the 

world for as long as you want. Doing 

this adds more depth to the world, and 

it helps keep everyone interested. This 

sort of collaborative campaign often 

lasts longer than a DM-generated 

world and provides the sort of stories 

you and your players will *h™u 

for years to come, 0 
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Shaddur Cro^turc 

Claris Features 

All of the following are class features 

of the shadow creature monster class. 

Cold Resistance' At ist level, the 

character gains cold resistance equal 

to 5 plus his Hit Dice. This resistance 

increases as the character gains Hit 

Dice (maximum cold resistance ao). 

Low-light Vision: A character with 

shadow creature levels can see twice 

as far as a human in starlight, moon¬ 

light, torchlight. and similar conditions 

of poor illumination. He retains the abil ¬ 

ity to distinguish color and detail under 

these conditions. 

Move Silently: At ist level, the 

character becomes naturally skilled at 

sneaking, gaining a +s racial bonus on 

Move Silently checks. At and level, this 

bonus incresses to +£, 

Shadow Blend (Suk At ist level, the 

character gains the shadow blend ability, 

allowing him to fade into the shadows. 
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SHADOW CREATURE 
Uueb CH Stye1™11 
ii,l m Coif) rcsistfinne, W-Jjghl vision, Move SitenJl'y idiLtdow Ldrrnl (cgPd&tih 

I+pUIJII iriTM LIiJVJ 

itnd. +i Darkyision-00 ft.j'Mcve SltentlyTG. shadow btend (total conceafment). super¬ 

natural abilities, exfraptanar sublype 

SHADOW-THEMED CREATURES 3*5 UPDATE 
“tee templates used to treats the dasHes here- went: flrsl printed h severs* different prod- 

uiits. The shade originally appeared' .as a playable race in the Fmgot im. Rialm®accessory 

Races of Fap.nmr and rht urobral template was first printed m Savagn Spuc/es.. Tbt shadow 

template originally appeared in pie Afonuai of the Banes, bul has since-been upetyred wkh 

the Following changes. The. temple grunts ecreateR the extraplanar-subtype,- end does 

npt change rhg crcalurt's type.. The shadow blend ability of all shadow onsaiurts now 

granls loiaLconcealment..The optional supernalurat abllllies'now Include: +5 luck bonus on 

savts. i/rjay G&US& fearss a-gth-level caster, damage reduction ymagic, evasion tel the 

rpfije class feature), i/ttyy mirror image as a ^rh-levd faster, '/day' pan# shift as u i^.Ill- 

Level taster fro Or from ihu Plane of Shadow only), and fast heating z. Shadow tru&rurtis 

have a level ad|usrmenr:of *2, 

More, informs ton co updated material Is evaiiaiiln from the DDtD j.j Accessor i/Upifore, 

which (-ah he downloaded From I lie OoKceonG Gt Os^'Ooibs page of fbe Wiaahds ihc Coast 

website, www.wifardsicotm. 

requirements to take these classes 

they can do ao at any leVetHt’s just up 

to the DM to determine the specifics 

of how this happens. 

Once chosen, each level of shadow 

creature, shade, and urn bra I creature is 

taken much like a prestige class, except 

that the character does not increase Hit 

Dice, base attack bonus, base saving 

throw bonuses, or skill points- for tak¬ 

ing those levels, nor does the character 

gain feats or abilily store increases as 

described on Table 3-2 in the Player's 

Handbook, Each level taken increases 

the base creature’s ECL by +1. Shadow 

creature, shade, and umbral creature 

levels do not count as class levels for 

the purpose of determining character 

level (the sum of racial Hit Dice and 

class levels). 

5H FI OD 1111 CRERTUHE 

The Plane of Shadow is a warped 

and indistinct realm, a dark reflec- 

lion coexistent with the Material 

Plane. Mortals 1 ravel there at their 

own peril, for it is all too easy for the 

foolish and weak-willed to become 

trapped inside It. Any creature native 

to the Plane of Shadow is infused 

with its tainted essence, being a thing 

less of substance and more of intan¬ 

gible shadows. 

Any corporeal creature can become a 

shadow creature. The shadow creature 

Template has a level adjustment of -a. 

ECL AND LA 
A c red I urn's otfectwis character level f£CLJ is Iho im ot its racial Hrt Dies. Iav«1 

adjuarment. and class levels. Use character level iur morn game I unctuous; use Efil 

Ibr awandrnrg. experience, determining starling «quipmrsni, and deiisi mining how much 

(EyfH'.riencx the character need!, Ip gain a new ravel: U««l adjuslmenl {LA>; iis a 

of how much more powerful* crnaiuro Is than oiher creatures of ite HU Dies, A levd 

4d)u41m8ni provides 3 numeric comparison wirft ihi: seven sjban'dard 3-aces from: ihe 

Pfay$rf& HamibGah, showing how much more powerful thai eRiirurcdsi rhan one-ni' the 

alandard races, in ierm.s.d' levels. 
For more informal Ion on UOL and LA, sue ihe feomn.v-Maituaf <>\o'i‘iOty and Monsters as 

hiiu;:'i on page ryy of Ihc DuW.oU Mask* '■? (foitte, SitYigo Sptir.H^ UK pi ai ri:i ECL, LA, ami 

monster classes In qhaj&tjsr 

MONSTER CLASS BASICS 
Monnlcr dirts*: •. first appnarud In SiV/il»n Spact&i 3rwJ allow dunm.-.l or s to play rrinnsinous 

di.witerVirom im level with no level adjustment. Although monster otysscs hr for ihu 

moi.l p.jr 1 presented itt.; character classed thefe are several iignlti^ant dbteroiKte?;. Mod 

ntjjabky, character* v/ho.i<ihe levels in a monster u.|ure; unrinol lmjlndasri unhl they huVe 

r.ojnfilcJed ihc lull prqgrin^ipn.nF the monvlnr dasa. I til?;; rule keeps nharaKtci-s from 

^aiplng the heneilte.oT a.ipcmstyr's iypii .and llwn quietly swiichlng lu a ,‘iiundarrJ cla'is, 

ChriRUlen, who lil'u; h:V>:h.. HI & monster d.jvM do F\dl gdn Hit Dk*;, |jL1y;. Ull.ich pi'OJfJ'Cr,- 

sitjn, Ij. i;-:h: sayn tajmi:, pru;j| os',ion, .•uni t’e.'tei a-t iwcry Ii::Vh:I, ihs^fld ^fihinj[ I Item 

only whim It is noted irr ihu d.kn progression. Al&d- monger i.lrisses .:iru liknly m alter w 

chniif!.u:e'!i mnd,unenr,;ii Pyrin, ofJhpfinri li.'i ubihry iicoH^ii^-'ii)Qtwal unnor. /u every level 

.1 duirtxi.i’r^iin^ an .uttilrly ;uS|u5iineni, -Ihi.y chaijgrSjjttfcksi wrili oil priwiiaij'ii nbillly scdrlr 

oitjustmodite, Howovnr', odjus Intents 1o niilurnl iirftior db no! slae.h, I .or compfefo rtilte, .irld 

morn b^aiplns ot'.inonsfcy tiw.w vte Apixmclix-1 oF Smugc.. Spfmior 



his abiliry grants him concealment in any 

Tig conditions less than full daylight. 

Artificial illumination, even a tight or a 

|itinudf fl59m.e spell, docs not affect this 

■ability, but a daylight spell or darkvision 

legates this concealment. Concealmenl 

3 ihe character to make Hide checks 

.without having anything lo hide behind, 

.and all attacks made to hit him have a 

20% miss chance. 

At 2nd level, iho character's shadow 

blend abiliry becomes more polenl, 

& improving to grant total concealment. 

All attacks against it have a 50% miss 

chance (instead of the pr evious 20% miss 

chance), and opponents cannot make 

at lacks of opportunity on the character. 

Full daylight, a daylight spell, or darkvision 

negates this totaE concealment. 

Darkvision: Al 2nd level, the character 

gains darkvision to a range of 60 feet. 

Darkvision works like norma! vision, 

except that he requires no Ifght to func¬ 

tion, and vision is only in black and white. 

Speed Increase: At 2nd level, ihc 

character's base landi speed increases 

by 50%, 

Supernatural Abilities (Su): Al 2nd 

level, the character gains one or more 

bonus supernatural abilities from the list 

below. The character may choose one 

ability, plus another for every 4 Hil Dice 

he has. He can also later choose more 

abilities if he gains enough Hit Dice, 

* +2 luck bonus on all saving throws 

* Cause fear i/day as a gth-levd caster 

■ Damage reduction 5/magic 

■ Evasion (as the rogue class feature) 

- Mirror image i/day as a 

51 h-level caster 

» Plane shift i/day as sglh-level 

caster {to or from the Plane 

of Shadow only) 

* Fas I healing 2 

Extraplanar Subtype: At and level, 

the character gains the extraplanar 

subtype. The character' is now consid¬ 

ered native to the Plane of Shadow. 

SHRDE 

Noe to be mistaken for an undead 

creature, a shade is a humanoid whose 

soul has been tainted by the essence 

of shadow. Such a transformation 

might take place when creatures from 

I he Material Plane are exposed to 

the strange energies of ihe Plane of 

Shadow for an extended period of time, 

a process that .usually takes centuries. 

However, whole cilies and races that 

have physically immigrated to ihe Plane 

of Shadow have been affected by its 

dark taint en masse, causing entir e 

populations to become shades. 

Any humanoid can become a shade. 

The shade template (found in rhti 

Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting) 

has a level adjustment of +4. 

Shade! Class Features 

All of ihe following aj'e class features of 

the shade monster class. However, while 

shades are in bright light, such as full 

daylight, a well-lit room, or a daylight 

spell, none of the abililics of ihe shade 

monster class function. A shade in a 

brighl area retains The outsider type. 

Shade sight {Su): AI is I level, the 

character gains darkvision wilh a range 

of 60 feet. Darkvision works like normal 

vision, ex cep I I ha I II requires no light 

to function, and vision is only in black 

and white. At snd level, the character's 

shadesjght ability improves, allowing 

her darkvision to penetrate even dark¬ 

ness effects such as magical darkness. 

Speed Increase: The character's base 

speed increases by 20- feet. 

Invisibility (Sp); At 1st level, the char¬ 

acter can use invisibility once per day, 

with a caster level equal lo her charac¬ 

ter level. At 3rd level, she can use ihts 

ability once per round- The shade can 

only use this ability on herself. 

Control Light (Sp): A shade can 

decrease the levels of light within a 

ion-fool radius of herself by a factor of 

10% per character level. This decreases 

the overall effective range of vision for 

characters and creatures dependant on 

light by the same percentage. For exam¬ 

ple, a human can normally see 20 feet 

by Ihe light of a torch. If a shade were 

to diminish the light by 50%, The human 

could see only 10 feet. 

Shade Abilities: At 1st level, the 

shade gains a +1 luck bonus on 

saves, a 11 deflection bonus lo AC, 

+1 racial bonus on Listen and Spot 

checks, and a +2 racial bonus on 

Hide and Move Silently checks. Al 

each subsequent shade level, she 

gains I he sc abilities again, stacking 

with the previous bonus, so that a 

4 th-level shade has a +4 Iron us of 

the appropriate types on saves, AC, 

Listen and Spol checks, and a +8 

bonus on Hide and Move Silently 

checks. Also, beginning at 1st level, 

shade 5 do not suffer ski If check pen¬ 

alties due to darkness. 

Outsider Type: At 1st level, the char¬ 

acters type changes to outsider (native). 

Shades are not extraplanar on the 

Material Plane and can be raised and res¬ 

urrected normally. Creatures that were 

already outsiders do not have (heir types 

changed when taking levels in this class. 

Abiliry Score Increases: These changes 

are applied as racial bonuses to ihe 

characters ability scores, These bonuses 

slack with any existing racial bnnuses. 

Attack/Damage Bonus: Al end level, 

the character learns to use. the dark¬ 

ness to her advantage in a fight, gaining 

a te competence bonus on attack and 

damage rolls. 

Shadow Image (Sp): This ability, use- 

able three times per day, functions as 

per a mirror image spell cast at the 

character's level. This creates 184 Fig¬ 

ments of the shade, +1 per three levels. 

Fast healing (£x): Al 3rd level, the 

character gains fast healing, allowing 

her to regain 2 hit points per round. 

Fast healing Is just like normal heal¬ 

ing though it does not restore hit 

points lost from starvation, thirst, or 

suffocation, and it docs not allow a 

creature to re grow or reattach losl 

body parts. 

Shadow Stride (Sp): A.shade of 3 

Hit Dice or more can vanish from her 

current location and reappear in-any 

shadowy area within 300 feet, as a 

move action. This abiliry is useable once 

every 2 rounds. 

Shadow Travel (Sp): Once per 

day, a shade of 12 Hit Dice or more 

can greater teleport lo a shadowy 

locale on the same world or plane 

shift to the Plane oF Shadow. These 

abilities are as ihe spells east al Ihe 

character's level. 

Spell Resistance: At ^th-levd, the 

character gains .spell resistance equal to 

11 plus her character level. 

THE SHADE 
Lcvd CR 3p&rial 

isr fo SbMedgbt: speed increase trvisMry i/day; control ighs. shade nblife?. wiskfer type 

2nd *1 Con !•?, attach''damage foorus, shadow imago 

3rE h Fa$t heaDig 2, shadowstride, inyisfbiitiy j/rbtintj 

4th -a Cha -2, ahffrfow travel, sp&ll resistance 
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THE UMBRAL CREATURE 
Ltvel CR Special 

ist +c) Dgrkvision, lighf forriffotiort, Hwe Silently i^, -4 Ini, -2'Wis. +a.'Cha 

2nd -i Moderate Ibi'stfk^tl&ri, Mtivt; Siknrly 4-io, Dtx -i a 

3rd Fly 40 f[_ bfraVy'fortififiarton 

4tU 1h3 Unctei type, turn resistance+e 

5th *£ Croase spav-'h, incdrpordal subrype:. ine-scgpaLifc titiyihg 

I'umEFiHl_ cneRTune 

VA'silent creature of pure darkness;' the 

HpFeiid shadow is feared by contmon- 

|£rs and favored by the dark necro- 

Hgftcers who create them. Stories lell 

Rpf entire nations wiped out by these 

Pictures, as their victims quickly rise 

os-shadows themselves. 

Any creature of the aberration, animal, 

BragOn, giant, humanoid, magical beast 

or monstrous humanoid types with a 

pharisima score of at least 8 can become 

Iran urnbral creature, The uimbral creature 

template has a level adjustment of +5. 

Limbral Crenturn 

ClaEss Features 

All of rive following are class features of 

the urnbral creature class. 

Darkvisian: At 1st level, the character 

gains darkvisron lo a range of 60 feet. 

Darkvision works like normal vision, 

except that it requires no light to function 

and is only in black and white. 

Light Fortification (Ex): Al 1st level, 

I he char acter naturally gains the benefits 

of the light fortification armor property. 

When a critical hil or sneak attack Is 

scored on the character there is a 25% 

chance that the extra damage is negated, 

and the damage is instead rolled normally. 

The character always benefits from this 

ability, regardless of whether or not he is 
wearing armor, 

Hove Silently: Also al rsl level, the 

character becomes more skilled at sneak¬ 

ing, gaining a +5 racial bonus on Move 

Silently checks. At and level, this bonus 

increases 10 +it>. 

Ability Score Changes: These changes 

are applied as racial adjustments to the 

character's ability scores (hat stack with 

any existing racial bonuses or penalties. 

Where a penalty to an ability score is 

applied, this is a permanent change and 

cannot be removed tiy any spell or effect. 

Moderate Fortification (Ex): At and 

level, the character naturally gains the 

benefits of I he moderate fortification 

armor properry. When a critical hit or 

sneak attack is scored on the character, 

there is a ^5% chance that the extra 

damage is negated, and the damage is 

instead rolled normally. Hie charac¬ 

ter always benefits from this ability, 

regardless of whether or not he is 
wearing armor. 

Fly: Ar 3rd level, the character gains 

a fly speed of 40 feet with perfect 

maneuverability. 

Heavy Fortification (Ex): At 3rd level, 

the character naturally gains ihe benefits 

of tlte heavy fortification armor property. 

When 3 critical hit or' sneak attack is 

scored on the character, there is a «oo% 

chance that ihe extra damage' is negated, 

and the damage is instead rolled normally, 

The character always benefits from rhis 

ability, regardless of whether or- not he is 

wearing armor. 

Undead Type: At 4th level, the char¬ 

acter's type changes lo undead, Hil Dice 

from previous levels are changed to 

dizs and are rerolled. All Hit Dice gained 

from this point on arc also dias. Do not 

recalculate base allack bonus, saves, 

or skill points. The character also no 

longer has a Constitution score and thus 

no longer gains a bonus lo hil points, 

Concentration skill checks, or Fortitude 

saves. He is now unaffected by all 

effects that would have required him lo 

make Fortitude saves [unless the effect 

also works on objects or is harmless). 

Being undead, the character no longer 

needs to breathe, eat, or sleep. 

Turn Resistance (Ex): Also at 4th level, 

the character is treated as having rwo 

extra Hit Dice for the pur poses of being 

lurned or rebuked, 

Create Spawn (Su): Al gth level, 

the character gains the ability to raise 

fallen foes as urnbral creatures under 

his control. Any aberration, animal, 

dragon, giant, humanoid, magical beast, 

or monstrous humanoid r educed to 0 

Strength by the character's incorporeal 

touch attack rises as an urnbral creature 

in id4 rounds. Spawn are under the 

command of rhe character that created 

them and remain enslaved until their 

master's destruction. The character can 

control a number of spawn equal to 

double his HD. If the character creates 

a new urnbral creature that causes him 

to exceed fhis limit, the spawn longest 

under his control is released. 

Incorporeal Subtype: At 51b level, 

the character becomes a fully incorpo¬ 

real creature, gaining all the qualities of 

the incorporeal subtype. Most notably, 

this includes rite power lo pass through 

physical objects, a deflection bonus to 

the character's AC equal to his Charisma 

bonus, and the ability to always Move 

Silently, From this point on, the char¬ 

acter can only be damaged by other 

incorpor eal creatures, spell-like abilities, 

supernatural abilities, and magic or rn^gic 

weapons. Even when hit by magic or 

magic weapons from a corporeal source, 

the character still has a 50% chance 

to Ignore the damage-except for force 

effects, such as magic missm or from a 

ghost touch weapon. 

However., since characters can no 

longer affect or be affected by physi¬ 

cal objects, they can no longer hold 

or manipulate any weapons, armor, 

or items they might possess. The only 

exceptions to this are weapons or 

armor with the ghost touch ability. Also, 

the urnbral character loses all ihe special 

al tacks of its race and class, including 

spelfcasting ability. 

The character also gains am incorpo¬ 

real touch attack. This is a natural attack 

that ignores material armor, even magic 

armor, unless it is made of force (such as 

mage, armor or bracers of armor] or has 

the ghost Touch ability. Characters do not 

gain multiple attacks with natural weapons 

for having a high base allack bonus. This 

allack does not deal damage to a target's 

hit points, but rather deals Strength dam¬ 

age determined by The character's size. 

Size Damage 

Fine 1 

Diminutive ida 
Tiny ids 
Small nil 4 

Medium id6 
LaTge idS 

Huge ad6 

Gargantuan 2dS 

Colossal 4d6 

Creatures killed by ihe character's 

incorporeal touch rise as urnbral crea¬ 

tures under his command (see The create 

spawn ability). 

See the Dungeon Master s Oukfct, page 

2g4 for a full description of The incorpo¬ 

real subtype, vp 
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magic Poison 

Shadows of Undrtinfitip, I h+f second expansj^fgpck for 
Ntiverwintitr Nights, presenjfc » new a^vefflur* 1 h« 
expansion Jells a Isle parallel to ihe or initial game in 

which you assume the role.of a young student on The veige 

of graduation from small adventuring 'academy, almost 

ready to go oul into the world. Unfortunately, a kobold mid 
inter'rupls you before you receive your final test. Normally, 

kobolds would pose no threat to your master, the dwarven 
wizard Drogan-, K>ur in the Fight, one of the creatures slabs 

him with a poisoned blade, and he Falls. Host disquieting ol 
all, however, is that curative me^gi.C does nothing to purge 
ihe venom, even when cast by powerful Harpers. The poi¬ 
son is magical and rosisis ai Tempis to neutralize it, 

Thus begins your final rest: find tHbsfi responsible, and 
return with the cure. This article Takes The idea presen led by 
the atfack on Oregon arid expands it, presenting a small lisI 
of-magk qualities lha! can enhance any poison. 

EREtlttHG rntncic poison 
Crealing a magic poison is similar to creating a pot ion. 
However, their magic enhancements more closely resemble 
magic weapon enhancements, in that (hey give ihe venom 

additional abilities that usually can stack with one another, 

The person attempting To create the magic person must 

have rhe Brew Pol ion Feat and know all rhe spells listed .as 

requirements Ibr the properties he wishes TO add. 
The formula For calculating the cost of brewing a potion is 

£5 gp x spell level x caster .level. Use this formula for deter¬ 

mining I fie cost for brewing p mqgfc poison, but replace ihe 25 

gp ||iir| with the cost of one dose of. the Type of poison to be 

enhanced (see page'29;? of (lie Master's Gvtdel For 

example;: brewing a dose of gripping- vngof dust costs 1.000 gp 

(cost of one do$e of ungd dust}* s (gripping-equals a 2nd- 

levyl spell) x 3 (its 3rd-level caster), otL 6,000 gp, 

poison 
You cun add The following qualities to any mundane poison. 

Concentrated^ A poison with this enhancement is consid¬ 

erably more lethal than normal poison. Using special distill¬ 

ing processes. The brewer Intensifies.the poison repeatedly, 

guaranteeing the venom has maximum possible effect. 

Concentrated poison deals maximum damage each time'ft 

inflicts damage- Concentrated poisons' ! hat cause paralyzari'em 

•or unconsciousness Instead have their durations maximized. 
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Faint necromancy; CL gth; Brew 

Potion, Maximize- Spell bestow curse: 

Price 15 x poison cost per dose. 

Contagious; Contagions poison 

seeps- into'the skin of the victim in 

addition ro wherever-else in the body 

if attacks. By inundating itself in the 

host body this' way, the poison turns 

the victim's sweat and Touch Into 3 

weaker version of Itself. 

Once contagious poison affects a 

victim, whether by its. Initial expo¬ 

sure or the-secondary effects, the 

venom $eeps into his body. While Et 

deals no further damage and does npl 

prevent recovery. It taints I he victim 

and effectively turns his touch into a 

contact poison, The poison affects the 

next crealure the victim touches with 

bare Flesh. The contagious poison can 

only affect one additions! creature in 

This way. The poison transmitted does 

not have the contagious quality, but 

it has .any other magic qualities of the- 

original poison. 

Faint necromancy; GL 3rd; Brew 

Potion, ghout touch; Price 0 x poison 

cost per dose. 

Destructive: This property can 

only be added to poison already 

enhanced with the repeating property. 

Destructive poison is among the most 

vicious kinds of poison available. This 

lingering attack kills its victims slowly 

and leaves, many survivors crippled. 

Treat destructive venom as-, normal 

repeating venom. However, should the 

poison manage to reduce an ability score 

to 0 (and that doesn't kill the victim}, the 

poison begins to- convert the ability dam¬ 

age into permanent ability drain at its 

normal damage rate. For example, a dose 

of gripping repeating destructive insan¬ 

ity mesf that has reduced its' victim to 0 

Wisdom through ability damage begins to 

convert that damage 10 permanent ability 

drain al a rate of zd6 points of Wisdom 

per day. Victims surviving this poison 

still regain any temporary damage at the 

normal rate. 

Mode rare necromancy: CL 5th; Brew 

Potion, inflict serious wounds; Price 15 

x poison cost per dose. 

Gripping: Gripping poison seizes 

a viciim and refuses to let go. Once 

ingested, ihis poison works ever deeper 

inso the body, making it harder to purge. 

Poisons with this quality deal no-addi¬ 

tional damage, but the time required to' 

recover from them Is significantly lon¬ 

ger. Victims exposed io this variety of 

poison must make a Fortitude save and 

another save 1 minute later; However, 

If either of these saves fail, I he poison 

works its way into the victim's body. 

Once embedded, the victim cannot 

recover from the dam^e the poison 

dealt until purged of the venom. 
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Gripping poison differs from mcsi 

other qualifies:Irr that it has degress. 

The number oF successful Fortitude 

saves the victim must make in order 

lo overcome a gripping poison equals 

lhe number of degrees a poison has' 

In gripping. The victim makes one 

Fortitude save per day, and once be 

makes a number of successful Fortitude 

saves equal to the poison s gripping 

degree, he i$ free of the effect and can 

begin to heal normally, 

A poison may not have more lhan 

five degrees in this quality. To determine 

the cost of enhancing a poison with 

multiple degrees of this quality, simply 

multiply the cost of the gripping poison 

by l he number of degrees desired, 

Neutna/ijS^paison does .not aulornali- 

eally remove a gripping poison from 

the victim, hut it does courtr a$ one 

successful Fortitude-save. 

Faith transmutation; CL 3rd; Brew 

Potion, bears endurance; Price 6 x poi¬ 

son cost per dose x number oF degrees. 

Mounting: Only a poison already 

enhanced with the gripping property 

can have the mounting properly added 

10 it, Mounting poison inundates the 

host body tush like, gripping poison, but 

ir digs much deeper, seeping.mto the 

body more I ho roughly. 

Treat mounting.poison as normal 

gripping poison, oxcepl that each failed 

Fortitude save adds +e to the DC for 

Future saves, lo a maximum of double 

the normal DC. 

Faint necromancy; CL 3rd; Brew 

Potion, inflict moderate wounds Price B 

x poison cost per dose. 

Potent: Concentrated poison is 

brewed tor optimal: effectiveness, bui 

its performance is still limited by its 

base toxiCEiy. PoFent poison, magically 

expands on its potential to do harm. 

A potent poison deals half again as- 

much damage as normal. Poisons' that 

only cause unconsciousness or paraly- 

zatibn have the duration of their effects 

increased by 50^. 

Faint necromancy; GL 3rd; Brew 

Potion, dearh krteffc Price- ft x poison 

cost per dose. 
Repeating: This properly can only 

be added to poison-.already enhanced 

with the gripping property. Repealing 

poison doesn'l just res I in the body and 

refuse to leave: it .continues'its assault 

for as long as it manages id hold onto 

the victim. 
Treat repeating poison as normal 

gripping poison, except that repeating 

poison deals its secondary damage 63cb 

day I he victim fails bis Fortitude saving 

ihrow to overcome the: poison. 

Faint necromancy; CL 5th: Brew 

Potion, inflict serious wounds: fh.ee 15 

X- poison cost per dose. 

Spell Resistant: This dangerous poison 

resists mqgic manipulation. It rebuff's 

mqgjc at tempi's to neutralist; or slow il. 

Spell res.lSlant poison has a spell 

resistance score against all spdls 

1 hat a Item pi to slow or neutralize ii. 

The poison's spell resistance, is equal 

to the poison's base: Fortitude save 

DC. For example, a dose of,spell- 

resistant shadow essence has spell 

resistance 17, 

Spell easier 5 hoping to aid the poi¬ 

son viclim w)lh magic must first beat 

the poison's spell resistance with a 

caster level check, just as if the poi¬ 

son were a creature. 

Faint abjuration; CL 5th; Brew' 

Pol ion, dispel magic; Price 15 ;< poison 

cast per dose. W 

/ 4 FOR YOUR 

BEbwSWI campaign 
s&jS&i A plethora of poisons 

exfct in CSrD, and 

while they all have dif¬ 

ferent effeciF*. fliEtv all work 1 he sonoe way. 

Imagine your players" fright when iltay f^ice 

,n poison that duesn'r respond to magjc ,-md 

doesn’t .go away on irs own. Any enemv 

packing such 0 weapon msranily becomes a 

memorable ihrsai. 

You can build entire organization? 

around one particularly polenl form of 

venom. This posent extract is a guild 

secret given only to ihose: who prove 

skillful enough lo be worthy of usln#r 

if. The poison could even serve as the 

guild's calling tard, allowing you to build 

up both the organization's-and the poi- 

sons-nepulallon before confronting your 

party with Either. 

Another option is to gram these 

person enhancements to- erasures. For 

wampte. a group of wyverns that live on 

a small moumam surrounded by a swamp 

possess s particularly virulent poison lliat 

not only prevents its victims from natov- 

ering from the poison, hul also rests? any 

mpgic attempts at slowing- or rveulr-alizlpg 

it. A reward might exist for the dnsiruo 

Tien of rhesti heasts. bui the rumors of 

i heir potent poisons keeps many would- 

be adventurers at bay. 

FOR YOUR 
CHARACTER 

If your character 

opposes the use of 

poisons, he has little 

use for those enhanced 

poisons. However. I hat doesn’i mean 

you can’i put them to use in creating 

your diameter. 

Much like in S/lUi&w:? of:Ufldrent(tfer 

magically enhanced poisons can serve as 

the impetus for adventure. Perhaps your 

master suffered the same Fata as Drogan, 

and you hunr for a cure before his rime 

runs out. Maybe your morher suffers 

From a lingering poison that resists all 

magic and mundane neutralizing effects. 

In a frightening twist, perhaps you suf¬ 

fer from the effects of a poison whose 

effects you cannot overcome, and you 

musl venture forth in a weakened condi¬ 

tion to find a cure. 
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CLAVRE? 
WHAT'S WR0N6? 

MAXWELL? 
^ NO I 

f IT'S...IT’S X 
MAXWELL, t THINK 

HE'S HAVING AN , 
V AFFAIR* V 

HE’S BEEN COMINo 
HOME LATE...WITH 
NO EXPLANATION... ECr^SAURl\ 

GAMES 

\ AND 
)/ IT GETS WORSE! X 
f WHEN HE'S HOME, HE’S \ 
NOT TAKING ANT INTEREST 
^ IN HIS NINTH-LEVEL ) 
X MAGEANTMQRE... S 

THE 
^ V SAME NIGHTS X 

THAT COULD \ EVERY WEEK? > 
BE ANYTHING, ) AND HE S BEING 

THOUGH.,. J SECRETIVE AND 
^ .-"^DISTANT. \ EVEN TRY 

—|T"\ AND BREAK OUT SOME 
I \ BE ER-AN D- P RETZE L A 

\ GAMES, BUT WE A 
f \NEVER PLATCn 

HOLT COW! TOU RE 
RIGHT! HE S GOT 

TO BE CHEATING ON 
TOU! HE'S...HE’S... 

SEEING ANOTHER 
GAMING GROUP! 

SOB oh, 
rt/OCWELL. MAXWELL 

DON'T TftKE YOUR 
DICE TO TOWN 
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j'erhapl more than-any other 

characters, bards and rogues T-ak.0 

great pride in their skills and'-a-bili- 

■Ttes. When it comes to using their skills, 

most af these heroes rely:on whet 

they refer id as the tools of the trade. 

Whether they need to. defend- them¬ 

selves disarm a deadly, trap, or charm 

an audience, most professionals rely on 

a number of tools to make a decent (or 

indecent) living. 

Armors 
Host rogues prefer not lo wear 

armor, allowing them to stay light on 

•their feet and as nimble as possible, 

but. the dangers of the adventuring 

:life often incite them to don protective 

garments. The following hems both 

provide protection ahd fit the ideals oF 

the stealthy professions. 

Armor of the Woodland: The elves of 

ancient rimes constructed these armors 

•From the leaves and bark of birches, 

oaks, and maples. Few elven craftsmen 

■ remember how to make these garments 

today, and fewer a MSI' actually fashion 

them. The origin of these-.strange and 

supple armors Is unknown, but legends 
hold that the elven gods revealed the 

. Secret, of their making to their children. 

Legends also say that the warriors of 

the first elven armies wore such suils 

of armor and that they became .known 

for their uncanny ability to ambush 

any Opponent who journeyed Ihrough 

their forest homes, Whether these sto¬ 

ries are true or not, these light, suits 

are.extraordinarily well fashioned, 

and many druids, rangers, and rogues 

.cherish them. 

Shaped m the form of a feather, vest, 

•a suit of armor of the woodland comes 

complete with shop Ider pad s„ elbow 

. protectors, and. greaves. The armor., 

which is almost as light as a wool shirt, 

looks like a jumbled pile of crushed 

leaves, broken, branches, 'and thin' 

pieces of .bark.; The most common of 

these suits are of a dark green-colon, 

but shades can vary.from bright reds 

and oranges to pale yellows and greens. 

Armor of the woodland is a suit 

of +3 leather armor;Whenever the 

wearer of such a suit of armor travels 

through a foresi, he adds 10 feet to his 

base land speed and gains the trackless 

step ability of druids. The armors' most 

impressive power allows its wearer 

to enter trees and magically transport 

From one to another three times per 

Armor of the Woodland 

' :£V' I 

day. This 

ability works 

just like the 

fra? stride spell 

as cast by ach¬ 

ieve! druid. 

' Moderate conjuration: 

CL gsh; Craft Magic Arms and 

Armor, woodland stride ability or pass 

without trace, tree Stride; Price: 75,755 

gp; Weigh n t lb. 
Bracers- of Blocking: Fotged in times 

long forgotten, these sturdy iron brac¬ 

ers come in various shapes and sizes. 

Usually Found in the burial chambers 

of kings, knights, and other great war- 

riers, these items appear as nothing 

more than well-crafted bur-bulky brac¬ 

ers, A Closer-fexamihation^ however, 

reveals a pair'of bracers of blpokipg 

as unnaturally lighi end carved with 

the shape of a tiny: shield Inside each 

bracer: Wearers barely feel these 

magic bracers,- and they do not ham¬ 

per dexterity the way other pieces, of 

armor do. Usually forged with-gold, 

Silver,. or :m)fhyal (plays representing 

armored animals, legendary beasts ; 

known for their toughness. Or coals of 

arms, most bracers of blocking appear 

to be very valuable. 

Bracers .of blocking provide a +2. 

armor bonus 1$ Armor Class. In addi¬ 

tion, whe never the wearer Tights 

defensively or uses the Iota! defense, 

standard - action, he .gains an .additional 

+2 dodge bonus to his Armor Class. 

Faint conjuration-and transmutation; 

CL 5th: Craft Wondrous Item, oafs 

grace, mage armor; Price: jAoogp: 

Weight: 1 lb. 

WEAPONS 
Many rogues, assassins, 
bards, and diplomats 

prefer ro use small 

weapons they can easily 

hi del Whether they want to 

sneak a blade past the kipgs 

elite bodyguards or simply wish to 

appear defenseless, a Variety of mstgh 

:cal weapons, are fashioned especially 

Tor. such situations. 

Dagger of Torment: Forged-in 

the days of Rakahha the Vile, one-of 

history's most notorious, assassins, an 

unknown smilh of a fallen empire.cre¬ 

ated these dark blades. In RakaEtha's 

time, the thieves, rhugs, and murderers 

of the wo rid. sought out and cherished 

these daggers. Few of these blades- 

remain, &s'many heroes of the past 

worked to destroy rhe majority of these 

terrihie'weapons. However, it is pos¬ 

sible that a master smith has uncove reel 

the secrets behind the creation of these 

blades, as they have recently begun 

appearing with startling regularity. 

A dagger of torment has a long, thin 

serraied blade made of an unknown 

ebon’ alloy. The weapon has no ha rid 

.guard, but strips of blood-red: leather 

woven in a tight partem- cover its' 

handle. Both the metal 

of the .blade and’ 

the' leather 

wrapped 

around its 

Dagger of Torment 
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Rapier of Disarming: Narclf the 

Bloodthirstya legendary dualist who 

became an expert weapon-smith irv hi§ 

old age, fashioned these boa ul I fully 

crafted blades. Crafted for his chil¬ 

dren- whom Narril wanted to protect, 

despite his moniker-most of these 

extraordinary rapiers were made of a' 

special alloy composed of white gold 

mixed with iron, mithral, and yellow 

gold. Strands of precious merals, like 

a myriad of capillary veins-, run along 

the length of these elegant biades. 

Ironically, Narcil . is belter known today 

for the extraordinarily beautiful weap¬ 

ons he forged than for his ability to. 

wield such blades. 

capture criminals uninjured; 

After the fall of Ihe cily-rstates, there 

was a time when every guild master 

of an unlawful organisation-particu¬ 

larly thieves'guilds-purchased these 

items by the handful Today, very few 

professional culprit's rake as much care 

nor io harm' their marks.;but those who 

hear about saps of stunningpay dearly 

to acquire one. 

This ordinary looking sap is twice 

□s heavy as its mundane counter¬ 

part, Usually made from a dark, gray, 

brown, or black leather sack filled with 

Crushed rock, most bounty hunters and 

lawmen tasked to bring living prison¬ 

ers lo justice consider saps of stunning 

Sap of 
••Stirnmng 

priceless. Burglars, thieves, and good- 

hearied bandits.who prefer to avoid 

doing -permanent harm to their victim's 

also cherish these items, 

A • sup of stunning Is a kt focus sap 

that deals ad6 points of honlcthal dam¬ 

age with a successful bit- 
Moderate transmutation: CL 3 the 

Croft. Magic Arms and Armor; Price: 

32,301 gp: Weight: gj Ih, 

Sword of Murder; Although many • 

believe Narcll ihe Bloodthirsty fash¬ 

ioned them, the dws rven smith Kaunas 

of Ihe Jagged Haminer clan actually 

invented these vile weapons for a rich 

assassins’ guild. Shortly after their mak¬ 

ing, Karmas disappeared, and he was 

never seen again, Some sages hold 

that Karmas the Smith was' murdered 

by one of the dark blades he forged, 

while others maintain rhas he escaped ■ 
to avoid the authorities of The dwarven 

king who suspected his involvement 

With-the evil guild. 

Massive bronze hilts in the shape 

of a crescent moan identify these 

•elegantly crafted scimitars. Made from 

bronze,'silver, and iron, swords of 

murder are extremely hard to find, and 

She few smiths who know the secret. 

■of their, making zealously guard it. The 

blades-of these swords are broad but 

extremely thin -and sharp, as .was the 

fashion at:the time of their creabon. 

The crescent-shaped guard is wide, 

with many strange runes engraved 

into the bronze alloy. The handle is 

made of the same material as the rest 

of the weapon, bur dark blue or green 
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silk mast oFien covers It* 
The pommel holds a rear¬ 

shaped sapphire, which burns 

brigbily every time the sword 

of murder Takes a fife, 

A sword of murder is a 

’> i sdfniter (bar gel 5 its 

name from its special 

ability. Whenever the 

sword is used to Mil a 

creature with at least a IB 
' 3 Intelligence that does 

hot view fhe wielder 35 

an enemy {the victim has 

an altitude of indiffer- V, 

■ent or better toward [he - 

wielder immediately prior 

[p-the vdeEder's attack.), 

the sword deals an addi¬ 

tional +a'd6 points of damage 

with every successful hi! for 

fhe next 24 hours. The sword of 

murder's wielder'-must'complete a 

murder within to rounds of making 

his first attack gainst the unsuspecting 

victim to gain the benefit of rhe swords' 

additional damage. 

Moderate necromancy; CL qFh; Craft 

Magic Arms end Armor, death kndf; 

Price: 18,310 gp;- Weighl: 3 lb. 

wondrous rrsHs 
Whether they need to-disarm a deadly, 

trap, pick a lock, or charm an audience 

with their musical talents, most proper 

atonal scoundrels rely on a number of 

instruments to make a decent living. 

The following are examples of magic 

items particularly well suited to the 

needs of such individuals. 

Amulet of Good Fortune? These trin¬ 

kets come from an ancient tribal people, 

who inhabited most- of what folk now 

consider civilized lands A tribe calling 

'Itself M Karalksra, which in its tongue 

meant ‘'Children of the Earth,r' believed 

that ell living; things-, were'born' from 

the earth. Although it Is not known 

how these people ceased to exist, a 

good number of relics survived- their 

decline and fall. The druids who led rhe 

Karalkafa created some of the most 

powerful trinkets, and the amulets.of 

good fortune are one of the most cher¬ 

ished treasures handed down from the, 

ancient tribesmen. 

These small wooden amulets come In 

three distinct shapes: a brown bear, a 

grsiy elephant, and a white owl. Each of 

rhe three shapes demonstrates a par¬ 

ticular set of distinct abilities 

{drown Bear: The brown hear hmufet 

of good fortune provides a +-4 luck 

bonus on all Fortitude saving throws. 

It also grants I he wearer 
v, . low-light vision. 

Gray Elephant: 

The grey elephant 

amulet of good fortune 

gives its wearer a ^4 luck 
I 1 bonus bn all Will saving throwi. 

II The owner also gains the Blind- 

f’ | Fight feet as a bonus feat as 

, long as she wears the amulet. 
Wra-Owl: The. white owl 

V amulet of good fortune 

provides a +4 luck bonus 

on all Reflex, saving, 
throws. It also grams 

the wearer low-light 

vsslorv. 

Sword Of Murder 

Strong abjuration, CL 3rd:. Craft 

Wondrous Item, bear's endurance 

(brown pearl buffs strength (gray 

ehphanil cafs. grace (white ow#- Price; 

37,000 gp: Weight; -. 

Brooch of Brooch of Alcrtnest 
Alertness: These ^ 

sim^e-lookrng 

brooches are 

composed of * 

a tiny' ivory 

sculpture ' ytfjfk 

set within-a 

silver frame. *■ f 

The sculptors 

depicts, the 

face of a human- 

like female bearihg 

several animal features 

such as Tiny horn's, pointed, 

ears, and long fangs protruding -from 

an open mouth. The.figure's wide-open 

eyes shine-with a pale red light in dark¬ 

ness. This strange inner light- Is not 

stropg enough to Illuminate'an area; 

Legend holds that an ancient deity of 

nature who died long .ago gave-these 

strange jewels to mankind. Some believe 

the ivory on the brooch was-actually 

carved in the Im^ge of this god. Whether 

or not these stories are true, broodies 

of alertness are-especially useful to Those 

who rely on their wife to survive, as 

well as ro-those whose professions often 

force them-to travel m the-dark, 
A brooch of alertness grants its 

wearer a +4 instghi bonus on all 

Listen, Search, Spot, and Survival skill 

checks. As Jong as its.owner wears the 

brooch, she gains low-fight vision and 

bo-foot darkvisren. 

Faint transmutation; Ct 3rd; Craft 

Wondrous Item, Alertness, darkvtsion: 

Price; 3.9,600 gp; Weight: 

Drum of [he Shadow Hound: An 

ancient people now long forgotten cre¬ 

ated these heavy drums, but The Sect s I 

of fashioning, these msrrumcnts sur¬ 

vives, to 1 his day. Tradit tonally, drums 

of the shadow hound were carved from 

she trunk of palm and acajou irees 

found in ihe lands of (heir original crer 

arion. Mens recently,.artisans fashioning 

■these magic Hems have used lhe wood 

from.oaks, olive trees, and thick maples. 

The 1 wo other elements required for the 

construction of a drum of the shadow 

hound however,: have noi changed. Like 

the artisans of old, modern craftsmen 

still use the treated skits of'a shadow 

mastiff-as the head of fhe drum, as 

no other pelt will do. The drum’s mos[ 

important element, however, is the long 

strands of .woven shadow mastiff vocal 

cords used to tighten the skin upon the 

drum. These treated strands require 

nest. a special alchemical solution 

1o create. Once- Heated, 

(he item's creator must 

^ slowly slreteh [hem 

For at least one 

month before he 

can use them for 

this purpose, 

The body.of 

a drum of the 

^ shadow hound 

, - " is usually dark 

brown or black; 

with occasional 

hints oF burgundy or 

dark-C-range; The vocal 

cords tightening the skin are usually 

deep purple in color and cover a-good 

portion of Fhe side of Fhe: cylindrical 

drum. The.instrument's skin, fs always 

pitch black with flecks of deep purple, 

like.a shadow mastiff's pelt. 

To activate the power of a drum of 

the shadow hound, a character simply 

has ro play it, using a standard action 

to do so. Regardless of how many 

taps on the drum ore required to 

activate' an abilily, a user can only gas 

one ability per round. By tapping the 
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appropriate number of rimes upon it, 

a drum of I he shadow hound confers 

the following powers. 

One fap-Deeper Darkness: This abil¬ 

ity functions as file spelt of the same 

name, with the area of effect centered 

upori the drum. The drummer can end 

this effect at any time by tapping.once 

more upon the drum. This power is 

usable up to three times per day. 
Two raps-Shadow Blend: In any 

conditions other than full daylight lor 

the day fight the shadow blend¬ 

ing power grants the dram’s user the 

effect of the greater invisibility spell. 

Such bright conditions reveal the 

drummer, although the effect does not 

end, and the drummer can become 

invisible again simply by moving out 

of the lighted area. The drummer may 

choose to cancel this power at any 

time before it expires by tapping twice 

more upon the drum's skin. The shadow 

blending ability may be activated twice 

each day. 
Three 71^5-Summon Shadow 

Mastiff: This ability, useable .once per 

day, functions as an-extended, summon 

monster V. spell as cast by an nth level 

sorcerer, except if only summons a 

shadow mastiff. 

Four Taps-Fearful Baying: Tapping four 

times upon the skin activates the drum of 

the shadow hounds %reatest power, use- 

afcfe: twite per day, Tire instrument imitates 

the terrible baying sound of a shadow 

mastiff, creating an'effect that functions 

as the fear spell, except that all evil 

outsiders and the drums owner 

are immune to the effect. This 

Is a sonic,- mind-affeotirgi 
fear effect. 

Moderate conjuration; 

CL gth; Craft Wondrous Item, 
deeper darkness, fear, greater 

indsibitity, summon monster V; 
Marker Price: ibG.ooo gp: Weight: 6 lb. 

Fey Flute: Created by the druids of 

the K a ral kata -tribe, these magic flutes 

are carved from the hones of nixies, 

nymphs, pixies, or satyrs. Although 

made thousands of years 3go and 

extremely rare, some of these instru¬ 

ments are strll in use today. 

The body of a fey flute is slightly 

curved, t Inch in diameter, and approx¬ 

imately ib inches long, Many strange 

runes are carved upon the yellowed 

bone, which holds twenty pipe holes. 

When played, a delicale and sweet ' 

sound emanates from the Instrument. 

A competent performer can produce 

wonderful melodies using such-a flute, 

Fey flutes come in four different vari¬ 

eties and their powers vary according to 

rhe type of creature from which they 

were made. All fey fillies'-havi the fol¬ 

lowing abilities in common, however. As 

masferwork musical instruments, these 

flutes grant the usual +2 circumstance 

bonus on Perform checks involving 

their use. When' someone uses a fey- 

flute, he automatically gains- an addi¬ 

tional 1-5 insight bonus an all Perform 

checks made with the instrument. 

Nixie Bono Flute: Fashioned from the 

bone of a nixie* this flute allows the 

wielder to east charm person three 

times per day. Creatures who succeed 

at a DC u Will spve arc unaffected 

by rhu flute’s power. In addition, the' 

owner can also cast water, breathing 

once per day. 

Faint transmutation; CL.5th; Craft 

Wondrous item, Perform 7 ranks. 

charm person, water breathing; Price: 

17.335.g'Pi Weight; i lb. 
Nymph Bone Flute; A fey flute 

carved from the bone of 3 nymph has 

a number of powers. Three times per 

day* the wlelde.r can play the flute and 

cause a target to.become hJitid, as the 

blindness/deafness spelt. The target 

creature must'succeed at a'DC 13 

Fortitude save to resist the cffecr. Once 

Drum -of the Shadow. Hound. 

per day, the widder can gain unearthly 

grace as. he plays, as if affected by the 

eagle '$ splendor spell. 

Faint transmutation: CL 3rd: Craft • 

Wondrous Item. Perform 5 ranks, 

b(Indness/dea fness, eagle S splendor: 
Price: 13*557 gp; Weight: 1 lb. 

Pixie Bone Flute: Three times per 

day. the user ofa pixie bone flute can 

create a greater >n visibility effect on 

himself, as per the spell. 

Moderate transmutation; CL yth; 

Craft Wondrous Item.. Perform 9 ranks, 

'greater invisibility; Price: 34,030 gp; 

Weight: 1 lb. 

Satyr Bone Flute: Made from' the 

bone of a satyr, this fey flute bestows 

great insight- to the musician 1 who 

learns how to 'weave.impressive mdgi- 

ca\ melodies with this instrument. When 

he so chooses, the user of the satyr 

bone flute may cast cause fear, charm 
person, or sleep, ns- pet the spells. Hath 

of these, effects-, may be used once 

per day. Satyrs are unaffected by the 

flute's power. These powers are sonic, 

mind -affecting, effects. 

Faint transmutation; CL 3rd; -Craft 

Wondrous frem, Perform pranks*- cause 

fear charm personr steep: Price: 7,460 

gp: Weight; j lb. © 

Craftsmen still 
use the treated 

skin of a 
shadow mastiff 
as the head of 
the drum, as 

no other 
pelt will do. 
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In The cracks between the floor¬ 

boards, In I he vasl deplhs of the 

Underdark, and in the nothing¬ 

ness between the stars, there exists 

a lurking darkness, For many, this 

tenebrous void is merely the absence 

of light and a place not suitable for 

normal mortal life, Yel, those who 

remember a time before creation 

know that perpetual nothingness has 

a fate wilh eyes l ha I jealously watch 

the thriving world, and that face has 

a name: Erebus, 

THE HISTORY OF DARKNESS 
Erebus is an ancient heirg-perhaps one 

of l he first gods. Il is known that his 

realm was ihe Malarial Plane when il was 

nothing but a vast emptiness, 3 realm of 

endless void ihat he exulted in. When the 

other gods fashioned ihe worlds, trebus 

took offense, as they decided to use his 

realm as their foundation, effectively 

ruining his empty paradise with their 

creations. Relocating in disgust to ihe 

newly formed Plane of Shadow, Erebus 

walched ihe creations of the other gods 

grow and Nourish, spreading iheir lairtl 

of existence to all comers of the multi- 

verso. Hateful of ihe other gods as much 

as their works, he aspires to bring aboul 

the fall of all other gods and every mor- 

lal race and world, returning the planes 

to the ernpliness he once reveled in. 

GOALS 
Erebus is an ancient being and 

flaunts his timelessness over younger 

gods and their creations, offer¬ 

ing all other creatures nothing but 

disdain. Even Erebus's wor shippers 

are not immune to their god's scorn, 

as he sees them as nothing more 

than righi fully willing slaves. The 

Devourer of the Light seeks to regain 

the cold comfort he enjoyed when 

the entire Material Plane was merely 

a endless void. Although he real¬ 

izes that the other gods would never 

allow him lo act directly againsl their 

worlds, he sends legions of his ser¬ 

vants and worshippers to sabotage 

Iheir work. 

Prideful despite his cunning, Erebus 

rarely tasks his worshippers with spe¬ 

cific goals but promises great rewards 

to those who gain his Tavor. As such, 

hfs worshippers wage a subtle war 

against the gods of light and each 

other, trying to outstrip all others to 

gain their gad's attentions. Although 

this leads to a great deal of infighting 

among Erebus's culrists, it also means 

that only the most cunning and ruth¬ 

less survive. 

Erebus rarely takes direct action, 

only doipg so when an opportunity to 

plunge an entire race or world into 

darkness arises. Such instances are of 

course few and far between, but great 

urgency sometimes leaves mortals 

vulnerable to the King of Shadows' 

dark plots. A perfect example exists 

in the shadar-kai, an entire race thal 

tried to utilize Erebus's power but 

were ensnared by the specifics of 

Iheir bargain. The shadar-kai are now 

afflicted by whal ihey call ihe shadow 

curse and are invariably being drawn 

Into the Plane of Shadow where 

Erebus has taken ihe entire rate as his 

favored 5 lave s. 

EREBUS’S SERVANTS 
Many monstrosities draw their power 

from the darkness or at least partially 

consist dF living shadow, although 

not all of rhese creatures arc directly 

related to Erebus or his wild machina¬ 

tions, such creatures might find the 

worship of the King of Shadows ben¬ 

eficial to their goals. 

Dark Ones: Dark ones have always 

revered the darkness and are mysteri¬ 

ously claimed by it upon their deaths. 

Although the secret of their atrapg'e 

religion has long baffled sages, Erebus 

could be the face behind the dark 

ones' nameless adoration. Dark ones 

appear on page 37 of the Fiend Fofio. 

See also Ihe "Ecology of the Dark 

Ones" in this issue. 

Darkweaver: Alien horrors cloaked 

in darkness and with the power to 

manipulate shadows, darkweavers 

are among the most fearful and 

cunning predators of the Plane of 

Shadow. Although these aberrations 

have little to gain from worship¬ 

ping Erebus, the lord of Darkness 

and his worshipers might bargain 

with these creatures to retain I heir- 

services .as assassins and gparefians. 

Erebus- is a sd?ish and vritaring god whs hams >he light sod desires to see all Wprids refund t<J 

the lifelKsness of a never-endipg night. From his temple-pallets an. the Plane of Shadow, he makes 

grand and wild schemes la Fulfill 'ru improbable goal, expending tegtans Servants or. even tc* 

most 1 mpcs-sicls plots. Although his decadence and pride make ir unlikely that he will ever see his 

dreams fvtilled, tus cubists are zealous tanstics. and his power upon the Plane at Shadow [the 

entirely at which he considers his domain; is f-Horlv unmsidied. 

Erebus has tew worshipers an the Material Place. Those who serve hint there congregate 

n secretive cults, usually h nlaces ot primeval .darkness, such as the Underdark's deepest 

depths. Frcm there they seek ways to gain their god's iavar. such &s attacking the worship¬ 

pers aF gads □ 9 Ughi, destroying rotas thal delight in the daylight-, and even plotting ways 

to extinguish the sun. IM&ny of Erebus's worshippers serve hint an ihe ?lane aF Shadow, 

Summoning them lo Ills domam with promises of immortal rewards, his worshippers find 

themselves trapped on ihe Plane oF Shadow, serving For rest cf their lives and then after 

death within Erebus's bleak estate, 

V/orshlppers oF Erebus pray tio^ spells at midnight, always in the darkest location available. Many 

efuries of Erebus mulrida-is as assassins, rogues, shadow apostles, ahtfdowd&nce^. cr sorcerers, 

although Q'her multidass combinations are known. 

Dzvqvn?r or light, King of Stariov.?, 

I and of Darkness, tfe Void Batmen <h? 5rj.es 

Loiscr Doily 

Symbol: A horned, arch 

Home Plane: The Plane of Shadow 

Alignment: Neulral Evil 

Portfolio: Darkness.: Jtas, nigh?, shadows 

Worshippers: Assassin, liars, shad&r-kai’. 

thieves, undead 

Cleric Alignments: CE, ME. LE 

Domslns: Darkness ifrem' the fcRwrtrh- Rmus 

Campaign Swing}, Evil, Trickery 

Favored; Weapons: "Shadow Lasr" I whip,I 

* Shfldar-kai are; described =n the fend Fofo- 
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Darkweavers appear on p^ge 39 of 

ihe Fiend Folio, 

Nightshades; Among the most pow¬ 

erful of all undead, nightshades of all 

aspects often share the same goals as 

Erebus: Expand the realm of darkness 

and slay the living. As such, Erebus's 

worshippers often ally themselves with 

nighlshades of all lypes. sometimes 

even worshipping them as aspects of 

EnebufTs Mstery and goals are lell purposefully vague so OM-s can insert the King of Shadows into 

ihfiir campaigns wish relative easa. However, if your campaign already lies a god that fife the same 

55 Erebus, the details of his servants ran bn adapted to suit anolher ceily. In other worlds, 

shade* apostles, darkness pseudu-elemontats. and ihe other aspects ot' Erebus's worship could suit 

a number of different geds. 

Th? Core D&tD Pantheon: From the goda presented in the Players Handbook, Nerull and 

Vecna sre most Ilkeiy to have followers skin to Erebus's. Members of the expanded pantheon 

pre^nrud in tlte Complete Divine, most notably Iljj. Thariidun, and Xan Vae, might also adopt 

aspects of Erebus’s worship. 

EBERRON: Among the pantheons of Erepro'j, Erebus's servants are most akin to the 

worshippers oF the Dark Siy, and tho Shadow most notably among ihero. It Is also pos¬ 

sible that the Cul=S of the Dragon Bemw might focus on powers at darkness similar to 

those Erebus favors. 

Forgotten Realms; Numerous Fmcotten Realms deities favor the darkness and hold 

si miter portfolios as Erebus, most notably the goddess Shar, To a lessor degree, the dui- 

ties Cyrlc and Mask also prefer the darkness, but focus more on the Foul dealings that 

take place within ihe shadows. Among the other cultures and races of the Realms, the 

draw deity Vhaereum the dwarF god Abbathsr, the elven deities Fenmard Meslarine 

end Sehanine Moonbow. the gnome deity Urdlen, the halFImg god Brandobgris, the 

Mulhorandl deity Sel, or the ore god Shargaa-s might also have similar goals, portfolios, 

and servants as Erebus. 

The Olympian Pantheon: Although it is unfitly that any ether deities of ihis. pantheon would 

| have worshippers similar to Erebus, these gods deserve special note as Erebus Is In fact drawn 

From among their ranks. An ancient being even by the gods' standards, Erebus is classically 

known as the embodiment of darkness and the Father of the better-known mythological char¬ 

acters Charon, Eros, and the Fates. Why Erebus.has few dealings with the other deities of his 

. pamheon could stem from his hatred oF their creation, that Ihsy imprisoned him like the Tirans, 

or whatever other reason ihe DM chooses. 

Erebus's mysterious nature makes it easy to Introduce him as a god or other significant 

extraplanar power in nearly any campaign, With minima? effort, any DM interested in 

expanding upon the mysteries and plots of she Void Between the Stars should he able to 

include him In ongoing campaigns. 

Being rhai Erebus's worshippers dwell in shadow and strive not to draw attention ro ihem- 

sglves. ihey prefer to manipulate other groups or creatunis tg iheir own -ends. Thus, charac¬ 

ters could find thar enemies they've been banting for an entire campaign have actually been 

puppets of Erebus's goals. 

A delve inlo the Undertterk or encounter with creatures Frcm the depths helow could also 

bring PCs into contaci wdh Erebus. As his worship ^ more common among creatures that 

shun the light, derro, drow, or another race of evil Underdark creatures cou^d serve or pro¬ 

mote the goats of ihe Kirg of Shadows. 

Characters who travel to ihe Plane of Shadow venture directly into the realm oF Erdaus. 

Whether they merely find she tamt of his worshippers working his will or come across tes 

palace of darkness, Erebus's influence is felr more dirocrly on ihis shadowy plane. 

An encounter with the shadar-kai (see ihe Fiend Foiidi could also spark a serifs of adventures 

Involving Erebus, These shadow fey could trick ihe PCs into working with them to break their centu¬ 

ries- lopg alTkiion. 

These suggestions ere onfy a few ways Erebus might find a pIeicg in an ongoing campaign. j 

DMs should Fee? free to alter ihe specifics of Erebus and his servants to fir their campaign j 

worlds as seamlessly as possible. 

Erebus. Nightshades appear on page 

195 of the Monster Manual. 

Shadar-Kai: These shadow fey 

suffer From a debilitating curse thai 

gradually drags them into the Plane 

of Shadow, All hough only the sha 

dar-kai Enow for sure, rumors sug¬ 

gest that Erebus is the source of this 

foul affliction, enforcing it upon the 

entire race as payment for a cen¬ 

turies-old bargain. As all shadar-kai 

eventually succumb to the shadow 

curse and are drawn into Erebus’ 

service, the entire race hates the 

ancient god of shadows for tricking 

them. Shadsr-kai are found on page 

150 of the fiend Folio. 

Shades: Shades ore mortals infused 

wilh the vital essence of the Plane of 

Shadow. With the darkness Erebus 

holds dominion over making up their 

bodies and coursing through their 

veins, many shades pay homage to the 

Void Between the Stars. Shades appear 

on page 314 of the Forgotten Reaimjs 

Campaign Soiling, 
Shadows: Creatures of undead 

darkness, shadows prey upon the 

living. These two simple traits make 

them appealing Servants for Erebus, 

and his worshippers employ shad¬ 

ows more lban any other type of 

undead. Shadows are on page zzi 

of the Monster Manual, 

Shadow Creatures: Countless crea¬ 

tures, bolh natural and unnatural, 

are native to the Plane of Shadow 

and thus fall under Erebus's domin¬ 

ion. Most notable and dangerous arc 

the deadly shadow asps and fearful 

shadow mastiffs, but virtually any 

crealurc can be infused with the 

essence of shadow. Shadow asps can 

be found on page 152 of the Fiend 

Folio, shadow mastiffs appear on page 

222 of Ihe Monster Manual, and the 

shadow creature template appears on 

page 1-go of the Manual of the Plants, 

Shadow Demons: FJerhaps 

Ere bus’s favored servants, these 

are creatures of pure malicious¬ 

ness and deepest shadow. Cunning, 

stealthy, and destructive mon¬ 

sters, the Lord of Darkness coxes 

as many of these demons from 

ihe Abyss as possible. Wilh their 

propensity for gathering souls, 

Erebus usually sends shadow 

demons to track down I hose who 

have wronged him or worshippers 

who have fallen out of his favor, 
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Shadow demons appear on page 

173 of lhe Book of Vile Darkness. 

Shadow Dragons: Some of rhe 

most cunning and powerful creatures 

wirh lies to ihe Plane of Shadow, 

shadow dragons sometimes have 

schemes that parallel those of rhe 

Lord of Darkness. Erebus and his 

worshipers must deal with shadow 

dragons on an individual basis, but 

when Erebus enlisls these wyrrns 

to aid his plots, his minions become 

nearly unstoppable. It is said that on 

the few occasions that Erebus leaves 

his palace, he is accompanied by a 

great wyrm shadow dragon called 

Nightfall. Shadow dragons appear on 

page igi of Ihe Draconomscon. 

SHADOW APOSTLES 
Some beings ar e embraced by the 

shadow. In the. soothing darkness 

come whispers promising their deep- 

esl desires, immortal gifls offered 

for a price of eternal loyally, for 

the opportunity to work against rhe 

world of light that so scorns and 

scorches them, il Is a price mosl 

gladly pay. These creatures, beloved 

and enslaved by the darkness, are 

members of Erebus's shadowy fold. 

Greatest among them are his shadow 

apostles, spellcasters who have 

learned to harness the power of 

darkness. Greal power ties hidden in 

darkness, waiting for those willing to 

explore the dark road. 

Class Features 
AEI the following are class features of 

ihe shadow apostle prestige class. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

Shadow apostles gain no additional 

proficiency with any weapon or armor. 

Spells Per Day/Spella Known: 

Every level of shadow apostle grants 

new spells per day (and spells known, 

if applicable} as if the character had 

also gained a level in a spellcasting 

class he belonged to before he added 

rhe level of shadow apostle. He does 

not, however, gain any other benefit 

a character of that class would have 

gained. This essenlially means thal he 

adds the level of shadow apostle to 

the level of some other spellcasting 

class the character has, then deter¬ 

mines spells per day, spells known, 

and caster level accordingly. 

Dark Spell Focus: At 1st level, 

a shadow apostle gains the abil¬ 

ity to cast spells wirh the darkness 

descriptor or of the shadow sub¬ 

school as if he had the Spell focus 

Feat applying to those spells. Add -m 

lo Ihe Difficulty Class for all spells 

with rhe darkness descriptor or of 

the shadow subschool. 

Summon Darkness Pseudo- 

Elemental ESuh Once per day, a 

shadow apostle can summon a dark¬ 

ness pseudo-elemental. The pseudo 

elemental obeys all of the shadow 

apostle’s commands to the best of 

its ability for a number of hours 

equal to Ihe character's shadow 

apostle level. At 1st level, a shadow 

apostle using this ability summons 

one small darkness pseudo-clemen 

tal. At 3rd level, this abilily becomes 

more potent, summoning 3 medium 

darkness pseudo-elemental. At 5th 

level, this ability reaches its full 

strength, placing a large darkness 

pseudo-elemental under the shadow 

apostle's control. 

Low-light Vision (Su)i At 2nd level, 

a shadow apostle gains low-light vision, 

allowing him lo see Iwice as far as a 

human in slarlighl, moonlight, torchlight, 

or similar conditions of poor illumina¬ 

tion. If the character already has low- 

light vision [his ability grants him no 

additional benefit. 

Shadow Resistance (Ex): By end 

level, a shadow aposlle is inlimately 

familiar with the workings of dark¬ 

ness- and shadow-related spells. The 

character now gains a bonus equal to 

his shadow apostle level on all saving 

throws made to resist The effects of 
spells with the darkness descriptor or 

To- "qyinltfv to a 
lih.iUuw uposilu, a . 

cKafsCIrtr must fulfill all 

j lie' loNowiiy; fejpitffftiJ. 

Alignment: Anv ftorfrgecd: 

Falrgn Dflity; lin^jus. 

Skills: Hnk: .1 ranks, Spellsrad ft ranks. 

Spelts: Ik: aliiljjy tpr-cii&l .^nM.-uyd 

arcane or divide ppclb; inctudinp, .nl 

Igasl ihfso spicllH wllli (laiifcfi$3s dh- 

Crip tor of sliJd&w suli-whoo! drs-cMptur. 

The hkt;W npert I Ic's dans skills- 

food I hr key ability jfb'ir fr<u"h skilll 

Concernraiiaii (Conk Craft Uni): 

Hicki i.I Vx'i, Kj 1 owledgfl Un cjn.b'! ilrMi, 

knotty Eadgp 1, i i:l^mii 'i . li 11 i. K nqw|g^£e 

1.1 In- ^Lines) Unit, Silently iDexl, 

FY-nUtssioi 1 iWi::'i, Seii!j*L Mu live iWls}, 

anti Spelkfafl ilflff 
Skill Points ill Enich level; £:-. Ini modiiHT, 

from the shadow subschool, 

Darkvision (SuJ: Al 3rd level, a 

shadow apostle gains darkvision 

up to do feet. Darkvision is black 

and while only, bul is otherwise 

like normal sight, and allows the 

character to function with no light 

al all. Shadow apostles thal already 

have darkvision at ihe same or a 

farther range gain no benefit from 

Ibis ability. 

Shadow Blend (Su): By qlh level, a 

shadow apostle has become attuned 

to the cool darkness of shadows, 

Whenever a shadow apostle Is within 

an area of shadowy illumination, 

his form blurs slightly info the sur¬ 

rounding darkness, granting him total 

concealment. Darkvision foils this con¬ 

cealment unless rhe shadowy iHumina¬ 

tion is from- a magical or supernatural 

source, such as the darkness spell. 

True seeing also negates the benefit 

of this ability. 

Bast Fair Ref Will 

Levol Attack Bongs Sava $avs Sava Special 'Spells, pgr Day/Spdls Known 

ist fO t-o i-o +3 Dark spell focus, summon darkness pseudo-elemental (smulll m Irv-pl ot' .pXisiiiTg'spelTr.Mtir^.cbHs 

2nd m t-o. -o- +3 Low-liijhv viSKJti, shadow riisistnnco *1 levnl.qP &fJ$Nn^ spfiiias,t&vcf class 

3rd -i +1 +l +3 Suminoh dafkbtss ^Ipfcfllitinisnral ■:Unradiinn!« n Iny-d of i3x1*J|iijg illass 

41 h r2 4ir -m +4 Darkvision, shadow blsnd ri lijyiil of! Eixisiih^ ^pefluasim^. glass 

51 h +i +1 +i +4 Sumninn darkness psrtudn’-e&meflhil iljigni n liiV+il of 'existing spclkasiriy; i.JnriS 
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Darkness Pseudo-Elemental 

Small 

Small Elemental 

(Extraplanar, Incorporeal) 

Darkness Fseiido-Elemental, 

Medium 

Medium Elemental 

(ExtFapfanar, Incorporeal) 

Darkness Pseudo-Elemental, 

Large 

Large Elemental 

(Extraplanar, Incorporeal) 

Mil Dice: sdS hpj ^dBi-S (fTi hpj fidft 1 24 (Do hp) 

Initiative: *4 +5 +6 

Speed: 1 ly /\n I'l. (perfect) (S 

squares) 

Fly 40 It. (perfect) (fi 

squares) 

fly qu Ft. (perfect) (fj 

squares) 

Armor Class: ia (+i siie, +i deflection), 

touch 12, flat-footed 12 

14 (+1 Dex, +3 deflection) 

touch 14, flat-footed 13 

16 (“i size, +2 Dex, +5 

deflection), touch if), 

flat-footed 34 

Casa Attack/Grapple; t:V/- ■i-6/— 

Attack: Incorporeal touch +;s melee 

(id4 plus id4 cold) 

Incorporeal touch +4 melee 

(td6 plus id6 cold) 

Incorporeal touch ^7 melee 

(2dG plus ad6 fire) 

lull All tick: Incorporeal touch +z melee 
firj^ plus irJ4 told) 

incorporeal touch *4 metee 

(idf> plus id(i cold) 

2 incorporeal touches 

+7 meted (adb plus ;atJ6 cold) 

Space/Reach: 5 fl/s-ft' 5 ft.^5 fr- 10 ft./io. ft) 

Special Attacks: Shadow mastery, darkness Shadow mastery, darkness Shadow mastery, darkness 

Special Qualities: Blindsight 6o ft., blur, 

elemental traits, incorporeal 

traits 

Blind sight 6o ft., blur, 

elemental traits, incorporeal 

traits 

Bllndsighl 60 Ft., .blur, 

elemental traits, incorporeal 

traits 

Saves: Fort +u, Ref +3, Will +0 Fort tg, Ref +5, Will +1 Fort +5, Ref +8, Will +2 

Abilities: Str Dex io, Con 10, 

Inf 4. Wis ii, Cha 13 

Str Dex 12, Con 14, 

Int 4, Wis n, Cha 1 7 

Str Dex 14, Con it,6, 

Int 6, Wis n, Cha 21 

Skills: Listen +2, Spot +3 Listen +3, Spot *4 Listen +7, Spot +6 

Feats: Improved Initiative Combat Reflexes, 

Improved Initiative 

Alertness, Combat Reflexes, 

Improved Initiative 

Environment: Plane of Shadow Plane of Shadow Plane of Shadow 

Organisation: Solitary Solitary Solitary 

Challenge Rating: I 5 y 

Treasure: None None None 

Alignment; Usually neutral evil Usually neutral evil Usually neutral evil 

Advancement: 3 HD (Small) 5-7 HD (Medium) 9-15 HD (Large) 

level Adjustment - - - 
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Worshippers of Erebus prefer-to go unseen end conduct most of their dealings In the dark¬ 

ness, As such, ihey have created numerous spells that aid them in their clandestine works and 

give them power over shadows. 

I 
Necromancy [Darkness]; 
Level; Sbr/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S 

Casicng Time: 1 standard action 

1 Range: Touch 

larger: Creature Pouched 

i Duration: Permanenl 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

This spell causes the target's nature! 

f healing process to be halted by an infu¬ 

sion of shadow essence. Upon casting 

1 this SpelS, Ihe n^Kt creature the caster 

) touches is afflicted with the shadow 

curse. Those so cursed suffer no immedi¬ 

ate noticeable effects from the sped hut 

soon find they no longer hwi as normal, 

f Creatures affected by this spell can only 

1 heal naturally or be affected by mpgic 

s healiiqg while in an area of bright illymina- 

j tion. SpeMs that heal damage fail if cast 

upon the creature In an area of shadowy 

illumination or darkness and natural he?jl- 

\ ing does not occur while in such areas. 

This curse can be removed by the break 

anchsnrm&nt nr ntmovct curs* spells. 

Darkness Pseudo-Elementals 
Darkness pseud o-ele mental 5 are 

creatures of living darkness-, akin 

ro elemental s bur not formed of any 

mitre rial. Ralher, they represent the 

absence of all light and substance. 

Although sometimes encountered 

roaming I lie primeval darkness of I be 

deepest Underdark caverns, they are 

more often found in the service of 

worshippers of Erebus, spreading his 

shadowy taint and extinguishing light 

wherever they find it. 

The shadows coalesce into a single 

point of puking animate darkness. 

Trailing smoky wisps of gloom, this 

vague form moves soundlessly cfosor. 

draining the fight from all it passes. 

Darkness pseudo-dementals are crea- 

lures ofliving shadow. Appearing as 

nebulous forms of ever-shifting gloom, 

they can lash out with smoky tendrils 

as ins ubs ran Hal as the darkness. 

These elusive creatures are only 

Necromancy [Darkness] 
level: Sor/WU 0 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Tim-e; s standard action 

Range: Personal. 

Target: You 

Duration; sround/level 

Saving Throw; Will negates free below) 

Spell Resistance: Yes (see below] 

This spell surrounds you in a smoky 

wreathe of dickering darkness thar blinds 

any crealure that attacks you in melee. 

Any creature that strikes you with a 

natural weapon, an unarmed attack, or a 

melee weapon deals normal damage, but 

must make e VAII save cr be Minded: for 1 

a number of rounds equal to your caster j 

level. If the attacker has spell resistance, it i 

applies ro :his eFfeci. 

Materiel Component; A piece of 

black paper. 

found deep underground in placets 

where light has never touched or 

when summoned from rheir homos 

on Ihe Plane of Shadow. Although 

not harmed by light, it causes Them 

considerohle discomfort, and they 

do all they can 10 escape or extin¬ 

guish ihe hateful illumination. Shadow 

pseudo-elementals usually attack 

other creatures for no other reason 

lhan I heir victims broughl light into 

their domains. 

It is unknown whether shadow 

pseudo-elemental know or under¬ 

stand any languages, as rhey have 

never been known to communicate in 

any manner. 

Combat 

When confronted with a threat -or fac¬ 

ing a light-bearing creature, darkness 

psoudo-elemenials lash out with freez¬ 

ing tendrils of absolute darkness that 

slash the Flesh of foes. If possible, they 

retreat from combat in lighted areas 

or blot out light sources wirh their 

Servants of Erebus and other spertcasters 

who exult in the shadows often summon 

creatures infused with darkness to serve 

them. Although there creatures car, be 

forcibly bound or created, some share a 

more intimate bond with thpir masters, 

becoming familiars. 

DARKNESS F AM HI Aft [GENERAL] 

So long as you are able to acquire a new 

familiar, you niay choose a shadow crea¬ 

ture from ihe fallowing nonstandard list 

as your new familiar, 

Prerequisites: Ability to acquire a new 

familiar, compatible alignment. 

Benefit; When choosing a ftmiliar, ihe 

following creatures are also available to 

you. You may choose a familiar with an 

alignment up to one step sway on each 

of the alignment axes (lawful through 

chaotic, good through evil}. The darkness 

fa.Tiiiiar is mpgits-Hy linked to its master 

|usr like a normal Tamilian. The familiar 

uses the basic statistics for a creature of 

iss kind as given in ihe noted book, with 

these exceptions: 

Mr ft?,(rite: One-half the masters total 

or the familiar's normal loral. whichever 

is higher, 

Attacks: Use the master s base aita-sk 

bonus or Ihe familiar's base ailac* bonus, 

whichever is better. Damage equals that 

of a normal creature of ds kind. 

Special A backs: The familiar has all The 

Special Attacks ut its kind. 

Special Qualities; The familiar has alt 

rhe special qualities of Irs kind. 

Arcane SpcticasHer 

Level Required 

14th 

Kind of Familiar 

Ctoaker 

Dark creeper*' 

Darkenbeasf 

Darkness pseudo-elemental, small 

Nighi homier bat" 

Sinister hat’ 

Shadow 

Shadow asp*' 
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Darkness Pseudo-Elemental, 

Huge 

Huge Elemental 

(Exrraplahar, Incorporeal) 

Darkness Pseudo-Elemental, 

Greater 

Huge Elemental 

(Extraplanar, Incorporeal) 

Darkness Pseudo-Elemental, 

Elder 

Huge Elemental 

[Exlraplgngr, Incorporeal) 

Hit Dice: i Gd S+6 4 {136 hp) 2id0i'&4 {178 hp) 2qd84g6 (204 hp) 

Initiative +6 +10 

Speed: Fly 40 fl. (perfeel) (8 

squares) 

Fly 40 Ft. (perfect} (8 

squares) 

Fly 40 Ft. (perfect) (8 

squares) 

Armor Class' tg (-2 size, 44 Dex, 

47 deflection), touch 19. 

Flat-footed 15 

£1 (-2 size, +5 Dex, 
48 deflection), touch 21, 

flat-footed 16 

23 {-2 size, 46 Dex, 

tg deflection)., touch 23, 

flat-footed \j 

Base Attack/Grapple: +W- +15/- 418/- 

Attack' Incorporeal touch +15 melee 

{2d 8 plus 2d8 cold) 

Incorpore^l touch +ig melee 

fedS plus ad& cold) 

In corporeal, touch 423 melee 

teds plus sdS cold) 

Full Attack: 2 Incorporeal louches 

tig melee fed® plus 2d8 

cold) 

2 incorporeal touches 

tug melee ted8 plus 288 

cold) 

2 incorporeal touches 

+23 melee (288 plus zdS 

cold) 

Space/Reach: 10 ft./iQ ft. 10 ffjib ft, .10 ftJ10 ft; 

Special Attacks: Shadow mastery, darkness Shadow mastery, darkness Shadow mastery, darkness 

Special Qualities: BlindsIgKt 6g ft., blur, 

elemental traits, incorporeal 

traits 

Bllndsight 80. ft., blur, 

elemental traits., Incorporeal 

traits 

Blindsight bo ftr| blur, 

elemental traits. Incorporeal 

• traits 

Saves: Fort +9, Ref +i&, Will -5 Fort tii, Ref trg, Will 47 Fort 412, Ref 422, Will +10 

Abilities: Str Dex 18, Gon i8r 

Int 6, Wis n, Cha 25 

Str D.ex so. Con 18, 

Int 8, Wis 11, Cha 27 

Str Dpx 22, Con 18, 

. ,En't 10, Wis 11, Cha sg 

Skills: Listen 411, Spot 412 Listen 414, Spot +14 Listen 429, Spot 429 

Feats: Alertness,. Combat Reflexes, 

Flyby Attack, Improved 

Initiative, Lightning 

Reflexes, Weapon 

Focus (incorporeal touch) 

Alertness, Combat Reflexes, 

Dodge, Flyby Attack, 

Improved Initiative., Lightning 

Reflexes, Mobility, Weapon 

Focus {incorporeal touch) 

Alertness, Combat Reflexes, 

Dodge, Flyby Attack, 

Improved Initiative, Iron Will, 

Lightning Ffeffex.es, Mobility, 

Weapon Focus (incorporeal touch). 

Environment: Plane of Shadow Plane of Shadow Plane of Shadow 

Organization: Solitary Solitary Solitary 

Challenge Rating; 9 n 13 

Treasure: None None None 

Alignment: Usually neutral evil Usually neutral evil Usually neutral evil 

Advancement; 17-20 HD (Huge) 22-23 HD (Huge) 25-48 HD (Huge) 

Level Adjustment: - - - 
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and irs foe are in an area of darkness 

or shadowy illumination. While in an 

area of bright light (such as sunlight 

or lhat caused by a spell) 

shadow pseudo-elemenlals lake a -4 

penalty on attack and damage rolls. 

(These modifiers are not included in 

the statistics block.) 

Darkness {5u): Three times per day, 

a darkness pseudo-elemental can cast 

darkness as a 6lh-levd sorcerer. A dark¬ 

ness pseudo-elemental with B or more 

Hit Dice casts deeper darkness instead of 

darkness, also as a 61 h-level sorcerer. 

Blindsighr (Eir): Shadow pseudo- 

el ementals do nor see as other crea¬ 

tures do and can sense objecls and 

creatures within 60 feel without I he 

need for light. Shadow pseudo-elemen- 

lals usually do not need to make Spot 

or Listen checks to nolice crealures 

within range of their hindsight. See 

page 306 of the Monster Manual for a 

full description of blindsighl. 

Blur (Su); Shadow pseudo-elemen- 

lals have indislinct, constantly shifting 

forms and are always treated as if they 

were under the effects of the blur spell. 

This granls the shadow pseudo-elemen- 

ral concealment, and thus a 20% miss 

chance. This percentage to miss does 

nor stack with the 50% miss chance 

provided by its incorporeal subtype. 

Rather, two separate rolls are made 

to see if attacks against the pseudo- 

elemenral miss. Creatures that cannot 

see the pseudo-elemental ignore its 

concealment, although they suffer the 

penalties of not being able to see their 

opponent {sea page 151 of I he Player’s 

Handbook). The true seeing spell 

negalos this ability. 0 
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by Jason Ndson 

illustrated by Marc Sasso 

Pattenis 0/ 

Same Coin, Y 
Different Sides 
My master has gone away: and now 

1 am left to romp/ere a task f would 

have chosen yet out of love 

and duty, I wifi do if all the same, h 

is my maker’s wifi that his. magical 

research be made available to any- 

one-secrets no more, made plain for 

every eye to see. He always said wiz¬ 

ards keep too many secrets, inviting 

trouble and suspicion upon fhemseive-s. 

So much knowledge and innovation to 

advance the Art has been lost by the 

secrecy of wizards, and their unwift- 

ipgness to share. His legacy is to be 

the first lonely candle to illuminate a 

brighter future of enlightened open¬ 

ness. I still don’t agree with this misbe¬ 

gotten notion. The common folk would 

rather not know the awful secrets we 

must learn in pursuit of the. Art. He 

might in$pirn others to do likewise, but 

I wonder if if5 really for the best. Now 

he's gone and'doesn't have to deal 

with the consequences. 

Nevertheless, it is for love that I do this. 

He worked long and hard at his art; 

and i will work equally hard to fulfill my 

oaths and his wishes. / begin where I 

always■ feit the most affinity: magics of 

light and darkness, radiance and shadow. 

I'tn sure he'd appreciate the irony of 

that choice, shedding light into the dark 

and shadowy secret places of magic. 

—From 1 he journal of Ion Antonegou, 

advisor and scribe. Following The disap¬ 

pearance oF his liege, a noted Loremasl er. 

LIGHT FinO 

SHRonui SPELLS 

lip, ASSASSIN SPELLS 

entf-Level Assassin Spells 

Ebon Eyas: Subjecl can see through magi' 

cal darkrie£s .-as darkvjsian. 

^Th-Lew^sS Assassin Spells 

S/uefoiv Rhase: Subject becomes semi- 

IrKiorporual, granling a chance*. Thar 

attacks fail to affecr jr. 

CLERIC SPELLS 

w 
znd-Levol Cleric Spdls 

Ebon Eyes: Subject can see Through magh 

cal darkness. 

4rh-Ltv<jl Cleric Spells 

Ughfwnit; Creams a wall nf l^jhr That 

dazdes CreaTur.es; passing Through ir. 

Lucent Lancer Ray oiiOs ambient Tight 

To dca! varied amount of damage and 

deavle raider. 

j/Th-Lcvel Cleric Spells 

Rmiirim As&aufr Light burst deals rsonte- 

thal damage W dates creatures. 



|3gic oMight and darkness repre¬ 

sents 3 pair of Opposed forces, 

but in fact they share much in 

common. Both are concerned with 

sight and vision, in some cases to 

improve it and in others to obscure it. 

The inability to see is a crippling blow 

in DGfD, depriving characters of lheir 

Dexterity bonus and rendering them 

enable to threaten adjacent areas, vul¬ 

nerable lo sneak attacks, and liable lo 

wander off course when moving. Both 

light and darkness can serve as tools 

to incapacitate enemies in this way. 

Spells using lighl and dark¬ 

ness show up most commonly in 

the school of evocation, which the 

Player's Handbook describes as spells 

that ‘'manipulate energy or tap an 

unseen source of power," Both also 

have an affinity for illusion, with 

light spells most commonly taking 

the form of patterns or some limes 

figments, while darkness spells are 

more often quasi "real shadow mani- 

festalions, Lighl and darkness magic 

•Is sometimes found in the schools of 

conjuration and abjuration (notably 

prismatic waII and prismatic sphere). 

Thematic elemenis might link nec¬ 

romancy with darkness, such as the 

bolts of black energy that act as the 

signature of spells like enervation 

and energy drain, or in some trans¬ 

mutation spells that address concerns 

aboul light and darkness, such as 

dark vision. Those similarities, how¬ 

ever, are mostly a mailer of style or 

presentation, and it Is rare to find 

spells from ihese schools directly- 

concerned wilh lighl or darkness 

(although a few such transmutations 

do appear- in this article). 

The following spells-draw o-n the 

powers of light, darkness, or shadow, 

and they allow characters, to incorpo¬ 

rate the rhemes oT light or darkness 

inlo thetr repertoire. Dungeon Masters 

might want to create prestige classes 

focused on these Themes or add these 

spells as appropriate lo the spell lists 

of' existing prestige classes whose 

interests seem congruent with these 

flavors of magic. 

DRUID SPELLS 

4th-Lev«S DriMd Spells 

Lucent Lance: Ray usesambienl F^it 

lo dual varied- amount!, uF damage and 

dazzle Fargfit. 

SORCERER 

■Jjgjp1 WIZARDSPELLS 

ist-Level Sortercr/Wizard Spells 

Luminous Gaze: Grants a dazzling pzii 

tbar sheds light. 

end-Level Sdrcever/Wiaard Spells 

Ebon Eyes: Subject tan see Ihrougb mit¬ 

ral darkness as darkvision. 

Rainbow Beam: Ray deals a randotn type. 

of dart^ge. 

grd-Ltvet Sorcerer,'"Wizard Spdh 

Rainbow Blast.- Line, deals damage from 

each type at energy. 

4lh-Level Sorcerer/Wizard Spells 

Cone pf Dimness: Gcma temporarily t -.on- 

vinces creatures that they art hhnet. 

Light-wall: Creates a wall oF lighr lhai 

■dEUzIos.erdalUEta pausing tTihoggb it. 

LuCtmf Lance: Ray Us43 Ambient light 

to- deal varied amounts of damage'-and 

dazzte Target. 

Shadow Phase: Subject! becomes semi- 

Incor portal. 

yth-Levd Sorcerer,'Vizard Spelts 

Radiant Assault: Light bgrsr deals, nonle- 

thal damEtge and dazes .creatures, 



Cone of Dimness 

Illusion (Phantasm) [Mind-Affecting] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: t standard action 

Range: 60 It. 

Area: Cone-shaped burst 

Duration: i round/level 

Saving "Throw: Will negsies; see text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

Success means the creature feels sis 

vision beginning to clear, although its 

vision remains dim and hazy for the 

remainder of I lie spell. This resulis in 

a 20% miss chance for any attack the 

creature makes. 

LightwslE 

Evocation [light] 

Level: Clr 4. Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, Si M 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Close [25 ft. + 5 Fl./a levels) 

Effect: Wall whose area is up to one 

10 Ft. square/level or a sphere or 

hemisphere with a radius of up to 1 

fr./level 

Duration: 1 min./level (D) 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes: see lext 

Ebon Eyes 

Transmutation 

Level: Assassin 2, Clr ?, Sor/Wiz 2 
Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: Creature touched 

Duration: to min./level 

Saving Throw: None 

This spell causes a translucent gray 

cone to burst forth from the caster's 

outstretched hand, Creatures in she 

tone musl succeed at a Will save or 

believe darkness has engulfed them, 

rendering ihem blind. A blind creature 

takes a -i penally lo Armor Class, 

loses its Dexterity bonus to AC (if 

any), moves at half speed, and takes a 

-4.penalty on Search checks and on 

most Slrenglh- and Dexterity-based 

skill checks. A creature that makes its 

initial Will save suffers no ill effects. 

A crealure that fails its initial save 

can attempt a new saving throw each 

round until it succeeds or the spell 

expires. Failing the subsequenl saving 

I brows results in continued blindness. 

This, spell causes a wall of dazzling yel¬ 

low-white light fo come into being at any 

point within range. A fsghtwatfsheds light 

equivalent to a daylight spell. The’wall 

is opaque to all crealures except the 

caster and so grams total concealment 

lo any creature behind it. The caster can 

see through it without difficulty. A light- 
waff has no physical substance and does 

not otherwise hinder attacks, movement, 

or spells passing through it. 

A creature l hat passes ihroqgh a 

ffghtwaff becomes dazzled for the dura¬ 

tion of the spell (a dazzled creaiure 

suffers 0 “i penalty on attack rolls. 

Spell Resistance: Yes (.harmless) 

The subject of this spell gains the abil¬ 

ity to see normally in magical dark¬ 

ness and magical shadowy condition, 

although it does noi otherwise improve 

the subjects ability to see in natural 

dark or shadowy conditions. While the 

spell is in effect, a jel-black film cov¬ 

ers the subject's eyes, a visual effect 

that gives the spell its name. 

Material Component-: A pinch of 

powdered black gemstone of’ any type. 

!f's the beginning 
of a new chapter In 
the Nodwick so go os 
Piffany gets a visit 
from the mysterious 
“Clergy in Black!" 
Hove our heroes gone 
too.far an mucking up 
prophetic events? Is 
the only solution to 
erase them from the 
universe? Pick up 
Nodwick 25 for thrills, 
chills, and extra 
helpings of french 
toast! _ 

You think school 
history reports are 
dull? Not when 
theyJre about super¬ 
heroes! And this one 
is about the very first 
superhero! Read 
about the dawn of the 
metahuman era and 
haw it all began with 
“Mr. Extraordinary," 
This story has been 
over eighty years In 
the making, so don't 
miss it! 

1MODWICK & PS238 

Ask ijiQUT bed! comic and game store to cornf ifour Favorite comics from Dork Storm Press! 
Biuf these books and more on-line at www.nodwiakjcom and www.ps238,com! 



Search checks, and Spol checks). Spell 

resistance applies when passing through 

the wall. Sightless creatures and. those 

already dazzled are not affected by 

passing through the tight wail 
tightwad cou titers dr dispels any 

darkness spell of equal or lower level, 

and any darkness spell of equal or 

higher level counters or dispels It. 

Material Component: A pinch of 

powdered sunstone. 

attack, A creature struck is blinded for 

i round and dazzled for i round per 

level of the easier .(a dazzled creature 

suffers a -i penalty on altack rolls. 

Search checks, and Spot checks). A 

creature sensitive to bright light (such 

as dnow, duergar, or kuo-toa) suffers 

penalties as if it had been exposed to 

full daylight for i round if struck by 

ihe beam, even If it resists the spell’s 

other effects. 

In addition to. this dazzling effect* 

lucent lance deals damage based on 

the level of light available within the 

caster’s square. In bright light, il deals 

ids points of damage per caster level 

(maximum iodS). In shadowy illumina¬ 

tion, it deals id^ points of danriage per 

caster level (maximum ibchf). If no light 

is present in ihe caster's square, the 

spell cannot be cast al all. 

Focus; A clear glass or crystal rod. 

Target: You 

Duration: i round/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates: see text 

Spell Resistance: No 

This spell causes-the caster's eyes 

to glow with an unearthly radiance, 

granting the caster a dazzling gaze 

attack. The glow from the caster’s eyes 

provides light as per the tight spell■ 
Each creature within rapge of the 

light (so-foot diameter) must attempt 

a Fortitude saving throw each round 

at the beginning of Ms turn. Failure 

indicates the creature is dazzled for 

the remainder of the spell’s duration (a 

dazzled creature suffers a -t penalty 

on attack rolls, Search checks, and 

Spot checks). 
In addition, the caster can concen¬ 

trate his gaze upon a slpgle creature 

within range as an altack aclion, forc¬ 

ing the target of his concentrated 

gaze to succeed al a Forlitude save or 

become dazzled for ihe remainder of 

the spell’s duration. 

See page 294 of ihe Congfov 

Master's Guide for a uomplule descrip' 

tion of gaze attacks. 

Lucent Lance 
Transmutation [Light] 

Level: Clr 4, Drd 4, Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 h./z levels')- 

Effect: Ray 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: None 

Spfell Resi stance: Yes (see below) 

This spell causes ambient light to 

coalesce around the spell focus in ihe 

caster's hand and then erupt in a cor¬ 

uscating beam of radiance -fiat lashes 

out at a single creature or objoct 

within range, requiring a ranged touch 

Luminous Gaze 
Evocation [Light] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 1 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

The latest adventure in Michael Mnarenck’s mind-bending Uric saga—naw in paperback! 

vl M/as r 

AilTHoft oh the: pBFyurrrrrETi 

SK^wunq 
the Al.ft,LM 0 , N AM E RICA 

AMERICA 

Brilliantly imagined...high 

adventures fueled by human 

passions." -torus 

The a ward-winning author of The Dream thief's Daughter 

delivers a novel of breathtaking adventure that blends 
history and legend with the infinite possibilities of the 
Multi verse. 

The tale's power stems largely front the 
astounding lyricism or Lhe author's 
prose " -Putdators Wo+hy ijii ' 

r I: a sc mating....Totally enthralling." ' ;/„[ J l 

B Lir.v.-iji Read an Excerpt Online at uw.twtinnJimark.cam 



Radiant Asaautt 
Evocation [Lighl.i 

Levfel: Clr j, Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, Sr F- 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Long (400 ft. ■ 40 ft,'''level) 
Area; 2G It. radius burst. 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Will partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

Ibis spell releases energy in the form 

of a mullilude of' rainbow-colored 

beams that erupt in every direction 

within the area designated by the 

caster. This kaleidoscopic burst:of 

energy inflicts idf> points of nonlolhal 

damage per caster level {maximum 

Egd6) .and dazes all creatures within the 

burst for idG rounds, Dazed creatures 

can lake no actions but suffer no pen¬ 

alties when being el tacked. Those who 

succeed ar a Will save suffer only half 

normal damage and are .dazzled for id6 

rounds instead fa dazzled creature suf¬ 

fers a -1 penally on attack rolls, Search 

chocks, and Spot checks). 

Undead within the area of effect, suf¬ 

fer normal damage rather than nonlethal 

damage and are automatically dazzled 

(never dazed) regardless of wlielher or 

not they succeed ai their saving throw, 

locus: An eye from any outsider with 

4 or more Hit Dice. 

Rainbow Beam 

Evocation [Light] 

Level: Sor/Wjz 2 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 si and a rd action 

Range: Close {25 ff, + 5 ft./s levels) 

Effect: Ray 

Duration: Inslarilaneous 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

This spell fires a r ay of swirling, mul- 

lihued lighi drawn from radiant ener¬ 

gies. IP the coster succeeds ai a ranged 

touch attack, ihe largei is dazzled for 1 

minute (a dazzled creature suffers a 1 

penalty on attack rolls. Search checks, 

and Spot checks). The spell also deals 

id 8 poinls of damage plus 1 point per 

caster level [maximum of +20). ihe 

rainbow beam' deals a random type of' 

Damage Type 

piercing' damage due Jo Forcii (force Affect!- 

Liludgtfon.:n^ d(tm.a£e due to tciree (Fare* Effect) 

roll iwice <Ignore Further result of A), damage is not doubled 

damage as determined by the following 

lable. IP two types of energy are indi¬ 

cated, damage is no I doubled; instead, 

tmih&w beam deals half its damage 

from each type of energy indicated. 

Creatures apply energy resistance 

separately to each type of damage, 

Materia Component: A small clear gem 

or crystal prism worth at least io gp. 

Rainbow Blast 
Evocation [Light] 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 
Range: 120 ft. 

Area: iso-ff; line 

Do ration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Reflex half 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

this spdl is a wide-spectrum blast of radi¬ 

an! energy composed of all five energy 

types. Rainbow blast deals idG points af 

damage: from each of the five energy 

lypes [acid, cold, electricity, fire, and 

sonir,X for a total of jdb poinls of damage, 

Creatures apply energy resistance sepa¬ 

rately lo each lype of damage. Creatures 

wiihin the area of effect who succeed at a 

Reflex save suffer only half damage. 

Material Component: A small clear gem 

or crystal prism worth at least 50 gp. 

Shadow Phase 

Trans mural ion 

Level: Assassin 4, Sor/Wi 1 4 

Components: V. S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: Creature touched 

Duration: 1 round/level (D) 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

(harmless) 

Spell Resistance: Yes (harmless) 

This spell causes the subject's flesh 

to take on a dark, wispy, insubstantial 

appearance. This change is not merely 

cosmetic however, as the spell tempo¬ 

rarily transposes some of the subject's 

tissue with shadow-stuff, making the 

subject partially incorporeal. This par¬ 

tially incorporeal state does nol allow 

the subject to pass ihrough waifs or 

other solid objects. 

This partially incorporeal slate 

causes non magi cal physical attacks 

against Tho: spell's subject to suffer a 

50% chance to fail. Magical attacks, 

such as supernatural and spdi-like 

abilities,, spells, and magic weapons, 

suffer only a £6% chance to fail to 

affect the subject of the'spefl. C 



or berier 

than half a year, rhe drow have 

waited in vain for Lolih's Silence 

to end. War, rebellion, and treach¬ 

ery besiege the sinister eilies of the 

dark elves, and none have survived 

unscathed, loyal to their cruel and 

seductive Spider Queen for thousands 

of years, even the most zealous of 

drow harbors doubt and uncertainly 

in her heart. Disaster is overtaking the 

Underdark, and the very survival of 

the dark elves now stands in question, 

THE IUHR DF THE 

SPIDER QUEED 

R.A. Salvatore's War of the Spider 

Queen series relates the story of Lolth's 

Silence and its repercussions among 

the dark elves. Lollb has answered 

no prayers for many months, denying 

her priestesses the divine magic, they 

formerly used lo dominate the cities 

of their kind. Five volumes of this epic 

story are now complete: Dissolution, 

by Richard Ice Byers; insurrection, by 

Thomas Reid; Condemnation, by Richard 

Baker; Extinction, by Lisa Smedman; 

and Annihihtbp, by Philip Athans. 

For almost two years now, we’ve 

followed ihe stories of several dark 

heroes and even darker villains 

embroiled in the effort to understand 

Lolth’s absence; Pharaun Mizzrym, 

a Master of Sorcere; Ryld ATgith, a 

Master of Meleis-Magfh&re; Quenthel 

“laenre, Mistress of Araeh-Timlith; 

leggred, her demonic kinsman; 

'alas Mune, a captain of the Bregan 

aerthe mercenary company; Halissira 

n, a survivor of rhe razed city 

of'Qhed Nasad: Danifae Yauntyrr. 

Hal^stra's maidservant; Gromph 

Archmage of Menzoberranzari; 

D le Lrchdrow; master of House 

Dyrr; and Nimor fmphraezl, the 

Anor t) Blade of the assassin house 

knov *£. Ihe Jaezred Chaulssin. 

:r profiles for Pharaun, 

Gromph, Quenthel. and psggm 

Joggred were detailed in DftAOOV 

#3Q£, and Dyrr, VaJas, Halisstra, and 

ftyld appeared in Dhacon iiyz, This, 

the final article of rhe series, profiles 

Halisstra for a second time, Danifae, 

and Nimor, All three are original char¬ 

acters created for the series. While 

Halisstra has appeared previously, this 

issue shows her after her conversion to 

Ihe worship of Eillislraee, 

The War of ihe Spider Queen series 

continues with Resurrection, ihe 

sixth and final book in the series by 

Paul $, Kemp, an April 2005 hard¬ 

cover release. 

HaliHatra Ptclarn, First 

Daughter of Hnuse 

Hlelarn 

formerly the eldest daughter of House 

MeJarn in Chad Nasad, Halisstra is 

now the sole survivor of her House. 

Her mother reared her to be a future 

matron, alternately inflicting terrible 

cruelty on Halisstra and pampering 

her with lavish gifts, Halisstra stud¬ 

ied the secret loro of the Bae'qeshci 

TeJphraezzar, the Whisperers of Ihe 

Dark Queen, training to honor Loirh 

wirh the bard's art as well as the 

cleric's devotion. This stood her in good 

stead during Lolth's Silence, since the 

rn^gic of her bardic powers was not 

lost when Lolth vanished. 

The.faII of House Melarn during 

The destruction of Ched Nasad left 

Halisstra houseless and vulnerable. 

She fell in with Quenthel, Pharaun, and 

the resl of the Menzobcrranyr who 

arrived in Ched Nasad in Ihe last days 

of the city, and escaped its destruction 

at their side. Haligstra's adventures 

alongside Quenthefs company led her 

across and below faerun, as the dark 

elves'quested for an answer to Lolih's 

Silence. Dur ing the course of these 
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travels she was captured by surface 

.elves in rhcr forest of Corrrianlhor. 

and'there she met Seyll Auzkavyri, a 

priestess of Eillistraee. 

Seyll offered Halisstra Eillisrraee's 
message, asking her to give up her" 

evil ways and her worship of the 

Spider Queen, Halisstra feigned inter¬ 

est just long enough to betray and 

murder Seyll in order to make her 

escape from her sur face elf captors. 

Then something unexpected happened. 

Seyll'a faith and the quiet strength of 

her arguments planted a seed of doubt 

in Halisstra, a seed that flowered and 

bore fruit when the quest to reach 

Lolth in ihe Demon web Pins failed and 

broke Halisstra's faith in the Spider 

Queen. Halisstra repudiated Lollh and 

turned her heart to Eilistraee, hoping 

That she might atone for SeylFs murder 

and show herself worthy of the faith 

Seyll had in her. Now a servant of 

Eiltstraee, Halisslra hopes to turn her 

former companions away from their 

goal and share her newfound faith 

with others of her race. 

Halisstra is tall and slender for a 

draw, Graceful and austere, she lacks 

the sensuality of many nobteborn drew 

women. She has lurncd her back on 

Ihe cruelties and belrayals of her kind, 

She wears the armor she si ripped, from 

the dying Seyll Aozkovyn, and carries 

Seyll's sword in the hope That she will 

eventually be worthy of it. 

Halisstra Melarn, Female Drew Bard 

8/Clersc of Eilistraee to: CR icy Medium 

humanoid {elf); FID 8dG+i& plus lodS-i^o; 

hp 109; Inil +7; Spd 70 ft.; AC at} (touch 

16, flat-footed 25); Base Atk +13; Grp 

+14; Atk +17 melee (^8+3/17-20, 12 

keen holy longs word] or +22 ranged 

(tdfl^ ^/icj-ao, +a fighr crossbow): Full 

Atk +17/ H2/+7 melee (idS+g/iy-ao, ta 

keen holy longs word's, SA bardic music, 

turn undead, spells, spell-like abilities; SQ 

bardic knowledge, draw traits, evasion; 

SR 29; AL CG; SV fori +15, Ref rzn.. 

Will Str 12, Dex 24, Con 15, lot 16, 

Wi'st '3.4, 

Skills"and Feais: Bluff +17, 

Concentration +19, Decipher Script 

+n, Diplomacy +17, Disguise +8 (+8 

acting), Heal +17, Hide +28, Intimidaie 

+8, Knowledge (religion) +13, Listen 

+14, Move Silently -*-15, Perfor m (string 

Instrument) +24, Search +10. Sense 

Molive +18, Spellcrafl +19, Spot -19, 

Swim +1, Tumble 17; Greater Spell 

Penetration, Scribe Scroll, Spell Focus 

(enchantment). Spell Penetration, 

Stealihy. Weapon E:ocus (heavy mace), 

Weapon Focus (longsword). 

Languages Known: Abyssal, 

Common, Drew Sign Language, Liven, 

Undercommon, 

Bardic Music: Halisstra can use 

inspire courage, countering, fascine Ie. 

inspire competence, or suggestion a 

total of 3 limes per day. 
Trnrn Undead: 10/day as 10th-level 

cleric (-1-3 on check for Knowledge). 

Bardic Knowledge: Halisstra may 

make a bardic knowledge check al +11 to 

see whether she knows some relevant 

information about local notable people, 

legendary ilems, or noteworthy places. 

Drew Traits: +2 racial bonus on Will 

saves against spells and spell-like abili¬ 

ties. darkvision 120 ft., immune to sleep 

effects, +2 racial bonus to saves vs. 

enchantment spells or effects. 

Evasion: Takes no damage on a suc¬ 

cessful Reflex save against an effect 

allows a Reflex save for half damage. 

Bard Spells Known (3/5/^./s; save 

DC 16 + spell level or 17 + spell leva 

for enchantment spells); o-daze, detect 

magic, light, mage hand, open/dose, 

read magic; 1st— charm person, cure 

light wounds, expeditious retreat, silent 

image; 2nd-cure moderate wounds, 

invisibility, locate object, sound burst; 

3rd -charm monster, dispel magic, 

remove curse. 

VH5I M- UP pen 3 

Prepared (6/6+1/ 8+1/ 5+1 / 4+1/3+1; 
save DC ij + spell level or i3 + spell 

.level for enchanlment spells): o— 

defect magic . (g./. guidance, light, read 

magic;1st-bless, charm pet son*, com¬ 

mand, divine favor, protection from 

evil, sanctuary, shield of faith; 2nd- * 

bull's strength, hold person, lesser 

restoration, resist energy, shatter*, 

silence, spiritual weapon; 3rd- day¬ 

light, dispel magic, magic circle against 

law* prayer, searing light, wind waff; 

4th-sir walk, chaos hammed, dis¬ 

missal, divine power, summon monster 

IV; gib- charm monsterr, flame strike, 

plane shift, righteous might. 

^Domain spell. Domains: Chaos 

(chaos spells -n caster' level). Charm 

(boost Charisma 4 points once per 

day). The Charm domain appears 

in ihe Forgottw Realms 

Campaign Suiting. 



HALlSSTRtfS UNIQUE ITEMS 

Ifi addlrion rb rhe itefns she aiqutred (totti 

Seyll, fiaiisjtra had previously used'ter' 

consicfer^ble wealth ro have unique m^gic 

items creased specifically for her. 

Dtw Houga foglgnia: Tllte brooch lg- 

worked in tte design oF.a noble house's 

symbol lr allows ite weerer r& levitate, as if 

he had oast kyitm-Qn himself, Tha bouse 

Insf^nia does nor Jake up an-item slot. 

Fbinc transmutation 3rd; Craft Wondrous 

ItROI, tevUate; Pricer {33,400 gp. 

Hafiiitra's Comb: This jet comb is nur- 

triaty worrS plrmsd In Ihe hair, ft provides 

jis tssner with-a +4 enhpaiGemenr bonus to 

Cfansma a.nd does not take up an item-slot, 

federate transmutation; CL 8th; Craft 

Wondrous Item, eggfe’s spisintior: Price 

; 33.000 gp. 

Insfrumant of rhe fljfds (Clr Lyre): ThrS: 

masterwcrk lyre {+2 bpnus on Perform 

[siring frislrumeFv] chides) bts'iows 1 

n^tfaijvo level on any character whd.do.es 

not have nr least 10 ranks iiv Perform 

fsiring instrument) {if that character trios 

to use rhe lyre}, A character W-tlh dt tassr 

10 ranks in Perform (Fyre) can y$e the 

instrument to cast brook enchantment, 

difnepsbn boor, and jAcwr orcce-.per day. 

It gives a competence bonus on a 

bandy bardic music chocks for counter- 

song, fascinate, and suggestion. 

Strong irahsmutatlon; CL rrfh; griff' 
Wondnous hem., break cnr.hantfn'ant, 

dimension doer, about, creator inual pt 

a bard; Pride ^$00; Weight 3 lb. ("The 

Cll lyre originally appeared in Magic of 

Fucrun,] 

Plwafwi of Resistance: This black 

cloak adds 5 +4 resistance bonus fo the 

wcpner!s saving.ihrpv/s and grants 3 +10 

circumsrartce bonus on all of the wearer’s 

Hide cheeks. 

Strong n-ansniutatiom CL terh; Craft 

Wondrous Item, invisibility, resistance 

Price: gi.Dongp; Weight: 1 lb. 

Spell-like Abilities: i/day danc¬ 

ing lights, darkness, faerie lire. 

Caster level i8lh. flit save DCs are 

Charisma-based. 

Pcssessions: +2 keen holy iorg- 

sword) t.j light steel shield*, +4 elven 

chain, gloves of dexterity +0, amulet 

of health +6,, headband of wisdom +g, 

Halisstra s comb of Charisma +4, +2 

ring of protection*, pswafwi of resis¬ 

tance -1-4r +2 light crossbow* +2 bolts' 

(go), boots of elvenkind, instrument 

of the bards (Cli lyre) ring of evasion, 

wand of greater invisibility, wand of 

cure serious wounds, Howard's handy 

haversack, drew house insignia, back¬ 

pack, bedroll, and routine supplies. 

11 These ile ms formerly belonged 

to the priestess of Eilistraee, Seyll; 

Halisstra lost her own weapons and 

armor when she was captured by the 

surface elves in Condemnation, 

Danifaie Yauntyrr 

Once a priestess of a high house in 

Eryndlyn, forces of House Melarn 

captured Daniftie during a skirmish 

between the cities trynrilyn and Cited 

Nasad, House Melarn captured and 

enslaved her due to her sinking beauty. 

Matron Melarn gave Danifae to her 

eldest daughter Haiisstra as a maidser¬ 

vant and pet. Although Danifae abso¬ 

lutely loathed her captors and deeply 

resented her status, she was only a 

single unarmed slave in. ihe middle 

of a strong house many hundreds of 

miles from her home city. More lo Ihe 

point, a magic locket around her neck 

ensured her loyalty by preventing 

Danifae from harming HaFisstra. 

Physically and magicaJly del erred 

from any hope of escape, Danifae 

elected to play a subtle waiting game, 

slowly worming her way deeper’ info 

Halisslra's confidences with years of 

faithful service and clever advice, all 

the while dreaming of rhe day when 

she would exact vengeance for her 

degrading silualion. She reveled in the 

destruction of Ched Nasad and fall of 

House Melarn, although she was care¬ 

ful not to show Ft; rhe power Halisstra 

wielded ihrough the magic locket still 

endured; and Danifae did not dare 

lo let Halisstra know the depths of 

her hate. Thus, as Halisstra accom¬ 

panied Quenthet and (he rest of the 

Menzoberranyr in rheir flight from ihe 

city's ruin and the continuation of I heir 

quest for Lolth, Danifae had no choice 

bur to accompany her mistress. 

In rhe company's subsequent travels^ 

Danifae quickly realized that Halisstra 

lived only al Quenthef Baenres suffer¬ 

ance. Therefore, in order to gain power 

over her mistress and to insure herself 

against any more reversals of fortune, 

Danifae seduced Quenthd, while con¬ 

vincing Halisstra- That she was doing so 

only in order lo strengthen Halfssfras 

hand against the Menz.obcrranyr. At first. 

Danifae considered only how she mighl 

br ing about Hfilisstra's destruction. As 

she accompanied the Menzoberranyr ali 

the way lo the depths of ihe Demonweb 

Fils, however, and saw Halisstra fall by 

the wayside, Danifae realized that Lolth’s 

Silence offered not only a challenge to 

the drow, but an opportunity-an oppor¬ 

tunity far more important than obtaining 

vengeance gainst a former mistress, 

Danifae is young {for a drow) and 

slrikingly beautiful. Her demure attitude 

hides a cold, calculating, and purely evil , 

dark elf who understands that subtlety 

and patience are weapons far more 

deadly than mere steel and spell. 

Danifae Yauntyrr, Female Drow 

Rogue a/Cleric f3/Blackguard a: CR lb: 

Medium humanoid (elf); HD pdfS+q plus 

i3dfr+2b plus 2diot-q; hp no; Enit +■$; 

Spd 30 ft.- AC 26 (touch 1 j, flat-footed 

2q); Base Atk +12; Grp 1-13; Ark +1 j 

melee (id8-i-q pEus ldfi electricity, 

shocking burst mornings!ar)\ Full Alt 
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rnciry, +3 snociung oursr mornmgsiarr, 

SA rebuke undead, smite good, sneak 

attack +id6, spells, spell-like abilities; SQ 

dark blessing, detect good, drow traits, 

evasion, poison use; SR 28; AL CE; SV 

Fort +15, Ref +13, Will +17; Str 13, Dex 

18, Con 14, Int 18, Wis 24, Cha 20. 

Skills and Feats: Balance +11, Bluff 

+16, Concentration +18. Diplomacy 

+27, Disguise +5 (+7 acting), Gather 

Information +10, Heal +22, Hide +12, 

Intimidate +14, Knowledge (religion) +19, 

Listen +14, Move Silently +12, Search +11, 

Sense Motive +12, Spellcraft +19, Spot 

+14, Survival +7 (+9 following tracks), 

Tumble +7; Cleave. Improved Initiative, 

Improved Sunder. Power Attack, Scribe 

Scroll, Weapon Focus (momingstar). 

Languages Known: Abyssal, Common, 

Draconic, Drow Sign Language, Elven, 

Undercommon. 

Rebuke Spiders: 8/day as 13th- 

level cleric. 

Rebuke Undead: 8/day as 13th- 

level cleric. 

Smite Good: Once per day Danifae 

may add +5 to attack and +‘2 damage 

against a good target. 

Dark Blessing: Danifae adds her 

Charisma bonus to her saving throws 

(already figured in to the save modi¬ 

fiers above). 

Drow Traits: +2 racial bonus on Will 

saves against spells and spell-like abili¬ 

ties, darkvision 120 ft., immune to sleep 

effects, +2 racial bonus to saves vs. 

enchantment spells or effects. 

Evasion: Takes no damage on a 

successful Reflex save against an 

effect that allows a Reflex save for 

half damage. 

Poison Use: Danifae is skilled in the 

use of poison and never risks acciden¬ 

tally poisoning herself when applying 

poison to a blade. 

Blackguard Spells Prepared 

(2): ist-cure light wounds, doom. 

rreparcu vu// + !//t-i/ u-ri/ 1/ 

4+1/3+1/2+1, base save DC of 17 +spell 

level): During the events described in 

the War of the Spider Queen series. 

Danifae does not receive spells from 

Lolth and cannot prepare any of her 

cleric spells. Domains: Evil (evil spells +1 

caster level), Spider: (rebuke spiders and 

spiderlike creatures.) The Spider domain 

appears in the Forgotten Realms 

Campaign Setting. 

Spell-like Abilities: i/day-dancing 

lights, darkness, faerie fire. Caster level 

19th. The save DCs are Charisma-based. 

Possessions: +3 shocking burst 

momingstar, v3 elven chain, +2 buck¬ 

ler, +3 ring of protection, +2 ring of 

resistance, amulet of health +4, gem of 

wisdom +4, cloak of elvenkind, boots 

of elvenkind, backpack, bedroll, and 

routine supplies. 

FIimar Imphraezl, 

Rnointed Blade of the 

Jaezred Chaulssin 

Nimor is the most talented and deadly 

assassin of the Jaezred Chaulssin, a 

secretive, hidden order of assassins. 

He and his fellows claim descent from 

the ruling House of the ancient city of 

Chaulssin, the City of Wyrmshadows. 

Little more than a forgotten ruin today, 

it overhangs a tremendous abyss 

through which cold wind perpetually 

DANIFAE'S UNIQUE ITEM 
Despite her lowly status. Danifae pos¬ 

sesses a number of magic items to help 

ensure her survival. One of these items Is 

unique to her. 

Gem of Wisdom: This brilliant yel¬ 

low jacinth confers upon its bearer a +4 

enhancement bonus to Wisdom. It does 

not take up an item slot. 

Moderate transmutation; CL 8th; Craft 

Wondrous Item, owl's wisdom: Market 

Price: 32,000 gp. 
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screams, Reduced lo 

a mere handful of dragon- 

blo.oded sorcerers and assassins, The 

surviving lords of Chaulssln founded 

minor flouses and secret guilds of 

assassins in other drow cities. 

The Anointed Blade is traditionally 

the single strongest, deadliest, and most 

clever assassin of the House. Ninnor 

believes that in order lo “save" the dark 

elves from llie madness and tyranny of 

Lolrh, drow society must be shattered. 

If' cities fall and thousands of draw die, 

then it must be borne, since misery and 

disaster will turn the drow away From 

LoEth and to other drow deities. Hers 

willing to risk centuries of weakness, 

enslavement, and untold suffer ing for 

the drow in order to root out Leith's 

power over the race and raise the 

Jaezred Chaulssin as l he seerel masters 

of a drow society shaped to their liking. 

Ninnor uses a variety of guises, 

most magical in origin. He most often 

appears as a slender, almost boyish 

drow male of striking good looks, with 

the easy grace and blinding speed of a 

professional duelist. He favors the role 

of a noble rake, and can pass himself 

off as a highborn lad of a great House 

with ease. He also cultivates practi¬ 

cal identilies, including that of a gem 

merchant, in order to move freely 

and elude observation. Nimor is far 

stronger than he appears (a ir ate of 

his ancient draconic heritage, perhaps), 

and he has mastered many of ihe dark 

spells of rite assassin's deadly trade. 

Nimor Imphraezl, Male Drow Half- 

Shadow Dragon Rogue 3/Fighter 

4/Assassin 9; CR 19: Medium dragon; 

HD gdd+15 plus 4diOH-zo plus ydd-^o; 

hp 139; Init 112; Spd 30 ft., fly 60 ft. 

(average); AC 33 (touch 21, flat-footed 

25); Base Aik +12, Gr p +21; Aik +26 

melee (rd 6+[5/15-20 plus idfi or idro 

cold, +4 keen icy burst rapier) or -+.at 

melee (^4+9, claw); Full Aik +£4/-1-19/ 

+14 melee (idbn5/15-20 plus idO or 

idio cold, 14 keen icy hurst rapier) 

and +2a/+i7 melee (.^4+7/17-3.0, +j 

keen venomous dagger), or +21/+21 

melee (id4+g, claws.) and t-r© melee 

(id6+4, bite); $A breath weapon, death 

allack, sneak altack +^d6, spells, spell¬ 

like abilitres^ SQ drow Traits, evasion, 

half-dragon traits, hide in plain sight, 

improved uncanny dodge, poison use; 

$R 27; AL CE; SV Pori +20, Ref +28, 

Will +15; Str 28. Dex 26, Con 21. Int ig, 

Wis 13, Cha 14, 

Skills end Feels: Balance +16, 

Bluff -1-17, Climb tig, Diplomacy 

+aii Disable Device +10, Disguise 

-mi (13 when acting). Hide +33, 

Intimidate +8, Jump -mg, Listen +12, 

Move Silently +28. Open Lock +18, 

Ride +13, Search +21, Sense Motive 

+iof Spol +18, Swim +13, fumble 

Hfi; Blind-fight. Combat Reflexes, 

Improved Critical (rapier), Improved 

bitiarive. Improved Two-Weapon 

Fighling, Iron Will, Two-Weapon 

Tighting, Weapon Focus (rapier), 

Weapon Specialization (rapier). 

Languages Known: Abyssal, Common, 

Draconic, Drow Sign Language, Elven, 

Undercommon, 

Breath Weapon: Once per day, 

Nimor can br eathe a 30-fooT cone Thai 

bestows ids negative levels. A success¬ 

ful DC 15 Reflex save reduces This by 

half. A DC 15 Fortitude save removes 

the negative levels after 24 hours. 

Death Arrack; If Nimor studies an 

opponent for- 3 rounds and liven makes 

a successful sneak altack with a melee 

weapon, he can kill or paralyze his foe 

unless the victim succeeds at a DC 23 

forlilude save: even if I his save is Suc¬ 

cessful, rhe victim still suffers sneak 

attack damage, 

Drow Traits: +2 racial bonus on Will 

saves against spells and spell-like abili¬ 

ties, darkvision 120 fr„ immune to sleep 

effeels, +2 racial bonus lo saves vs. 

enchanlmenl spells or effects. 

Half-Dragon Traits: 

Low-l(ghl vision 60 IT, immune 

to sleep, paralysis, and energy drain. 

Hide in Plain Sight: Nimor can use the 

Hide skill even while being observed. 

Improved Uncanny Dodge: Retains 

Dex bonus to AC when flat-footed or 

attacked by an invisible foe, can no 

longer be flanked excepi by a rogue of 

ifith level or higher. 

Poison Use: Nimor is skilled in the 

use of poison arid never risks aedde 11- 

rally poisoning himself when applying 

poison to a blade. 

Save Bonus Against Poison: Nimor s 

assassin levels confer a +4 bonus on 

saves against poison. 

Assassin Spells Known (474/4/3, 

base save DC 14 + spell level): tst- 

disguise seif, ghost sound, obscuring 

mist, true strike; and after seif, dark¬ 

ness, invisibility, pass without trace; 

3rd— deep si umber, false life, misdi¬ 

rection, nondetection; .yh-freedom of 

movement, greater invisibility; poison. 

Spell-like Abilities: \/&dy—dancing 

lights, darkness, faerie fire. Caster level 

a8th. The save DCs are Charisma-based, 

Possessions: +4 keen icy burst 

rapier, r j keen venomous dagger, arms 

of the deterred Chauissin, belt of giant 

strength +4, bracers of dexterity +6, 

amulet of health ig tj ring of protec¬ 

tion, piwafwi of resistance +4, ring 

of shadows, boots of efvenkind, drew 

house insignia. © 
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HAU^SHADOW DRAGON 
The leaders of the Jeezrad. Cha.u1<*in are half-dragons, descendants, of the noble 

draw of the city of Chaulssln end the shadow dragon-s who ruled over that city 

for centuries. These powerful creatures eventual overthrew I he "tty's draconic 

mastery but in so doing, they bnogghr down e shedawrturse-.on their city ihat trans¬ 

ported the place to the Plane of Shadow. None of the dry's, common draw or stave 

races survived; only the hatf'-dragotis- who ifiafe. up thn assassin house known' as rhe 

Jaezrad Chaulssin remain. 

HalF-shadcw dragons shara all tha'characl eristics of the half-dragon template as 

described in the Monster Manual, The breath weapon of a hatt'-shadow dragon is a ga- 

foot-cone thar'hc&taws ide negative levels (Reflex half, save DC to ■ t/a-racial MD + 

Con modifier), HftfDshaduw dragons are Hmmurvs to energy drum. HalF-shadcw dragons 

are often chaotic evil, 

An unusual feature of the Chaulssin half-dragon bloodline Is that wlr>g5 manifest id 

half-dragons of Medium size or larger, instead of Urge step-or larger. Chaulssln half- 

dragons can fly at twice, their base land speed with average maneuvcrabibry. 

Nl MORSUNIQUE HEMS ^ 
As & high-ranking member of a powerful group. / .fftfe. \ 

Nimor can afford to equip himsdF with unique and / / \ 

powerful items.- / \ 

Anris of tht Jaexred Chaulsam: This ftxc(dlent i f 

armor-tee suit of +4 mitfirs! bfoesftine chain shirt of \ ) , A ■ i- i j 

nimbfeness. The nipnbleness properly increases the \ ^ JO' 

n-ihbral.'Chsin shin's maximum Dexterity bonus .to . / 

+B; the blueshine property renders- line armor {hut V.__ 

not necessarily, rhe wearer} immune to acid and rust 

attacks and-confers a 45 tlr^stant* bonus on Hide checks,- finahy, the wearer of 

the arms of the Jnezred Chaufssfngalns a +3 fuck bonus on ai? saving throws, 

Strong transmutation; & i*th; Craft Magic Ante and Armor, cat's grace, resis¬ 

tance, 5 ranks in Craft {alchemy}; Price: ga. 256 gp Weight 10 lb®. 

Ring of Shadows: An heirloom of the- rulihg house -of Chaulsslni City of 

Wyrmshadowk this slim ebony hand is made of a strange Form <yF black platinum 

■ infused with shadow essence; In the hands of any character other than an assassin 

or a shadpwdancer, it functions,as a ring Qf see mvisMty. When worn hy an assas¬ 

sin or ^hadowd^ncsr, the nng c^^^^bBowb’ its- bearer to shadow watwice; per 

day and cast ethereal (aunt onco per day. 

Strong inmsrtnuialion and Illusion; a 13th; Fargo Ring, etbereat jaunt, see invMvtity, 

shadow w^.: Price: 30,000 gp. 
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lost places, familiar haunts, and strange sites in the lands of FaerAn 

THE 
WYRMWORKS 
A HORDE OF DRAGONS 
by Ed Green wood ■ illustrated by David Day 

The fair cFry of Sllverymoon 

brislles with small, eccentric, 

poorly publicized boutiques that 

sell fascinating wares. Front parlors 

host some of these, and many have no 

si reel sign, or only the most discreet 

advertising. One of the most fascinating 

of these shops is ''lhe Wyrmworks/' an 

establishment thar's been open for 

barely a year on Many Cats Lane in 

Northbank (the older part of the city 

north of the River Rauvin). 

The Wyrmworks specializes in sales 

of dragon fangs, scales, blood, and 

preserved eyes, tails, talons, and pieces 

of wing. Its proprietors also sell maps 

to {and of) known dragon lairs and renl 

out a magically preserved and animated 

red dragon head. 

WHAT MEETS THE EYE 
The shop is one of the more 

spectacular in the Foroovtfn Realms, 

The huge preserved wing of a blue 

dragon dominates the windowless 

chamber whose vaulted stone ceiling 

wouldn't be out of place in a temple. 

The Wing stretches oul in a grand 

curve fr om the door to the stairs on 

I he right [a landing from which the 

Cellar stairs go down and the steps to 

the living quarters of rhe owners and 

I heir guards ascend) around the back 

of the room to the door lo the 

workshops on the left. 

Beneath the sheltering magnificence 

of this great wing, ihe back wall of the 

shop contains a dozen maps to dragon 

lairs—colorful items of pure fancy 

painted for their looks, with small round 

scenes of points along the way 

superimposed on a verdant landscape 

marked with the trail to I he lair. Smaller 

copies of each of these maps—sans 

mosl of the painting-are for sale, 

stored in rothfc-horn tubes in tacks 

beneath each map. The lop of each 

rack supports a small, mirrored lamp 

whose angled panes serve to reflect 

and throw all of the (amplrghl up onto 

the map above. 

The back room holds more expensive 

and detailed maps, available only to 

those who ask for I hem. Dragon blood 

and organs are handled in rhe same 

way. It should he noted Ilia I I he seller 

never leaves customers alone in the 

shop and rings a bell to summon other 

staff to fetch such items. 

The central counter is surrounded 

by an open aisEeway lhal allows 

customers to freely walk about and 

view wares, a ring-shaped affair' 

whose wooden walls ar e split, just 

below I he countertops, by shallow glass 

display cases containing small pieces of 

dragon remains (mainly fapgs) and 

trophies of rusty treasure and broken 

weaponry, skulls, and the like from 

victims or failed adventurers brought 

back from dragon lairs. Any dragon 

skulls available for sale hang suspended 

from the ceillpg (like the lamps that 

illuminate the shop), usually directly 

above the central sales counter. 

Considered irade secrets at rhe 

Wyrmworks, cleansers and preserva¬ 

tives for dragon remains-mosl fy a 

variety of planl orls-are never 

offered for sale or identification. The 

sates staff tells persistent customers 

who want to know such things, "We 

leave such matters to experts who 

desire to keep their work a mystery, 

and we dare nor offend Ihem lest we 

lose access to their services.” 

The usual centerpiece of the shop 

display is Old Roaring Rage, the 

famous preserved red dragon head. Ifs 

usually mounted on its awn glossy, 

carved wooden stand off lo one side 

(the owners discovered thal placing it 

front and center lo confront buyers 

caused a lot of folk to promptly turn 

around and leave), tf the dr-agon head 

is rented our, The splendid snarling 

head of some fanciful, unknown sort of 

dragon, crafted of shining electrum by 

Uraerik Thaurongol (a dwarven 

eraflsmith of fverlund), is displayed In 

its place. Neither head is for sale, but 

smaller and less ornale melal replicas 

(made by lesser dwarven smiths of 

Silverymoon) are sold for 200 lo ijoo 

gp each, depending on size and 
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appearance. They're kept in a back 

room until requested, 

The twD floors of living quarters 

above rhe shop sport balconies, bay 

windows, and slate roofs. Levers at 

various plates in I heir floors allow 

persons above to drop down 

portcullis like bars to wall off all 

doorways in ihe shop below-something 

done at any time of night or day when 

suspicious noises are heard from the 

shop, duripg deliveries, or whenever 

the shop is closed and the owners' 

bodyguards are unavailable. 

TRADE AT THE WYRMWORKS 
Business at the shop began slowly- 

prices for dragon remains tend to be 

high, and I he number of persons able 

to use them for mor e I ban decorative 

ornaments is relatively low-but lias 

become so brisk in the last few months 

that the owners ar e contemplating 

opening a branch office in Walei'deep. 

Dragon remains are rare and 

dangerous to obi aim There's the 

trifling matter of slaying a dragon, the 

minor annoyance of butchering a 

cottage-sized carcass before 

something hungry comes along to 

devour it, and then transporting whai 

you've carved off before it rots- 

usually through difficult terrain in 

remole areas. Prices rise and fall with 

availability of desired dragon parts, 

but haggling determines all sale prices. 

The owners of the Wy run works 

sharply raise prices if they think a 

potential buyer is apt to become a 

danger to them or the wider Realms 

once furnished with dragon remains. A 

Red Wizard of Thay or member of the 

Arcane Brotherhood is charged far 

more than a mage of Silvery moon 

whose character is known to the 

sellers, for example. Scarcity in the 

face of demand also raises prices. 

When buying such materials from 

adventurers, the Wyrmworks typically 

pays 50% to 75% of current sale 

prices, with bo% being the norm. 

companions and firm business partners, 

the two men live above the shop and 

staff it in shifts, their bodyguards 

acting as Pertlvand-carry assistants. 

Roryk {CG male human Ftrg) is 

slightly kinder and Delgrath (CN male 

human Born) more irascihle, bul both 

are worldwise velerans who keep 

abreast of news and possible perils. 

Roryk and Delgrath employ a maid-a 

trusted, sharp-;!ongued, and attentive 

human woman named Alruc. This tall 

and rangy, dusky-skinned beau I y hails 

from Calimsham, and assists "the Old 

Boys" in preparation of materials, 

seeipg,to customers, and keeping fH 

floors of I lie Wyrmworks dean. In a 

stainless steel flask, Alruc always 

carries a potion of invisibility they've 

given her, and is under orders to use it 

if she ever observes a theft or break-in 

(to try to identify and follow the 

culprits, and then report as soon as 

possible to Roryk and Delgrath}. 

RORYK AND DELGRATH 
The owners of The Wyrmworks are two 

white-haired, paunchy, gruff, and 

successful old adventurers who are 

crazy about dragons. They love to hear 

tales of dragon sightings, hunts, 

slayings, and balllcs--and try to keep 

abreast of which dragons are currently 

lairipg and hunting where. Constant 

OLD ROARING RAGE 
During lb*:if adventuring days, the 

owners of The Wyrmworks found this 

magically-preserved and animated red 

dragon head among the furnishings of 

an abandoned wizard's tower. They 

have no idea what magic powers keep 

it supple and looking lifelike, and 

couldn't repair or replace it if anything 

happened to it, Ror yk gave the head its 

present nickname. 
Old Roaring Rage is about the size of 

six human heads and appears to have 

come from a young adull red dragon, 

Hie head has the same features today 

as when found; its crafters and original 

purpose remain mysteries. 

Old Roaring Rage has been hollowed 

out inside and fitted with a headband and 

shoulder-rest har ness so a strong human 

can wear it. The neck turns, and I he 

scales and skin shift when such move¬ 

ments occur, as if living muscles moved 

beneath. The jaw articulates, I he longue 

moves and looks damp, and the lips can 

draw beck from the teeth in an 

expression of rage (allhoqgh the nostrils 

don't flare). The dragon eyes arc 

artificial—all ho qgb they look real-and 

move in tandem to follow the direction of 

Lhc wearer's head or a lever-. 

Another lever works the jaws to move 

in rime with speech. Words said into a 

short speaking-tube inside ihe head are 

magically deepened, amplified, and made 

to sound wel and hissing in character. 

Two faintly-glowing words are 

graven inside the head: '"Raulilhus" and 

"Torthar." Saying the former causes the 

head to seem awake and alive, even 

whon unattended, It appears 10 breathe, 

it yawns slightly from time to time, it 

turns from side to side and the eyes 

seem to peer about— although of course 

it doesn't respond To events or 

movements around If. Baying "Torthar" 

causes the head to seem asleep; the 

eyas sag closed and stay rhaf way, il 

breathes slowly and deeply, and it 

occasionally growls softly in its throat 

and shifts position slightly. Baying 

either word a second time ends its 

magical animation. 

The Wyrmworks rents out Old 

Roaring Rage for 100 gp per day. 

Faint illusion and necromancy; CL 

gth; Craft Wondrous Item, genffc 

r&pose, major imago: Price a,600 gp; 

Weight bo Ik 

ELMSNSim’S NOTES 
Ah. 1 he ironies of life pile swift and 

deep when one talks of ihe Wyrm¬ 

works! Know ye what Ror yk and 

Delgrath do not; that Alrue Crown shield 

is no Calishite ai all, but a song dragon! 

(An "adult” of that species, I believe.} 

Although Alrue loves her employers, 

she covertly works to foil depredations 

against dragonkind by drawing 

deliberately incorrect dragon-lair maps, 

which she sells (.through intermediaries.) 

back to her employers. Alrue's maps 

omit traps and warning telltales she 

knows Of, or misdirect adventurers 

following them into other perils along 

the way. She's careful to employ 

different styles of mapping, varying 

inks and ihe materials she draws on, 

and is careful never lo supply too 

many maps and so dominate lhc stock 

at the Wyrmworks. 

We've spoken logoi her, and she told 

me she’s content with her llfe-when- 

ever she grows restless or angry, she 

takes dragon form when she can do so 

unobserved and dives down to give the 

Old Boys from the shop a fright. Once, 

desiring a little vacation, she invented a 

theft nind spenl some days wandering 

Silverymoon "investigating it" (realty 

seeing who was in town, hearing gossip, 

and looking at all the latest shops, 

goods, goings-on, and fashions). ® 
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El minster's Guide to the Realms 

•1. The lowest reaches of rhe 

roof have loose slates Thar 

dangte askew. These are 

Traps: IF anyone o-r .anything 

slides a slate our of the way 

surf reaches Into the revealed 

Cavity beneath, a wire noose 

snaps about the Intruding 

object, hand, of creature, 

ringing a Llell inside the 

guardroom above the shop. 

Wive Alarm Trap: CR 1/2: 

mechanical; touch trigger; 

manual result Atk t-i6 melee 

touch attack (to establish 

grapple), grapple cheek -i^ 

(aiarm sounds on successful 

hold ailemprl; Search DC- aa: 

Disable Device DC ifi. M$>-k$r 

Price: 1,000 gp. 

2. A Fooi-tneadle alarm 

StEhind the central counter 

rings a small bell beside a 

bench across she street. 

Youths paid by the Old Bays 

loiter there and fallow any 

ncn-Wyrmworks staff they 

see leavisyg the ahop after the 

bell rings. Their orders are to 

see where such persons go 

and whai they dc (without 

being detected), 

3. To discourage unauthorised 

enary onto rhesa stairs (arid 

give ignorant thieves 

something worthless to steal), 

Fafse "dragon clawsT 

fashioned of rothS hom, 

reptile skin, shd modeling clay 

are posilioned around ihe 

insides of all doorframes 

leading off abe stairs. 

4. One step af thfi eePIflr 

stairs lifts (when the correct 

nearby wall-stone is removed 

and a revealed fever fe pulled) 

To permit -fccess to a hidden 

coin storage cavity under the 

sleps. A DC so Search check 

reveals the oxisaence of this 

storage area. 
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NETHER HOUNDS OF 
KIARANSALEE 
Kiaransalee, drow goddess of I fie undead 

find vengeance, is credited with the 

creation of nether hounds, slavering 

undead empowered to hunt down and 

slay her enemies. The truth Is perhaps 

more complex, ns other powers of 

undeath have also been known to send 

these fiendisli undead after their foes. In 

fact, Kiaransalee has shared the nature 

of the nether hounds' creation wilh her 

allies™particularly those who have sided 

with her against the demon lord Ore ns. 

Night hag servitors of Kiaransalee 

throughout the Lower Planes care for' 

the goddess's packs of nelher hounds, 

The hqgs create, train, and hire out the 

hounds to demon lords and olher inter¬ 

ested parties who have someone they 

need hunted down and slain. The exact 

process of how nether hounds arc ere 

a ted remains unknown, although it is 

thought 3o require acts only Kiaransalee 

and her night hag minions are corrupt 

enough to perform. 

tty Thomas M. Costa 
Illustrated by Tom Fowler 

Nether hounds are corporeal 

undead infused with Kinransalee’s 

godly fust for vengeance and granted 

the power to hunt down and .slay 

almost any quarry. They are perhaps 

the most bestial of undead, slavering 

and yowling as they hunt their prey, 

often lopit}g and scampering about 

on their clawed hands and feet. Their 

faces ore distorted wrecks, their eyes 

weeping viscous black tears and their 

mouths filled with wicked fangs that 

drip a similarly grotesque spit lie. More 

often than not, they are organized 

info hunts of thirteen such monstrosi¬ 

ties, usually made up of twelve nether 

hound ghouls led by a nether hound 

ghast. The creatures relish rheir role 

as hunters, relying on rheir senses and 

skill to track down prey. Even if their 

quarry escapes I heir grasp, they know 

a single diseased daw will slow their 

prey down for the final kill, 

The faithful of Kiaransalee and her 

allies, such as Velsharoon, may enlist 

nether hounds into their service by 

using a -planar ally spell to contact a 

night hag in the service of the god¬ 

dess. The cleric must then barter 

with the hag for the service of one 

or more nether hounds to carry 

oul ihe agreed-upon task. However, 

those who command nether hounds 

must always be wary, as the hounds 

are firs I and foremost the servants 

of Kiaransalee. As such, they always 

carry out the will of their goddess 

over the wishes of any other crea¬ 

ture, even a more powerful deity. 

d m nlike many gods of the 

/in Forgotten Re aims who lord 

y V'over realms of death and the 

undead, Kiaransalee prides herself on 

imagination. Rattier than contenting 

herself lo rule over endless legions 

of uniform, rotting terrors, the drow 

goddess appreciates original and 

monstrously elegant servants. Like a 

mother wilh a newborn, Kiaransalee 

favors each infant variety of undead, 

coddling and doling on new strain's 

with perverse adoration. Thus, 

Kiaransafee's current favor falls to her 

youngest and most promising childr en, 

the augmenled undead she's named 

nether hounds. 
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KIARAN5ALEE 
levy of-'ihtt Desd /f/r {ivvmitwtT, the. 

VengvfW teM 

Prow Pemlgad 

Symbol; Remote drew hand 

wearing silver ring! 

Home Plene: DemOnweb Pits 

Alignmenr: ChaoSii evil 

Portfolio: Und&ac}, Vor^Rnce 

Worshipers: Diw, necromancers, 

urwlead 

Cleric Alignments: C£, GN, NE 

Domains: 

Favored Weapon; 

' Chaos, Prow', Lyil, 

KeTrihMlcn*, Undearh" 

'^frcrfh I lie ,fi:v.;oLir iLr,' 

fi'tviLw.s Cfi.n3{^0 Setting) 

"Cold Heart" (dagger? 

KiaranSalcw is.r.ryol, 

twisted, and consumed by fHoughrs 'oF'yeh- 

geariceC Tlie Ladv o\' rhe Dead descended 

info nvadncss tong, ago, but she rotsins her 

warped tunning arx| a- clean recollection oi 

every slighr or Insult done 10 her—real or 

imagined. Fuvoting I he company of rr.irid- 

le&s. unchtad to cncptures capahlc of sentient 

•hoLjghf, she prefers rcols ro allies and ia 

swift ra.acl personally rather shun irusl 

itorrtonne else to-do juslice to hnr vision. 

Clerics of Kiflrari&alee prav for their spells 

al -midn^hi, wfiea (he "Sprite are most resrlss's 

in their groves. Many of the revdrvincer-'s 

elen'es mulsidass as necromancers and most 

eventually iransfomn ihemsdvea Inro varioe& 

rorms of undead. 

SAMPLE NETHER HOUND 
A gaunt creature hunches bestially 

he fore you, its filth-signed gray fiesh 

stretched taut over protruding-, bores, its 

features might have once been human¬ 

oid, hut now it is 3 thing of savagery 

and decay, its holiow eyes and snarling 

mouth weeping a viscous biack gore, 

This example uses a ghost as the 

base creature. 

Nether Hound Ghast 
Medium Undead 

Hit Dice: ^diatg teg lip) 

Initiative: \ j 

Speed: 40 ft, (fj squares), climb 20 ft. 

AC: 231+5 Dcx, +fi natural), touch 15, 

Rat-footed id 

Base Attack/Grapple: 12/ +7 

Attack: Bite +j melee ttdS+5 plus 

paralysis and diseases) 

Full Attack: Bite +7 melee (ld^kg plus 

paralysis and diseases) and a claws +5 

melee W4+2 plus paralysis and disease) 

Spacc/Rcach: 5 Ft;/-5 ft. 
Special Attacks: Demon fever, ghoul fever, 

paralysis, stench, sure striking, yowling 

Special Qualities: Add and fire resis¬ 

tance 5, cold immunity, darkvision 60 

ft., electricity and sonic resistance to, 

low-light vision, scent, -<-? turn resis¬ 

tance, undead 

SavGs: fort +i, Ref +6, Will -1-7 

Abilities: Srr si, Dex 21, Con Int 11, 

Wis 16, Cha 18 

Skills: Balance +g. Climb +ty, Hide +10, 

Jump +n, Listen i-g-, Move Silently +io. 

Search 4-6, Spot -1-15, Survival +9 

Feats: Improved Initiative, Multiattack. 

Run, Toughness, Track 

Environment: Any 

Organisation: Solitary, loam (.2-3), pack 

(.4-12), or hunt (13-30 nether hounds). 

Challenge Rating: 4 

Treasure: Standard 

Alignment: Always chaotic evil 

Advancement: 5.-8 HD (Medium) 

Level Adjustment: - 

Nether hound ghasta are commonly 

pack leaders of hunts of lesser nether 

bounds. Already being disgusting and 

profane creatures, the transformation 

that makes them into nether hounds 

only deepens their already consider¬ 

able depravity. 

Combat 

Afflicting all their prey's senses at 

once, nether hound ghasts favor 

charging into combat so their yowl¬ 

ing and stench abilities take maxi¬ 

mum effecl. Once engaged, their 

savagery takes hold and they rend 

and maul their foes until they or 

their enemies are destroyed. 

Diseases {Ex): Nether hound ghaSls 

carry two diseases, demon fever and 

ghoul Fever. Characters hit by a bite 

attack must make two separate saves 

versus both diseases. Characters hit 

by a daw attack must make 3 save 
only against'demon fever. 

Demon Fever—bite and claw. 

Fortitude save DC 16, incubation 

period 1 day; damage id6 temporary 

Constitution. Each day thereafter, 

on a failed save the creature must 

immediately succeed at another 

fortitude save or suffer 1 poinl of 

permanent Constitution drain {see 

page 292 of Ihe Dungeon Masters 

Guide): This save is Charisma-based. 

Ghoul fever-bite. Fortitude DC 16, 

incubation period 1 day; damage M3 

Con and M3 Dex. The save DC is 

Charisma-based, 

An afflicted humanoid who dies 

of ghoul fever rises as a ghoul at 

the next midnight. A humanoid who 

becomes a ghoul in ibis way relaihs 

none of the abilities if possessed in 

life. It is noi under the control of 

any other ghouls, bul il hungers for 

the flesh of the living and behaves 

like a normal ghoul in all respects. 

A humanoid of 4 Hit Dice or more 

rises as a ghasl, no I a ghoul. 

Paralysis (Ex): Those hit by a 

nether hound ghast's bite or claw 

at lack must succeed on a DC id 

Fortitude save or be paralyzed for 

id44-1 rounds. Even elves can be 

affocled by this paralysis. The save 

DC is Charisma-based. 

Stench (Ex): The stink of death 

and corruption surrounding these 

creatures is Overwhelming, Living 

creatyres within 10 feet must suc¬ 

ceed on a DC id Fortitude save or 

be sickened for id6+4 minutes. A 

creature I hat successfully Saves 

cannot be affected again by the 

same nether hound ghast's stench 

for 24 hours. A delay poison or 

neutralize poison spell removes the 

effect From a sickened creature. 

Creatures with immunity to poison 

are unaffected, and creatures resis¬ 

tant to poison receive their normal 

bonus on ibeir saving 1 brows'. The 

save DC is Charisrna-based, 

Sure Striking (Ex): Nether hound 

attacks with natural or manufactured 

weapons arc trealed as magic weap¬ 

ons for the purpose of overcoming 

damage re duct ion, 

Yowling (Su): All creatures 

(except evil outsiders and undead) 

within 100 feet of a yowling nether 

hound must succeed al a DC 16 Will 

save or become shaken for as long 

as they are within range of this 

ability and can hear rhe gibbering 

undead. If the save is successful, lltc 

affected creature is immune lo fhal 

nether hound's yowling for 24 hours. 

Nether hounds yowl as a free-action 

and do so almost constancy. This is 

a sonic, mind-affecting, fear effect. 

The save is Charisma-based. 

CREATING A NETHER HOUND 
,LNether hound'1 is an acquired template 

that can be added to any corporeal 

undead with an Intelligence of 3 or 
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more rind nongood alignment (referred to hereafter as 

the "base creature'1). 

A nether hound uses all the base creature's statistics 

and special abilities except as noted here. 

Speed: Nether hounds are quick and capable oF scam¬ 

pering up or down just about anything lo fake down their 

prey. The nether hound adds 110 feet to its land speed 

and gains a climb speed of £0 Feer if it did nor already 

have an equivalent or greater elimb speed. 

AC: The base creature’s naiural armor improves by +a. 

Special Attacks: A nether hound retains all the 

special attacks oF the base creature and gains the 

following new abilities. 

Demon Fever (Ex): Disease—natural al lacks, 

Fortitude save (DC 10 + i/a nether hound's HD r 

nether hound's Charisma modifier), incubation period 

1 day, damage id6 temporary Constitution. Each day 

after the first, on a failed save, an afflicted creature 

must immediately succeed al another Fortitude save 

(wilh the same DC) or 1 poinl of I he Constitution, dam¬ 

age is ability drain instead- 

Sure Striking (Ex): Nether hound attacks with natural 

or manufactured weapons are lreared as magic weapons 

for the purpose of overcoming damage reduction. 

Yowling (Sitk Nether hounds are prone to bestial sla¬ 

vering. howling, moaning, and gibbering when they pick 

up the scent of Iheir prey-though I hey are general ly 

intelligent enough to keep this urge in check if it is to 

their best advantage. All creatures (except evil outsiders 

and undead} within 100 feel; of a yowling nether hound 

must succeed at a Will save (DC 10 + i/& nether hound's 

HD + nether hound's Charisma modifier) or become 

shaken for as long as they are within range of this ability 

and can hear the gibbering undead, IF the save is suc¬ 

cessful, the affected creature is immune to that nether 

hound's yowling for 24 hours. Nether hounds yowl as a 

Free-aclion and do so almosl constantly. This is a sonic, 

mind-affecting, fear effect. 

Special Qualities: A nether hound retains all the special 

qualities of the base creature and gains those listed below. 

Elemental Resistances (Ex): Nether hounds have fire 

and acid resistance 5, electricity and sonic resistance 10, 

and are Immune to cold. 

Sensts of the Hound (Ex): Nether hounds gain seen I 

and low-light vision. 

Abilities: Adjust front the base creature as follows: +4 

Sir, ^4 Dex, -2 Ini, +2 Wis, +2 Cha, 

Skills: Nether hounds receive a -6 racial bonus on 

Listen, Search, Spot, and Survival checks. In addition, as 

the nether hound has a climb speed, it gains a +8 racial 

bonus to Climb checks. 

Feats: Nether hounds gain Improved Initiative, Run, 

and Track, assuming the base creature meets the prereq¬ 

uisites and doesn'l already have these feu Is. 

Climate/Terrain: Any land. 

Organization: Solitary, team (3-3), pack (4-13), or hunt 

(13-30 neiher hounds). 

Challenge Rating: Same as the base creature +1. 

Alignment: Always chaotic evil. 

Advancement: As base crealure. 

Level Adjustment; —. U 
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Murderers of a Dead God 
by Thomas M. Costa > illustrated by Tom Fowler 

In 1358 DR, Bhaafgod of dearie and 

Lord, of Murder, was kilted. His body 

and essence swept away on the Winding 

Water under Boar eskyr Bridge. Bhgal's 

parlfolib was adopted and split between 

the mortals-lumed^gods, Cyift and 

Kelemvor. In the years since his deaths 

children claiming Bhaal as their patron, 

both of their Faith and their birth, have 

grown in number and power, weaving 

plots throughout the Forgotten Realms. 

Ibis renewal of attention and devotion to 

the dead god of murder has resurrected; 

many threats thought long buried, indud- 

irug an order of BhaalV roost devour and 

deadly servanEs; I he dealhsl'alkers. 

Faiths of Faerun 
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DEATHSTALKERS OF BHAAL 
Deathstalkcrs are the murderous ser¬ 

vants of Bhaal, ihe Lord of Murder. 

Reduced to a scattered cult by their 

god's death and fervent persecution 

by wor shippers of CyrJc; this group of 

priest-assassins is making a name for 

itself and reestablishing small temples 

throughout FaerGm. 

These zealous killers are dedicated 

to Blwl and exhibit all of the powers 

they lost in the wake of the Godswar. 

However, it is unclear from where 

their power comes. Ihnae Few aware 

of the cult suspect the influence of Set 

encroaching on the portfolio of the 

mad Cynic, while others believe 1 heir- 

powers to stem from Eyrie himself. 

Still others point to recent troubles 

with the Bhaalspawn and I he whispered 

resurrection of the one, true Bhaal. 

Whatever the origin of Their abilities, 

the deathstalkers are a fearsome and 

dangerous lor. 

Death stalkers believe that every 

murder- committed in his name 

strengthens Bhaal, bringing closer his 

unholy rebirth. As a result, they view 

murder as both a pastime and a duty. 

They are required to deal death once in 

every ten-day in the heart of the nigh I. 

If imprisonment or other constraining 

circumstances make (hfs impossible, 

deathstalkers have to murder twice For 

each murder missed. In accordance 

with ihe Lor d of Murder's teachings, 

deathstalkcrs strive to ensure lhal 

before they die, murder victims know 

who is killing them and that their death 

is in the name of Bhaal, intoning, "Bhaal 

awaits thee, Bhaal embraces ihee, none 

escape Bhaal,'1 

Nearly all deathsfalkers are cler¬ 

ics, although many are mull [classed 

as rogues and a few are multidnssed 

as barbarians, figtilers. rangers, or 

other elasses. 

Deathstalker Class Features 
AH the following are class features of 

the deathstalker of Bhaal. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: 

Deathstalkers are proficienl with all sim¬ 

ple weapons and l^ghr and medium armor. 

Spells per Day: Death stalkers con¬ 

tinue and increase iheir devotion to 

Bhaal, At each indicated deathslalker 

level, the character gains new spells 

per day as if he had. also gained a 

new level in a divine spellcasting 

class he belonged to before add- 

DEATHSTALKER OF BHAAL ADVANCEMENT 

Level 

Bast 

Altadt Bonus 

Fort 

Save 

Rtf 

Save 

Will 

Save Special Spells par Day 

isr +0 +0 to t£ Death aitack n level of existing class 

2nd ■hi to to +3 Snrak altack tidS - 

3rd +2 -1 -h +3 Bioorftu$t ti level of existing class 

41 h +3 +1 *1 -*-'1 Sneak attack t2dfi - 

5th +3 +1 tt +4 Last breath of Bhaal ti Eevel of existing class 

DEATH5TALKER REQUIREMENTS 
To qualify to hGcxinw; a deaihsTalltef ot Bhiial. 

□ ctaviider mual fulfill Ihe following criteria: 

Parron Deity: Bhaal. 

Alignment; Lawful civil. 

Stcrlb: Hide ^ ranks, Move Silently 5 ranks, Survival a ranks. 

Feats: Quick Draw. 

Spells; Abiliiy to cast grd-lcvd divine spells. Clerics must have 

access lo Ihe Death or Qesirucuion domain. 

Spccin-J: Mu&l f^vC murdered at least sixteen sentient creatures, 

using sixteen different weapons Of rnerhods, 

DEATH STALKER CLASS SKILLS 
The dealhslalkdr’s class skills (and Ihe key ability for each skilti are 

bluff (CM. Climh tStr), Concern ration (Conk Craft (Int), Diplomacy 

(Cto), Disguise fths>, l orgei-y tint), Gather Inlbririalion (Chaj. Heat 

(Wis), Hide (Dux), InNinldate. (Cha), Knewtegge (religion) ;lm), lisier 

(Wis). Move Bilcnlly (Dex}, Sense Motive fWls), Spelleraft (tnt), Spn1 

(Wis), Survival (Wis), and Use fiopc iDex). 

Skill Points at Each Level: 4 1 (ill (nodlhor, 

ing the prestige 

class. He does not 

however, gain any 

other benefit a 

character of that 

class would have 

gained (increased 

turning abilities, 

animal companion; 

and so on). This 

means he adds the 

deaths talker level 

to the level of son 

other apelicaafing 

class he has, then 

determines spells 

per day and caslei 

level accordingly. 

(If the character 

had more than one 

divine spellcasting 

class before be cor 

ing a death slalker 

he must decide to 

which class he adds each level of 

deal Si stalker for purposes of spells 

per day). 

Death Attack (Ex): Starling at isl 

level, if the deathstalker studies his 

victim for 3 rounds and then makes 

■a sneak attack with a melee weapon 

that successfully deals damage, the 

sneak allack has the additional effect 

of possibly either paralyzing or killing 

Ihe target (deathstalker s choice). While 

studying ihe viclim. the deathstalker 

can undertake other actions as long 

as his attention stays focused on the 

target and the target does not detect 

the deathstalker or recognize him as an 

enemy, If the victim of such an allack 

fails her Fortitude saving throw (DC 

id + double ihe dealhstalker's level 

+ the dearhstalker's Charisma modi 

fier) against the kill effect, she dies. 

IF the saving throw fails against the 

paralysis effect, the victim's mind and 

body become enervated, rendering her 

completely helpless and unable to act 

for id6 rounds plus 2 rounds per level 

of Ihe dealhslalker. If the victim's sav¬ 

ing throw succeeds, the attack is iust a 

norma! sneak attack, Once Ihe dcalh- 

stalkcr has completed the 3 rounds of 

study, he mu si make the death attack 

within the next 3 rounds. If a dealh 

attack is attempted and fails (the victim 

makes her save) or if the deathstalker 

does nor launch the allack wilhin 3 

r ounds of completing the study, 3 new 

rounds of study are required before he 

can attempt another death attack. 

Sneak Attack (Ex): Upon taking the 

and level of this class, a character gains 

the ability So make sneak attacks as 

a rogue (see page 50 of the Payer's, 

Handbook), If the deathstalker gets 

a sneak attack bonus from another 

source (such as previous rogue levels), 

Ihe bonuses to damage stack. 

Bfoodiuvt (Sp): At 3rd level, once 

per day a deathstalker can evoke and 

dirccl The hatred of a living creature 

within 30 feel. The target of this rihil- 
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i S-. i: 

BHAAL 
Lord of Murder 

Intennetfiare Deity (Dead) 

A skull surround! tjy a COunt^.eJjjckvt™ orbit of blood drops 

3he Barrens of Doom and Despair 

lawful evil 

Death, especially Violent or ritual death 

Murderers, assassins, bounty hunters, and mercenary 

Cleric Alignments: IN, LE, Nt 

Domains: Deatii, Destruction, Evil, Hatred (from die FcMaorTEM Reaems Campaign 

Sotting), Law 

favored Weapon: “Done Blade" (dagger) 

Bhaal was lbe god of murder, slain duririg the; Time or Tro^les by the fhyn mortal Cyric. Me .was 

violent, cruel, and hareful. and existed only to hunt and murder, His minions, known as Ediaalisls • 

or lihaalyn, wrought devastation 3nd death wherever they roamed. Until recently, these faithful 

were ihougjhl lo have all been Converted or destroyed, hy Cyrie- 

Clerics of Bhaal pray for rhetr spells just piftftr dusk. Most clerics muJticlass as barbarians, 

fighters, rogues, or deafhstalkers. all hough other mu.lticlass conibina i iutts are kfrowr. 

In (he past, novhees of EWiaal were charged as follows:- "Mako alJ folk fear Bhaal, Let ypur kjll- 

ings be especially elegant or grisly, or seem easy sQ-'t haft hose observing themare awed ond 

terrified. Tell fo& that gold proffered to the church can make I he Lord of Murder overlook them 

for today 

ity rmirst succeed at a Will save (DC id 

+ The deathstalkcr’s Wisdom modifier) 

to resisl this effect, Those that fail are 

affected as tf by the spell rage (see 

page ?,6S of The Player’s Handbook) and 

musl attack another creature within 

30 feet of them of the dearhstalker's 

choosing. The affected creature will do 

all it can to kill ihe target of its hatred. 

This affect lasts for 1 round per death- 

stalker level. This is a mind-affecting 

compulsion effect. 

Last Breath of Bhaal (Suh 

Deathstalkers who die after attaining 

5th level are affected by the last breath 

of Bhaal, Said to eon fa in the power 

residual in their dead god^s last gasp, 

this ability causes a deathstalker slain in 

the service of Bhaal lo be affected as 

if by ihe spell raise dead, as east by a 

l^th-level cleric. This ability rakes effect 

1 hour after The deathstalksr is killed, as 

long as the body has remained intact 

during that Time. During that hour, 

the body shows no sign of fife or That 

magic is affecting the corpse. As per 

raise dead, the dealhstalker iTnmediateiy 

loses l level. 

Ey-Deathstalker Like clerics, a 

dcathstalkfir who grossly violates the 

dogma of Bhaal loses all spells and class 

features and cannot gain levels as a 

dealhslalkur unril he alones (see the 

atonement spell description on page ?.oi 

of the Payer’s Handbook). <3 
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be defined 

Nothing ensures a fun campaign more than 

interesting and well-developed NPCs. So Par, 

in parrs one and two of this Series on charac¬ 

terization, we've looked at creating simple but memo¬ 

rable non player characters, primarily (hrough 

assigning them distinctive physical and personality 

traits. There are other means of defining NPGs as 

well, Most of these involve using the contcxi of the 

game-other NPCs, situations, or the PCs f hem selves. 

TWO ARE MORE THAN ONE 
Sometimes I wo separate, individuals aren't as inter¬ 

esting as a Linked pair of individuals. As a duor each 

of the NPCs is not defined only by his own traits and 

mannerisms, but how he interacts with the other one. 

This can be defined by ihe interaction of two charac¬ 

ters, Some relationships sug¬ 

gest obvious intersections: a 

master and an apprentice, a 

husband and a wife, two sib¬ 

lings, a parent and a child, a 

guardian and a charge, an 

admirer and the object of his 

affections, and an employer 

and an employee. 

Some pairs are not defined 

by their relationship, but by 

other characteristics: a smart 

character and a .stupid one (but Ihe smarter one 

needs the other for some reason, such as a wizard 

and his bodyguard), a character who owes his life lo 

another, a character who knows a secret and one 

who does not, a character who knows a secret the 

other wants to learn, and Two characters compering 

for (he same goal {but no I as enemies). 

Most of the time, since they are built as pairs, 

these NPCs are encountered together. If they stick 

2004 

around long enough in ihe campaign, the DM can use 

(hem individually, but the players will always think of 

them as one-half of' a whole. That's something the 

DM can use To his advanlage, Purifier developing the 

NPC by the contrast of what he's like when he's with 

his “other half" and when he is not. 

The inverse, l>owever, can also be (rue. You can create 

two fully lleshed-oul NPCs and introduce them to the 

players separately. If they are defined well enough, when 

they come Together it should be no surprise lo ihe play¬ 

ers how they react lo one another. If rhey know a foppish 

elf and a crude, aggressive half ore. The players aren't 

surprised that these Two NPCs, put together, do nol like 

each other at all. Ofcoursc, Ihe DM can still Ihrw the 

players a curve by havtpg these two very different char¬ 

acters already know each other as old friends. 

The Eleventh Rule of Dimgeancraft: NPCs 

how they interact with 

others as effectively as they can be 

defined as individuals. 

An NPC defined in parr by his feelings toward 

another NPC or a group of NPCs can inherest play¬ 

ers more than justlhe NPC by himself, such as a 

dwarf who hates the elf who killed his son, A haLfiing 

with fire giants as his best friends is even more 

remarkable. Strong ernolions, either positive or nega¬ 

tive, imply a story. When you suggest that there’s a 

tale involved, the character suddenly has a pa si and 

seems even more like a real person. 

can 
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NPCS DEFINED BY OTHERS 

TT>e PCs notice that no one goes near a mysterious - 

looking woman standing In the middle of a crowded 

marketplace. Everyone notices her, but they give her 

3 wide berth. A. few look startled to see her, as if she 

was the last person (hey expected lo see in ihe mar¬ 

ketplace, and they are none too happy about it. The 

bravest among them look more angry than fearful. 

In this situation, the PCs already know a great deal 

about l ho woman without ever having spoken lo her 

or spoken with anyone about her, Shes someone who 

many people recognize and fear or distrust. She’s not 

the kind of person who hapgs around the market¬ 

place—she's involved in something much more. 

You can also use pre-existing NPGs to reinforce 

or create the charac 

lerizalion you want to 

develop for another 

NPC. Obviously, the 

easiesl way is to have 

one NPC Tell the PCs 

about the other NPC- 

Stories of the rnad 

tyrant Velachor reach 

the PCs' ears long 

before they arrive in 

his tiny kingdom. Hie best way to define ihe NPC is 

to actually show the players how other NPCs react to 

him. When the PCs travel to Velachor s kingdom, 

I hey see the commoners cowering' in their homes, 

afraid of the tyrant's men. In his court, his servants 

and vassals treat him carefully and obsequiously. 

They seem ready to take any mad proclamation with 

a smile. 

INDIVIDUALS ARE A PART 

OF SOMETHING LARGER 
Of course, characters come from the societies and 

races of which they are a part, No NPC is an island, so 

to speak. Think aboul our world. Even without getting 

into the realm of stereotypes, It's often true that people 

who come from the same geographic area speak simi¬ 

larly. It's sometimes true that people from large cities 

are less trusting than people from rural areas. 

Apply this to your fantasy campaign, Perhaps all 

elves in your world speak very formally or they all 

have a certain drawl. The people who come from a 

certain large, bustling city are far more familiar 

with spells and magic items than the folk who live 

outside the city. All halflings hate being under¬ 

ground, while goblins are superstitious and 

extremely afraid of ghosts. 

These traits can be based on standard fantasy 

cliches (dwarves hale ores). They can be original 

[dwarves hate gnolls}, or they can be reverse-cliches 

(dwarves enjoy the company of ores). Whatever cul¬ 

tural traits you choose, players will learn These "rules" 

of your world and act on them. 

When establishing your campaign, make 

heavy use of such rules or stereotypes. If elves 

arc all bookish and fascinated by ancient lore, the 

players know where to go if they need Information 

about historical fact. Not every elf is going to know 

something aboul ancient lore, but perhaps it makes 

more sense lo go io the elves lhan lo Ihe halflipgs. 

You can do this with likes and dislikes, mannerisms, 

and even things like mode of dress and favorite col¬ 

ors. Elves like blue and silver, unless they're forest 

elves, in which case they like green and gold. Both 

types like cloaks with hoods and wear many layers, 

Dwarves like brown and gray, cloaks without hoods, 

and simple dress made of thick materials like wool. 

The folk from the city-state of Navor wear hats with 

Whenever an NPC strikes an emotional 

chord with the players, whether positive or 

negative, the DM should allow the PCs’ 

actions to mold the NPC to a degree. 

feathers and pom led bools. Details like These flesh 

out a group and help provide a baseline for each 

individual that is a part of the group. 

BE AWARE OF CLICHES 

Too much use of hackneyed cliches can ruin an oth¬ 

erwise great campaign, but you don’t have to avoid 

them altogether, the trick Is knowing when to use 

them and when not to use them-and the key there is 

to understand the usefulness of a stereotype. 

For example, the PCs hear an NPC talking about a 

terrible barbarian warlord who's causing trouble in 

the next kingdom. With just two words, "barbarian 

warlord," They’ve got a picture in their minds: a bulk¬ 

ing, hairy man, with a big axe, some crude hide 

armor, maybe some scars, and probably surrounded 

by a horde of screaming berserkers faithfully follow¬ 

ing his every command. This kind of shorthand can 

be very handy. 

Now, with this image placed in their imaginations, 

you can do one of two things as a DM- You can rely 

on Ihe cliche as a tool to help Them understand, or 

you can play against this expectation and present Ihe 

terrible barbarian warlord as something very differ¬ 

ent from The stereotype. When the PCs enter the 

warlord's pavilion, they might find a female barbar- 

ian, a wizard, or a well-groomed and well-mannered 

chieftain. Indeed, the warFord might be all three. It 

could even be a tentaclcd aberration from beyond 

time and space. Any of these breaks the obvious 

cliche and keeps the players on their toes. As some¬ 

thing fresh and new, it keeps Them from assuming 

www.paizo.corm/di 



everything (whi-ch in turn 

to explore and investigate your 

world. which is a good thing). 

Breaking I lie slereolypc every Irme, however, is 

dangerous. Stereotypes exist in the real world 

because human nature tends to lump people into 

groups with common Era its. If the campaign world 

never has common lraitsr or everyone clearly bucks 

the stereotype, then no stereotype exists. For exam- 

NPC5 DEFINED BY THE PCS 

The DM introduces a baffling NPC into lhe game who 

sells scrolls. He speaks very fasl and with great enthu¬ 

siasm for his wares. The players take to him immedi¬ 

ately, laughing at what he says and extending the 

encounter with him far more Ilian normally necessary 

to just buy a couple of scrolls of cure moderate 

wounds. Clearly, this NPC should return to center 

st<>ger so to speak, sometime in the future. A good DM 

never lets cues from 

When the PCs enter the warlord’s pavilion, get 
, t * i_j_ x- j r T . . ■ ■ j Something aboul Ihe 
they might fmd a female barbarian, a wizard, or nfcstruck3chord 

„ . i , , „ r and the players will 
a welh groomed and well-mannered chieftain, almost certainly enjoy 

seeing him again, 

plef it' every dwarf In the campaign sidesteps the 

stereotype of the gruff warrior who loves earth and 

stone, then ihis quickly stops being the stereotype. 

If everyone the PCs talk to seems to believe that 

goblins are stupid, but the PCs only encounter very 

smart goblins, the players might either begin lb lose 

their suspension of disbelief or Ihey will starl to 

believe Something strange is going on. 

The inverse is true as we If. If you want to stress 

that people in your campaign world don't make social 

distinctions based cm gender but every leader and 

powerful character the PCs encounter is male, the 

aren't going to buy it. 

GRACE LINDER PRESSURE—OR NOT 

It’s interesting to insert an NPC into the campaign 

and see how the PCs react lo him or her, role playing 

wilh the DM back and forth, learning some of the 

NFC's mannerisms and traits through conversation. 

Just as informative for observant players is how the 

NPC acts and reacts in various sil nations in the 

game. Nothing is more fun, for example, than to set 

up expectations about the prowess and bravery of 

an NPC as he speaks wilh ihc PCs (or as others 

him), only to show them a very different 

meets with a real threat, As the dragon 

or sends him scurrying off, lhe PCs 

not lo take everything al face value. 

A situational context doesn't always have to he a 

battle, either. The mighty wizard who suddenly 

expresses a fear of heights becomes more inicresling 

(if a little, less impressive), the paladin who ignores 

the slarving children in the street as she rides by 

reveals a chink in her righteous armor. Meanwhile, 

ihc greedy rogue who lakes the lime lo buy them 

some food shows a deeper personality more complex 

the cItched facade. 

Whenever an NPC 

strikes an emotional chord svirh the players, whether 

positive or negalive, the DM should allow the PCs’ 

actions to mold the NPC to a degree. A villain they 

hate might decide to take a special interest in them. A 

townsperson they like decides lo come lo them when 

in need. In olher words, the NPC reacts to the PCs' 

obvious impressions of hrm, and the DM reacts to the 

players' obvious impressions as well. 

You could also try lo inlroduce an NPC a PC knew 

before the game ever started. These '’background'1 

NPCs might be a part of the history the player estab 

If shed for the PC, or they m^ghl be wholly your cre¬ 

ation. An NPC rival of the instructor the PC had in hrs 

background shows up at the PC's doorstep. The DM 

tells the player that the PC recognizes the NPC, and 

fells him how she fils into her- past. Nov/ the player 

inslanlly gets an idea of how to react to the NPC-with 

wary distrust, perhaps, or outright hostility. In this 

way, the DM uses the PC's background lo give an NPC 

characteristics I hat immediately evoke a response. 

CHARACTERS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 

NPCs grow and change. The longer rhev stay in the 

limelight of Ihe campaign, the more they need to rise 

above the couple of traits you've given them and 

flesh themselves out more like living, breathing peo¬ 

ple. Players find it rewarding to win over the local 

magistrate who did not trust them, Perhaps over the 

course of the campaign, the magistrate aclually 

becomes a close ally. 

Like the oh a ratters in any work of fiction can make 

or break a story, NPCs can make or break a cam¬ 

paign. Even a hough they are l he main characters in 

iheir" story, Ihe PCs have no setting or plot without 

other characters for them to interact with. Without 

allies, villains, and everyone in between, even the 

most wonderfully crafted and imaginative setting 

becomes just an empty st^ge. 0 

ht JCKH 



DM7s Toolbox 

READING BETWEEN THE LINES 
FINDING OUTWHATS FUN 
FOR FLAYERS 

by Mart Tassin 

A good DM possesses rhe ability to improvise 

details on the fly. A great DM can come up 

with details that not only fill out the scene bul 

also make I he game more fun For the players. It's a 

fine distinction, but one that can make a significant 

difference in a game, 

What difference exists between details that simply 

describe the scene and details that actually add to 

the enjoyment of the game? Lei's look at an example: 

A player asks about the lighting in a ballroom, and 

l he DM, noting nothing in rhe room's description 

about the ballroom's lighting, thinks fast and says that 

torches line the walls. 

Although an acceptable answer, the DM didn't 

really know why the player asked aboui lighting. 

Maybe the player wanted to make a dramatic 

entrance by swinging across the room on a chande¬ 

lier. This would have created a great scene and made 

the game more fun for rhe player (.and pr obably ihe 

DM). Unfortunately, the details the DM gave don't 

facilitate ihla, and Ihe game losl ari opportunity to 

having something fun added to it. 

A DM Faces the challenge of figuring out what the 

players really want and then making changes without 

rhe players knowing how their aclions led to the 

changes. If the players figure out that the DM has 

altered the adventure based on their input, they 

might feel like the DM has handed ihe adventure to 

them. Even worse, if the changes make the encounter" 

more challenging for the players, they might feel like 

the DM is working against them. 

fortunately, you can improvise derails and events 

in a sublle manner, while still making the game more 

fun than running it strictly as wrilten. Sonne of this 

involves making accurate inlerpretations of what the 

players look for in the adventure. The other half of 

the process involves making the changes in such a 

way that they don'l derail the adventure's story. 

READING THE SIGNS 
First, you must figure oul what makes a particular 

situation more fun for the players.. Unfortunately, 

players often don't say what would make an 

encounler more fun for them. This means that in 

order to get to the hear! of iheir motivation, you 

need to read between the lines of the comments 

and choices the players make during the course of 

an adventure. 

Players often give all aorta of signals aboul whal 

Ihey enjoy m a game. An observant DM can pick up 

these signals, whei her obvious or not, and put them 

to good use. 
The player often probes for additional details 

after you finish a description. This player probably 

likes puzzles and prohlem solving. When faced with a 

challenge, she comes up with a plan and then looks 

for the tools lo Implement it. Giving this player what 

she needs to put her- plans inlo aclion makes ihe 

game more enjoyable for her since, she won't feel 

that only a limited number of ''correct1' answers to a 

challenge exist. By working with her creativity, you 

reward her involvement and encourage the a a me 

behavior in l he future. 

The player always formulates a detailed battle plan 

before combat. This- player really enjoys the challenge 

of laclical combat. He looks for advantages, analyz¬ 

ing the enemy, and he enjoys the process of setting 

up and executing a battle plan. Although nol every 



battle needs or warrant's Ibis level of involvement, 

working with rhis player on some combat encounters 

enhances the game experience for him. 

Details such as the precise range of enemy units, 

placement of potential cover, and olhcr relevant com¬ 

bat informal ion makes the game more fun for this 

player. In addition, if the enemy has an equally detailed 

ballEe plan, the player sees it as a Irue challenge of his 

skills, enhancing I he experience even more. 

The player designs her character as a haughty elf who 

hales goblins due to a past tragedy. This player probably 

enjoys the story aspect of the game most of all. Details 

such as an NFC with a similar background with whom 

she ean discuss her past, goblins I hat personify the traits 

her characler hates about them, or telling her that the 

current adventure bring back memories of her tragedy 

feed her imagination, This sort of co-siorytelling adds a 

great deal to the game for her, 

These examples show only a few of the hints players 

might give you ahout what they consider fun. Watching 

for these hints can be a great start and gives you a lot 

to work with. However, lo really do the job right, you 

need a little more information. 

want to get information that lets you make the 

game more fun for the players, you need to ask the 

question a little differently. 

The Right Way: "Whai kind of things ore you look¬ 

ing for?M This sort of question gets to She core of the 

matter. With a question like this. the. player can 

explain her purpose for asking for more information. 

If she wants wealth, she likely says something like, 

Tm looking for anything l Can sell when we gel back 

to town." On the other hand, iT she needs tools to 

implement a plan, she probably says something like, 

"Tm looking for a rope that we can use to cross the 

chasm," With answers like these, you have the infor¬ 

mation you need to craft a reply that rewards the 

player for her creativity and makes the game more 

fun for her. 

GATHER 
IN FORMATION 
No better way exists 

to find out what your 

players enjoy than by 

asking questions, If 

you don't, you might 

end up making an incorrect assumption. Not only 

does an error of interpretation fail to achieve the 

goal of making the game more fun for the players, it 

tnighi have die opposite effect. 

For instance, look at the first of the previous exam¬ 

ples. While it's safe to say the interpretation given 

probably correctly gauges the player's intentions, the 

possibElitv exists that something else could motivate 

Iter to ask so many questions. Perhaps her character, 

a rogue, wants to ‘'case the joint1' for valuables. 

Without asking questions, the DM can't know for sure. 

How the DM poses the questions proves the key to 

getting good information from the players. You don't 

want to just come out and ask, ''So whai should t 

change to make this scene more fun?" This disrupta 

the Illusion of the characters struggling against objec¬ 

tive forces in a real world. 
Instead, you want lo get the player to tell you more 

about their thoughts and intentions. Make sure your 

players can't answer your questions wilh a simple 

’yes" or- "no." Questions of this type seldom yield 

useful information. 

To illustrate this, the examples below show two 

ways you could probe for more information in the 

same situation. 

The Wrong Way: "Are you looking for valuables?" 

In this case, the player might answer with a quick 

"yes" or "no," leaving you where you started- If you 

MAKING THE CHANGE 
Once you know what i he players really warn, you can 

tweak the adventure to better suit their interests. You 

must face the challenge ihat most adventures, espe 

cially published adventures, cannot possibly predict a 

particular set of player motivations. This means that 

in order to make use 

The DM faces the challenge ^^"hTredfy™ “ 
r - , i . need to improvise. 

of figuring out what Sonia m>nor a„!usr. 
,1 t n j- ments consist of little 
the playeis rGsIlLj want, more ^an 3C]dmgthe 

righl bit of description 

to a scene. Other more significant adjustments 

require such drastic changes as altering the entire 

focus of an encounter. Remember that while some 

solid "truths'" in an adventure need to 

place, sometimes you must change thir 

whai your players find entertaining, rather than 

stick rigidly to whai the adventure says. 

An infinite number of ways to do this exist, but a 

few techniques work especially well. Each allows the 

modification of encounters without requiring a com 

plete overhaul of the adventure. Tine resulting game 

subtly focuses on the things the players enjoy, rather 

than the adventure designer's definition of fun. 

FILL IN THE BLANK 

It's impossible to describe every aspect of every 

encounter in an adventure. Yet, like any good story, 

most adventures offer enough information to shape 

the scenes, and the players fill in the rest with their 

imaginations. You need to remember this because 

when a player asks a question about a place, 

encounter, or other aspect of the adventure, he prob¬ 

ably has his own idea of what he wants for an answer. 

Knowing-or at leasl suspecting-what the players 

have imagined proves invaluable to creating a game 

they enjoy. When a player asks about something, a 

response like, "Why do you ask?" or "What 

character think?" helps you to reach the he; 
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EXPANDING THE ENCOUNTER 
Sometimes Hie players in your group distover exactly 

the sort of encounters in an advenlure that (hey enjoy. 

Unfortunately, if the person who wrote rhe advent Lire 

docsn’i enjoy this type of encounter, it might only 

appear as little more than a minor side event between 

major scenes, tf this happens, don't hesitate to expand 

the encounter into something more important, The 

players come to your game lo have a good time, and if 

they like a particular encounter, you don't have lo rde- 

g'aie if Jo obscurity just because the printed version of 

the adventure does. 

This sort of change involves more improvisation 

lhan merely filling in the blanks. You might need to 

You can emphasize 

details and events 

in a subtle manner. 

add characters, expand l he personalities of minor 

NPCs, or quickly map areas not considered impor¬ 

tant by the adventure's creator. At the same time, 

you don't want your changes to make if obvious that 

this section once held less importance in the advert- 

ture, so the smoother the improvisation, the better. 

In order to make this sort of change work, you 

need lo make sure you have extensively prepared 

tor the prospect of running such improvisation. 

While always true when running a game, this rule 

becomes especially- 

pertinent when doing 

a major improvisa¬ 

tion, Having stars for 

various types of 

NPCs on hand, a 

stack of maps for 

common locations, 

and similar fools and rabies makes a change like ibis 

far easier than if you have to come up with an 

encounter expansion off the cuff, 

CHANGE THE FOCUS 
This technique, while the most complex, does the 

most lo shape an encounter into the type of scene 

your players enjoy. Occasionally, when you present 

an encounter, the players' idea of a fun way to 

matter. Host of the lime, a question like this 

inspires an answer with all the information you need, 

along with a lot of good ideas you might not have 

thought of on your own. 

Once you know what the player expected when he 

asked the question, you can make a good decision 

onto cases, you can simply 

fact, you're right/' This 

gives me player a sense of accomplishment and com¬ 

petence. 11 also encourages the kind of involvement 

in tiie game that led to i he question In I he firsl place. 

On the other hand, knowing what the players 

expecl gives you rhe option of presenting something 

other than what the players hoped. Players who find 

the opposite of whfir they expected find a dear and 

exciting challenge for their characters to overcome. 

Players who overcome such a challenge feel even 

more rewarded, since they succeeded in the face of 

what they hoped for! 

lathing similar lo what the player 

not exactly, also works. For 

ls about a room's conlents, io 

y do you ask?'7 The player 

player's ques¬ 

tion actually tells 

the chal- 

across the chasm 

interests him. Instead of just giving the player a 

rope, however, an answer that plays off his 

desire to come up with a plan can creale an even 

more enjoyable encounter. 

For instance, you might respond, "No, there isn't a 

rope, but there’s a crate of old sackcloth rags, a pul¬ 

ley, and a barrel filled with long melal rods." The 

process of brainstorming how this odd collection of 

items could get the party across the chasm makes for 

a great challenge. More importantly, ihe player can 

feel far more satisfied with the final success than if 

you had just given him a rope. 

TIPS FOR IMPROVISING 
A few basic sips -and tricks, such as the ones described 

here, can make improvisation easier. 

Take Five: Don'l hesitate to lake a minute lo collect 

ynyr thoughts- before a big change, The old excuse. "I 

|ust want <o check something first" works end can buy 

you (Ime to get the tools you need. The pi avers under¬ 

stand, and you run a better encounter because of ihe 

extra preparation. 

Pretend to Look It Lip: IPs best If you can make changes 

so. ihe players den'r realise it. You can fool them by pre¬ 

tending to look something up in the adventure, text before 

responding, with your Improvisation. 

Meta Them Work For It: Just because you make a 

change that fits with what the players enjoy tioesn'r moon 

the change has to make things easy. Sure, maybe the room 

contains the'rope rhe players need, but maybe it holds the 

door shut on a cage full of Stirgos! 
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NEXT MONTH, A NEW ADVENTURE BEGINS! 

Dragon 

For years, Dragon And Dungeon maples 

have defined rhe cutting edge by which Tour 

million Dungeons & Dragons players 

worldwide have sharpened their game:. In 

one month, that cutting edge gets a few 

potent enhancements with new layouts, 

new features, and new columns to help you 

get the most out of your Dfi-.D experience. 

resolve il runs counter lo what the adventure 

expects. When this happens, plowing forward with 

Ihe encounter as written can undermine the players' 

enjoyment and leave them feeling as i hough their 

ideas don’l really Impact the game. 
For instance, the adventure might have an 

encounter presented as a complex baltlc with a 

band of lizard Folk. As you finish laying out (he intro¬ 

duction to the encounter, one player has his charac¬ 

ter frantically try to figure out how to sayr “We 

come in peace." in Draconic, while an o I her says his 

character digs through his pack for potenlial trade 

goods. This behavior makes it clear the players pre¬ 

fer to resolve the encounter through a spirited 

round of role playing, not a complicated bailie. 

At This point, if you ignore their actions and 

simply have everyone roll for initial iv-e, you force 

a type oF encounter on I Fie players in which 

they've shown less interest. Worst of all, when¬ 

ever the players meet a challenge, I hey become 

less likely to get involved in coming up with their 

own way to address It. Ins lead, they might simply 

wait to see wFial the adventure tells them to do, 

since previous experience taughl Ihcm their ideas 

don’t have an impact, 
A situation like this warrants a change of focus. 

In this case, you might choose to change it from a 

combat encounler to a roleplaying encounter. This 

might not make the scene any less challenging or 

dangerous. Trying to barter with a band of lizard- 

folk, for example, might not be a safe course of 

action, and one wrong commenl or an accidental 

insult could end in violence. By changing the focus, 

your willingness to work with the players rewards 

their initiative. 
A Final important note on changing focus: Keep 

in mind the purpose of the encounter in the over¬ 

all context oT the adventure. IF the adventure 

ini ends the party to take a vital artifact from (he 

corpse of the lizardfolk leader, you need to make 

sure that the same artifacl becomes available in 

some other way during the changed encounter. 

Otherwise, the change could cause problems 

down the line. 

These techniques provide just a few examples you 

can employ lo make an advenlure more fun for the 

players. Naturally, it's always good for the players 

face encounters no I ideal For them, since this helps 

create a challenging game. Knowing what sor 

Liatlons and challenges the players enjoy and 

sub lie changes to support that enjoyment makes 

experience more fun for ever yon e> and leads to a 

great game. ^ 

Through reader feedback and a long look at 

each of the magazines by the teams who 

work on them each month, Dragon arid 

Dungeon have been rebuilt from the ground 

up, honed into the best they can be with an 

exclusive focus cm Dung eons &. Dragons 

material. Don't miss it. 
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Sage Advice 

DOWN BUT NOT OUT 
ACTIVATING ITEMS, 
FALLING DOWN, AND 

TWO-WEAPON FIGHTING 
by Skip Williams 

This month., the S<qge considers questions about abil¬ 

ity scores, feats, magic items, and being prone. You 

can email the Sage with your questions ai sagead- 

vice@paizo.coifi. 

I’d like to know just how intelligent a human charac¬ 

ter with an Intelligence score of 3 is. What is the 

character’s approximate IQ? Is the character consid¬ 

ered mentally handicapped or just slow? Can he 

carry a normal conversation, or does he have prob¬ 

lems speaking? 

A character with an Intelligence score of 3 is 

smarter that most animals, hut oniy barely. Any 

creature with an Intelligence score of 3 or higher 

can understand at least one language (see page j in 

I he Monster Manus!}, A human with an Intelligence 

score of 3 can speak Common but does not have a 

good vocabulary (perhaps a few hundred one- and 

two-syllable words}, and the character doesn'l have a 

good grasp of syntax and grammar. The character 

speaks and understands only simple subject-verb 

sentences and probably has problems with things 

such aa pasl and future tense. 

Intelligence also affects memory and reasoning, so tlse 

example character doesn’t have much of a head for 

fads, nor will I he character be very good at arithmetic. 

Ten points of IQ per point of Intelligence is a good 

rule of thumb, so your example character has an IQ 

of about 30. How the example character is perceived 

and treated depends on social conditions in the cam¬ 

paign, Most cultures in a DfrtD world are pretty fol 

erant-lhey have to be just so they can get along in a 

place that contains the wide variety of creatures that 

inhabit most DDtD worlds, In such cultures, terms 

such as ''dull" and "slow’’ probably don't get much 

use, at least in respect to a person's mental capacity. 

When your own Intelligence is about average ho) 

you Ye ,4slowM compared to a dragon, beholder, mind 

flayer, or other creature that might live right next 

door or lurk beyond the next valley. Still, elitism and 

a sense of superiority can exist just about anywhere. 

It is a good bet, however; that the example charac¬ 

ters’ associates, relatives, and neighbors know the 

character's mental limitations, and that they adjust 

their expectations for that character accordingly. 

Docs a ebak of CHartstns, an eagte’s splendor spell, ar 

other Charisma enhancements increase the saving throw 

bonus from a paladin’s divine grace class feature? 

Yes, Use the paladin’s current Charisma modifier, 

whatever it mighl be. Temporary Charisma increases 

also increase the saving throw bonus from divine 

grace. On the other hand, temporary Charisma 

decreases reduce the saving throw bonus from 

divine grace as well. 

How long does it take to activate a scroll with an iden¬ 

tify speJ on it? How about a scroll with any of the sum¬ 

mon mo rtf ter spells or a wand of summon monster? 

This has been a serious debate for some of ua. Page 213 

of the Dungeon Master's Guide, under Using Magic 

hems, says “Activating a magic item is a standard action 

unless the item description indicates otherwise. 

However, the casting Time of a spell is the time required 

to activate the same power in an item, whether ip's a 

scroll, a wand, or a pair of boots, unless the item 

description specifically states otherwise,” Yetr the very 

next section (speil completion items) states: ’’This is the 

activation method for scrolls,,.. Activating a spell com¬ 

pletion item is a standard action and provokes attacks of 

opportunity exactly as casting a spell does." The 

Payer's Handbook section on scrolls also says it’s a 

standard action, yet the Dungeon Masters Guide spell 

storing weapon ability on page 2125 says "This special 
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ahi-lify is an exception to The general rule that casting a 

spell from an item rates at least as long as casting that 

spell normally ” Which set of rules is correct? 

Activating any magic item is a standard action, 

unless the Item duplicates a spell effect that has a 

longer casting time or unless ihc item; description 

specifies a different casting Time. The sections on 

spell completion and spell trigger items should include 

the caveat that activating the item rakes as long as 

casting the stored spell would rake. Thus, il lakes i 

hour to activate a scroll with an identify spell on it. A 

scroll or a wand with any of the summon monster 
spells in Lr takes a full round to activate, jusl as cast¬ 

ing a summon monster spell does. 

A command word item rakes a standard action to 

activate, no matter what the casting lime of the spell 

it duplicates. In general, command word items don't 

duplicate spells with long casting rimes. 

Use-activated items typically don’t have any acti¬ 

vation times (because they function continually or 

because you activate them automatically as part of 

the action you rake to use the ilenriX. Like command 

word items, use-activated items usually don'I dupli¬ 

cate spells with long casting times. Activating a scroll 

(or any oiher spell completion item) Is like casting a 

spell for purposes of arcane spell failure (such as 

from armor.)1" (see ''Activation'’ on page 238 of rhe 

Dungeon Master’s Guide). An armored rogue who 

activates a scroll with Use Magic Device suffers the 

normal arcane spell failure chance. 

E'm trying to find out If my rogue, wearing leather 

armor, can make a Use Magic Device check to trig¬ 

ger a wand containing an arcane spell. What Is the 

DC for doing so? It appears from the rules that rhe 

armor will cause a to% chance of arcane spell fail¬ 

ure if the spell being cast has a somatic (S} compo- 

nent {Players Handbook page tsz). Is it true that 

casting a spell from a spelhtrigger item, such as a 

wand, removes the requirement for the somatic 

component, and thereby eliminates this io°a chance 

of failure? 

The Use Magic Device skill is for using magic items 

that you normally could not otherwise activate. 

Activating a wand has a DC of 20, as shown on the 

table in the Use Magic Device skill description. 

However, this assumes that you already know what 

spell the wand stores, IT you don’t, you have to acti¬ 

vate the wand blindly (DC 25). If you successfully 

activate a wand blindly, you know what spell it con¬ 

tains, and your subsequent attempts to activate that 

particular wand are at DC 20, 

There's no arcane spell failure chance for activat¬ 

ing a spell trigger item, For a command word item, or 

for a use-activated item, (here is an arcane spell fail¬ 

ure chance for activating a scroll (a spell completion 

item), provided the spell stored on The scroll has a 

somatic component. 

Given that being prone means you are Eying on the— 

ground (Players Handbook page 311J, who can be 

prone? Can oozes be prone? What about creatures with 

no limbs like snakes? What about incorporeal creatures? 

Anybody can be "prone.1’ Creatures that use limbs 

for locomotion can use a free action to drop prone 

and must use a move action to stand up again. 

Something' wilh no motive limbs, such as a snake, can 

go prone or “stand up” as a free action. Such crea¬ 

tures might want to become prone to gain an Armor 

Class bonus against ranged attacks. [Although givipg 

something like a gelatinous cube that option defies 

common sense and should not be allowed.) Officially, 

there's an attack of opportunity anytime a creature 

stands up. The Sage, however, heartily recommends 

no attack of opportunity when a snake or similar 

creature "stands up," 

Being tripped makes you prone. Who can be 

tripped? Beholders? Gelatinous cubes? What effect 

docs tripping have on these creatures? Can a prone 

character be I ripped Eigain? What about flying and 

swimming creatures? Many creatures have neither 

legs nor any relationship to the ground or gravity. 

How does tripping affect them? 

Anything using limbs for locomotion con be I ripped. 

1 hings thal don’t need limbs For locomotion can't be 

tripped. You can't trip a snake, a beholder, or 0 gelati¬ 

nous cube. You wont find this in the rules, but then it 

really doesn’t need to be in there-the rules can leave 

some things lo the DM’s common sense. 

A creature flying with wings can be ''tripped.1’ in 

which case The creature stalls (see Tactical Aerial 

Movement on page 20 oT the DUNGEON Master's 
Guide)- You can't make an incorporeal creature fall 

down. You also can't trip a prone creature. 

Creatures can’t be tripped when they’re swimming 

(the water holds them up). Likewise, a burrowing 

creature is driving its body through a fairly solid 

medium that serves to hold it up. 

When a character gets up from prone, when does 

the attack of opportunity take place? When he is still 

prone? Whan he is standing? Can the attacker 

choose when to attack? In one case, the attacker can 

get a +4 bonus to hit. In the other, he can make 

another trip attack. 

All attacks of opportunity happen before the 

actions that trigger them (see Chapter 8 In the 

Player's Handbook), When you make an attack of 

opportunity against someone who’s getting up. your 

target is effectively prone, and therefore cannot be 

I ripped. You could ready an action to trip a prone 

foe after he gets up, however. 

Can prone characters move? The rules on crawling 

would obviously apply here, but this question also 

includes things like limbless creatures and oozes. Can 
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□ creature tumble while prone? Can he rum bio to get oul 

of the threatened area? How fast would he move? You 

tan tumble as part of normal movement. What is a 
"normal move" anyway? 

If a creators has no moliv-e limbs, it moves at its nor¬ 

mal speed when prone, otherwise it must crawl or Tum¬ 

ble. There's no game definition of the term ''normal 

move'1 but rhc rules use it as shorthand for using a 
move action to travel up to your speed (as opposed to 

using a skill such as Ctimb or Swim), Crawling isn't "nor¬ 

mal movement.1' bur rumbling is the art of moving with 

acrobatic skill, and There's no reason why a prone tum¬ 

bler couldn't artfully roll away from a foe. 

Wben fighting wilh two weapons, does the Combai 

Expertise fcal apply to both weapons individually or 

together? For example, do I fake a -2 on attack rolls for 

both weapons to add +i Armor Class? Or do I take -z 

on attack rolls for both weapons for a +4 bonus to 

Armor Class? 

You get the AC bonus once. The arrack penalty applies 

to all attacks you make until your next turn. If you use 

I wo weapons Id make extra attacks, the penalty applies 

to the attacks from both weapons. It also applies to any 

attacks of opportunity you make before your- next turn. 

Normally, you have to use a light weapon to benefit 

from The Weapon Finesse fear. You can also use 3 rapier 

or a spiked chain with Weapon Finesse, You cannot use 

the Power Attack feat with a light weapon. Can you use 

a spiked chain or a rapier and benefit from both Weapon 

Finesse and Power Attack at the same rime? 

Yes. A rapier or a spiked chain made for a creature of 

your size is not a light weapon, even when you’re using 

The weapon with The Weapon Finesse feat. If you have 

both feats and use a rapier or a spiked chain, you can 

manage power and finesse in the same attack. Note that 

you must take both penalties to gain rhe benefits of both 

feats. For inslance, if you decide to take a -1 penalty on 

attack rolls, you can use Weapon Finesse or Power 

Attack. Whereas if you take a -a penally on attack rolls, 

you can add -1 to your AC and +1 on your damage rolls, 

or you can add -t 2 ro your AC or your damage. 

Just how fast can a dwarf barbarian. Dr other race with 

a speed of zo, move in medium armor? There are two 

prevailing opinions on this: 25 feet (10 feet more than 

that of a typicaE dwarf in medium armor) or 20 feet (the 

result of consulting table 7—6 for a creature with a 

speed of 30 feet}. 

Table 7-6 uses base speeds, not races. Always apply 

any speed incr eases a character has before applying the 

effects of armor (see page 147 in the Player's 
Handbook, A ha If ling or gnome, bavarian in medium 

armor has a speed of 20 feet. A dwarf barbarian in 

medium armor has a speed of 30 feet because medium 

or heavy armor doesn't reduce a dwarf's speed (see 

page 14 in I he Players Handbook], tp 
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